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The day the music died?
Madisonians' funding likely
to be cut after 25 years
GINA MONTEFUSCO &
ALLYSON HOFER
news editor A contributing writer
The Madisonians, which celebrated its 25th anniversary at
JMU last weekend will lose their
funding from JMU for next year.
The Madisonians, a student
music and dance troupe, were
told Sunday evening by director
Debbie Lauder that JMU has
decided to no longer fund the
Madisonians. Without that funding, the Madisonians will cease
to exist.
Several factors contributed to
the decision to not continue
funding the Madisonians,
although one of the biggest reasons is the need to restaff, said
Richard Whitman, dean of the
College of Arts and Letters.
Two of the most important
positions would need to be filled,
he said, since Lauder will be relocating to New York with her husband. In addition, the Madisonians' audio specialist, SMAD
instructor John Fishell, may be

returning to grad school.
"The audio specialist is a very
important role," Whitman said.
"We don't know who we would
use. This isn't a metropolitan
area."
After Sandy Cryder, the
Madisonians director for 20
years, stepped down from the
post a few years ago, the group
has gone through many directorial changes, Whitman said. The
intent was to make the job a parttime job.
However, Whitman said that
in order to keep the Madisonians
at a top level, the director job
needed to be a full-time job. In
order to hire a full-time director
and a new audio crew, the
Madisonians' budget would
have risen from the current budget of $14,000 a year to $100,000,
Whitman said.
The additional funding would
cover hiring a full-time faculty
member with benefits, which
accounts for about $50,000,
bringing in an external sound
crew, which accounts for about
$20,000 and hiring someone to

KATIE WlLSOfi/ossistoni photo editor

The Madisonians, JMU's song and dance troupe, perform their 25th annual home show last weekend.
It could be the troupe's last show, as the College of Arts and Letters is likely to cut its funding.
do the music in addition to the
current budget, Whitman said.
The Madisonians do generate
a recovery from their shows.
Whitman said. However, the
budget was not the only concern
in the Madisonians decision.
"It's not purely a matter of

financing," he said. "I don't think
[the budget] was a major issue in
this. It's a matter of successfully
finding a staff."
Whitman said there was no
formal search for a new staff and
he wasn't sure how active an
informal search may have been.

Hager to speak at graduation
Commencement
ceremonies scheduled
May 8 in stadium
FATHER NELSON
staff writer

Jl

The commencement speakers have
been finalized for JMU's graduation ceremony on May 8.
Virginia Lt. Gov. John Hager will be
the guest speaker for the ceremony in
Bridgeforth Stadium.
Hager will be introduced by JMU
President Linwood Rose at the graduation ceremony.
He was chosen because he is well
known in Virginia and because he is the
state's second-highest elected official,
Fred Hilton, director of media relations,
said.
Gov. Jim Gilmore was the university's first choice to speak at

graduation/There's no real solid pattern
in how JMU goes about picking who
speaks at graduation. However, he said
the university doesn't want to spend
excessive amounts of money that's usually needed to bring in a television personality or a celebrity. Political figures

SAYONARA SENIORS
WHO: The Class of 1999
WHAT: Graduation ceremonies
WHERE: Main commencement ceremony in Bridgeforth Stadium
WHEN: Saturday, May Q at 10 a.m.
• The five colleges will then hold individual graduations in other locations,
including the Quad and the Convo
generally speak free of charge, Hilton
said.
In addition to the guest speaker, each
year a student speaker is chosen from
the graduating class to speak at graduation. Ten seniors applied to speak.

Applicants submitted a copy of their
speeches and presented them to a panel
of judges who rated each speaker's presentation.
Applicants were given only one rule
for their speeches: they could talk about
anything they chose, but it could only
be four minutes long.
Music major J.R. Snow received the
highest point total from the judges and
was told by SGA Vice President Collin
Lee that he had been selected to be the
student speaker. But following the
announcement that Snow was chosen as
the speaker, an entrant appealed the
decision, claiming that Snow had
exceeded the four-minute time limit by
several minutes, Lee said.
The SGA executive board met to
decide whether or not time was a deciding factor in the selection of student
speaker. The board decided to overturn
the decision to have Snow speak at
see GRADUATION page 7

"[The Madisonians] may not
be as important today as it was
five years ago," Whitman said.
The Madisonians is a group of
16 men and women who sing
and dance with an eight-piece
see MADISONIANS page 9

South View fixes
floor; residents
move back in
LISA ROSATO & TARA HAFER
senior writer and staff writer

Four days after the floor collapsed in their
second-story apartment in South View, students living in apartments 1033-G and 1033-C
moved back into their apartments with a
repaired floor. A sign put on the outside of the
door by residents of 1033-G states "Warning:
Maximum Capacity of five."
The property damage report for apartments
1033-G and 1033-C is currently being constructed by the development's structural engineer,
South View property manager Kevin Williams
said. It will identify the causes of the damage,
he said.
"Until we get the report there is no way of
knowing how much damage was done to the
apartment," Williams said. Because this report
see SOUTH page 9
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you planning to do this summer?

Kelley Blassingame

in other matters, campus police
report the following:

Unidentified individuals Grand Larceny
allegedly stole a 21-speed GT • Unidentified individuals
Backwoods mountain bike allegedly stole a brown cloth
valued at $700 frornja bke rack purse with a red stripe
at the west side of Zane containing a wallet with
Showker Hall on April 23 at numerous cards and $15 cash
12:30 p.m.
on April 23 at 11:30 am on the
The serial number of the bike Quad.
is S6E03814 and its JMU • Unidentified individuals
registration number»1672.
allegedly entered a room in
Garber Hall and stole two

"To the press alone, chequered as
it is with abuses, the world is
indebted for all the triumphs
which have been gained by
reason and humanity over error
and oppression."
— James Madison

SPORTS

STYLE

textbooks and a black leather
wallet containing numerous
cards on April 23 at 1:19 p.m.
• Unidentified individuals
allegedly entered a room in
Garber Hall and removed a
brown leather wallet containing
numerous cards on April 23 at
1:19p.m.
• Unidentified individuals
allegedly stole a black wallet
wifti JMU letters on it in UREC
on April 24 at 1:25 p.m. The
wallet contained numerous
cards, $20 cash and several
unsigned checks for $50, $25
and $5.
The wallet is valued at $11.

Grand Larceny/Property
Damage
• Unidentified individuals
allegedly broke into a vehicle by
breaking the rear tailgate
window on April 24 at 10:50
a.m. and removed a rare
Diembe Remo decorative drum
decorated with African symbols
on the sides.
The drum is valued at $400.
A clear plastic storage box
containing over 200 live
recording cassettes of Phish
concerts valued at $200 was
also taken.
seePOUCElOOpase7
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DUKE DAYS EVENTS CALENDAR
IURSDAV, APRIL 29

The Breeze is located in the lower
level of Anthony-Seeger Hall

r, APRIL

• Bible Study, 8:15 p.m., Wesley Foundation, 690 S. Mason St., call Ben at
434-3490

Cleveland

it Bible Study, 7 p.m.. Baptist Student Union, call 434-6822
Duke

# Exit 245 Spring Concert, featuring the Overtones and Blucstones, 8 p.m.,
Wilson Hall, $2, call Jason at x7207

• EARTH meeting, 5 p.m., Taylor 305, call Warren at 438-1210
# Fellowship and Praise, 5:30 p.m.. Baptist Student Union, call 434-6822
it Fellowship Dinner, 5:30 p.m., Wesley Foundation, 690 S. Mason St., call
Ben at 434-3490
♦ Folk Group Practice, 7:30 p.m., CCM House (1052 S. Main St.), sponsored
by Catholic Campus Ministry, call Tom at 433-6428

it InterVarsity Large Group, 7 p.m., Miller 101, e-mail Sarah at
wauersb@jmu. edu
% JMU Breakdancing Club, 6 p.m., UREC MAC room, e-mail Chris at
rosentijl@jmu. edu

South Main St.
M
Anthony-

Jseeger
^3B k.b fc / £

SUNDAY, MAY 2

it Lambda Rising meeting, 6:30 p.m., Maury G-1, call Daniel at 433-6411
it New Life Singers, 7 p.m., Wesley Foundation, 690 S. Mason St., call Ben at
434-3490

it Mass, 11 a.m. and 5 p.m., PC Ballroom, and 9 p.m., CCM House (1052 S.
Main St.), sponsored by Catholic Campus Ministry, call Kelly at 801-0829

it Planetarium Show, 6 and 7 p.m.. Miller 102
■

:SDAV,MAY5

it UBP Public Relations/Marketing Committee, 5 p.m., Taylor 306, call Eunice
at x7822
# Young Democratic Socialists meeting, 8 p.m., Taylor 302, call x2537

ATION

♦ Luncheon, 11 am. to 1 p.m., Bridgewater Church of the Brethren, to benefit
Bridgewater Home Auxiliary Scholarship Fund, carry-out available, $4

MARKET WATCH
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WEATHER
FRIDAY: Mostly cloudy,
high 53°F, low 40°F
SATURDAY: Mostly cloudy,
high 50°F, low 38°F
SUNDAY: Mostly cloudy,
high 66°F, low 43°F
MONDAY: Partly Cloudy,
high 73°F, low 44°F

CORRECTION
Grafton-Stovall Theatre will
not be showing "Patch
Adams" and "Saving Private
Ryan" for free today and
tomorrow. Tickets for both
movies are $2.
The Breeze regrets the error.
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Enrollment increases with frosh class
ANGELA HAIN
\staff writer
Despite overcrowding, enrollment at JMU will increase again
next year as the university
approaches its target student
population of 15,000.
"This year we are looking for
a class close to 3,000 students so
we offered admission to 7,900
students," Roxie Shabazz, director of admissions, said. "We can
expect 38 to 40 percent of those
students to accept our offer and
come to JMU."
In the next two years, enrollment numbers are expected to
level off and the completion of
the QSAT campus buildings will
provide a lot more instructional
and living space for students,
said Frank Doherty, director of
institutional research. He said he
expects to see a significant
improvement in overcrowding.
"Yes, [JMU isj overcrowded
right now," Doherty said. "But
in the next few years, once the
new buildings that are in the
process of being constructed are
finished, the overcrowding will
be alleviated. •
"Beginning the fall of 2000,
we will cap the admission of
new students to about 3,000
freshmen and 550 to 580 transfer
students each year, figures that
we have almost reached,"
Doherty said. "Our retention
and graduate rates are stable
enough that our enrollment size
will become steady at those figures from then on."
All of the growth that has
occurred thus far has been deliberate, and now the university has
decided they have grown
enough, Doherty said.
However, several years ago
the number of students who
accepted JMU's offer of admission caught the admissions office
by surprise.

According to the Aug 291996 ning of the remainder of the East students who are granted
issue of The Breeze, "About 400 campus buildings," Doherty admission based on the enrollmore freshmen than the admis- said. "Once the [CISAT campus] ment projections.
sions office expected accepted is completed, there will be three
"The guideline that the
their admission into JMU this large academic buildings, addi- admissions office uses to figure
fall, Fred Hilton, director of tional dorms and a new student out the profile of the upcoming
media relations, said."
center to provide space for stu- student relies on a variety of facDoherty said, "Nine or 10 dent conferences and groups to tors," Warner said.
years ago, JMU told the Virginia meet"
"It is not just about the scores;
State Council that we felt our
Next year, JMU will also hire we are looking for well-rounded
ideal institution size should be additional faculty to compensate students," he said.
15,000 students. Once we reach for the growth.
Warner also said the
our target size, we do not intend
"We will not hire as many Centennial
Commission,
to grow beyond it
faculty as we would like to appointed by JMU. President
"The
State
Linwood Rose to
Council of Higher
project what the
Education
of
university wants to
Virginia (SCHEV)
look like in 2008, is
has been encouralso doing work to
aging Virginia
construct a student
institutions of Number of offers
profile that the
higher learning to of admission given:
admissions office
increase
their
will in turn use to
enrollment
to
select students.
accommodate the
The guidelines
growing number
the
admissions
Number of students
of high school
office follows in
graduates who estimated to
selecting students
wish to continue accept, ,1^-^^^Mstays pretty consistheir education."
tent from year to
3,000
The State Council
year.
MICHELE JOHNSTON/sraptocs editor
has also put
The selection
increased imporprocess begins by
tance on technology-related jobs. because the state did not provide looking at the size the institution
With the addition of the CISAT the funding that we need, but wants the next class to be.
campus at JMU, the university mere will be additional faculty to
"Year to year the criteria is the
felt they could accommodate the aid in our growth," Doherty said. same, however, the pull can be
rise in college applicants, and
According to the March 25 more competitive," Shabazz
also provide programs for the issue of The Breeze, "The universi- said.
demand of education in integrat- ty needs funding for about 100
"Our job is to find the best stued sciences and health sciences.
new positions to bring student- dents to fill the spots in the
"As a university, we have to-faculty ratios to where they upcoming class and to find the
decided to do what the state should be, a JMU administrator best students who will do well
needs us to by admitting more said last week.
here at JMU," she said.
students into higher learning and
"However, despite a budget
The admissions office looks at
also having the means to train increase of nearly $1 million to two major academic areas: critemore students in technology," fund faculty positions next year, ria and personal qualities.
Doherty said.
JMU will only be able to create 25 "In criteria, we are looking at the
He also said that the universi- new positions, vice president of program of study the student
ty does not have the resources academic affairs Douglas Brown took, whether or not they were in
and space to continue to grow said."
the top courses their school
once the CISAT campus is comMark Warner, vice president offered and their grades in those
pleted.
of student affairs, said the courses," Shabazz said. "We are
"The state has already admissions office is given specif- looking for overall solid students
approved $800,000 for the plan- ic guidelines used to select the with A's and B's, occasional C's.

Incoming Freshman Class
7,900

We also look at the SAT and
ACT test scores."
Last year, the middle 50 percent of the SAT scores was
between 1,110 and 1,260 for the
upcoming class.
The majority of the students
were also in the top 20 percent of
their class.
Shabazz said the university
has stabilized the types of students the university is admitting.
"In the past five years, our
applicant pool has been stronger
by way of the competitive courses the students have taken.
However, the class rank, GPA,
and SAT scores from the applicants has remained about the
same," Shabazz said.
Shabazz said the reason statistical data has shown the SAT
scores of the incoming freshmen
has declined can be attributed to
the recentering of scores the
College Board made in 1995.
"When I compare the SAT
scores from prior to '95 together,
and the SAT scores from '95
through '99, I see a flat rate,"
Shabazz said.
"But if you try to compare the
scores across that gap, it's like
comparing apples and oranges,"
she said.
Shabazz said the application
selection has not gotten any less
competitive in the past five years.
"The rate and selectivity of the
incoming students is based on the
number of applications we receive
and the students admitted, a figure
that remains consistent," Shabazz
said.
Doherty agreed that it is not
getting easier to be accepted to the
university, despite the increase in
enrollment.
"The only difference is in the
past we had to turn away a number of quality students to keep our
numbers down, whereas now we
have more room to accept many
more of these quality students."

Relay For Life to be held near 'Burg
1

LISON MANSER
senior writer
Helping to cure cancer is only a walk
away next month as the American Cancer
Society hosts two fundraising walks in the
Harrisonburg area.
Relay For Life is a "community celebration of life,"and event that raises
funds for the American Cancer Society
while declaring that cancer can and will
be beaten.
In May, two relays will be held in the
Shenandoah and Bridgewater areas.
The event consists of teams of eight to
15 people who walk, run or wheelchair
around a track for a 24-hour period. One
member of each team is on the track at all
times.
Team members camp out when they're
not participating and enjoy games, food,

music and competitions throughout the
event.
"We do a lot to keep ourselves entertained besides just walking around the
track," said Adele Durost, co-chairperson
of the Bridgewater Relay For Life.
Prior to and during the event, teams
collect donations to sponsor their participation. All proceeds from team donations
and sales at the event are donated to the
American Cancer Society.
Teams sell luminaries to recognize cancer survivors or those who have died from
cancer. Their purchase sends a $10 donation to the American Cancer Society.
Luminaries are lit during the Luminaria
Ceremony held at sundown. Hundreds of
candles light the track. A moment of
silence and spoken words follow.
"It's just awe-inspiring" Durost said.
"Seeing the names on the bags as you

walk by, each bag represents a person — it
just hits you. It's very emotional."
Durost is in her second year as co-chair
of the Bridgewater Relay for Life. Last
year, the fundraising goal was set at
$50,000 and at the culmination of the 12hour relay $60,000 had been raised. This
year is the area's first 24-hour event and
they have set their goal at $75,000.
So far, the Bridgewater Relay For Life,
which will be held on May 21-22 at Jopson
Football Field, has 28 teams registered,
said Lisa Herring, the co-chairperson of
the event.
In the past, the Bridgewater Relay For
Life events have been held at Montevideo
High School. The Jopson Football Field is
a new location for the group.
JMU's Center for Service Learning
(CSL) has made Relay For Life a special
project, connecting students with the orga-

nization for walking in and helping at the
race, program director Rich Harris said.
Team registration begins at 4 p.m.
Friday, May 21. The actual relay begins at
7 p.m. following the survivor's celebration
and opening ceremonies. There will be a
closing ceremony at 3 p.m. the following
day.
Interested volunteers tan contact the
Harrisonburg American Cancer Society
office at 434-3360 for information and to
get involved in the Bridgewater area
Relay For Life.
The Shenandoah area Relay for Life
will be held on May 28-29 at the
Shenandoah County Fair Grounds.
Cancer survivors will walk the first
lap, each holding a balloon. At the end of
their lap they release the balloons and cancer care givers begin the second lap.
see RELAY page 5
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Sun. May 2
Oatmeal
Scrambled Eggs
Tatof Tots
Sausage Patties
French Toast
Potato Soup w/ Roasted
Garlic and Rosemary
Roast Beef / Gravy
Mashed Potatoes
Italian Green Beans w/
Red Peppers

Mon. May 3
Chicken Noodle Soup
BBO Beet Sandwch
Chicken Roma
Tomato Herb Sauce
Egg Noodles
Broccoli
Mixed Vegetables
City Chicken / Gravy

Tues. May 4

Wed. May 5

Thurs. May 6

Fri. May 7

Tomato Barley Soup
Hot Turkey Sandwich
Mexican Stuffed Zucchini
Mashed Potatoes
Spinach
Cauliflower

Cream of Tomato Soup
Chinese Pepper Steak
Chicken Patty Sandwich
Tomato Herb Sauce
Rice
Carrots
Oriental Mixed Vegetables

Senate Bean Soup
Chicken Pot Pie
Yankee Pot Roast
Parslied Potatoes
Broccoli
Ratatouille

Manhattan uam onowow
Tomato BasHFish
Hot Roast Beef Sandwich
Mashed Potatoes
Italian Green Beans
Mixed Vegetables

Sat. May 8

Continental
Senior
Breakfast
8-10 a.m.

.
r

Vegetarian Fajltas

Casablanca Stew

Vegan Macaroni Dinner

Spinach Enchilada

Cuban Shepaids Pie

&

^§f

Pasta Fagoli
Baked Ravioli
Tortellini w/ Roasted Garlic

Meat Balls w/ Sauce
Pasta w/ Carbonara Sauce

Eggplant Parmesan
Pasta w/ Red Clam Sauce

CheTs Salad
Southwestern Wrap
Tangy Three Been Soup

Chicken Ceaser Salad
Tuna Wrap
Black Bean Soup

Antipasto Salad
Club Wrap
Italian Vegetable Soup

Taco Salad
Italian Wrap
Tunisian Tomato Soup

Grilled Chicken Breast
Grilled Ham & Cheese

Veggie Burger
Grilled Cheese

Grilled Chicken Breast
Fried Mushrooms

Turkey Burger
Onion Rings

Grilled Chicken Breast
Grilled Cheese

Fried Fish
PhiWpine Stir Fried
Roasted Parmesan
Potatoes
Peas
Carrots
Egg Rolls

BBQ Chicken
Meat Loaf / Gravy
Mashed Potatoes
Corn on the Cob
Green Bean Casserole

Spiral cut Ham
Chicken Fingers
Egg Noodles
Green Beans
Baked Acorn Squash

Texas BBQ
Southwestern Baked Fish
Macaroni and Cheese
Corn
Lima Beans

Chicken Florentine
Seafood Gumbo
Rice
Peas
Squash Casserole

Felafel / Tzatziki

Chili Relleno

Black Beans t Veg Burritos

Chill Con Corny

London Broil
Tomato Basil
Chicken Breast
Roasted Potatoes
Zucchini and Tomatoes
Kale
Fetticini Allredo

mm WA-.

Calzone
Pasta w/
Roasted Mushrooms

Baked Manicotti
Chicken Marsala

Chicken Parmesan
Baked Pasta
w/ Ratatouille

Baked Tortellini
Pasta w/ Ham and Peas

MAMA MIA:

Pasla w/ Three Cheeses
Pasta ■HI Chickan & Psppars

Exhibition Salad:
Wrap:
Soup:

Spinach Salad
Chicken Ranch Wrap
Fiesta Vegetable Soup

Turkey Burger
Mozzarella Sticks

Baked Rotini
w/ Italian Sauce

iSm
\i_5
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-

AAAH! NOW I SEE!
APPLYING NOW
FOR FALL '99 IS
A SMART MOVE!

Stulfed Shells
Pasla with Chicken,
Broccoli and Tomato
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CONGRATULATIONS
JOHN ALSPAUGH!

AIPM4Y
variety of positions
flexible schedules
a place for everyone!

PC Duke*
QibbbnaHaH
Market One

WHAT'S YOUR BALANCE?

Mrs. Greene
Catering
Concessions
The Festival

Don't forget that Dining Dollars
balances must be used by
May 7.1999. or be forfeited.
Stop by the Card Services in
Warren Hall, Third Fioor
to check on your balance availabtel
Now get out there and
buy some food!

Door 4 Subs

fiRFIT
TOO!

WINNER OF THE 1999-00 DINING SERVICES
REUSAQJH MUG DESIGN CONTfEST
THANKS TO EVERYONE WHO ENTERED AND VOTED
ON NEXT YEAR'S DESIGN.
JMU REUSABLE MUGS WILL BE DISTRIBUTED FREE TO Alt 4EA
PARTICIPANTS IN THE FALL - BE SURE TO GET YOURS AND US

N
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Oh baby baby, no Britney
Spears for JMU
JMU is not the college of choice for
pop-sensation Britney Spears. In
recent weeks there have been widespread rumors fueled by students indicating Spears applied for admission to
JMU for next year. However,
Admissions Director Roxie Shabazz
said Spears never sent an application to
the university.
Spears, a 17-year-old Louisiana
native, recently hit number one on the
Billboard Magazine's Hot 100 Singles
Chart with her debut single,". .. Baby
One More Time."

Alpha Kappa Psi awards
student in tuition giveaway
On April 22, business fraternity Alpha
Kappa Psi held a drawing for its first
annual tuition raffle. Junior Matt Chafin
won $1,500
that will be _^_^_^^—
applied to his
tuition balance for the
fall semester.
Fifteen percent of the fundraiser's proceeds are
being donated to a local charity.

In Brief

Yearbooks to be distributed
next week
i

The Bluestone, JMU's yearbook,
will be distributed next week.
Distribution will be held from 9 am. to 7
p.m. on the commons and outside of
ilane Showker. Yearbooks are free with
a JAC card. For more information, call
Wendy or Leah at x6541.

SCHEV proposes block
grants for higher education
The State Council of Higher
Education of Virginia proposed decentralizing funding for universities and
colleges by introducing block grants.
Under the proposal, the institution
would receive a block grant every year
based on its ability to meet certain performance standards, such as graduation and retention rates.
Gov. Jim Gilmore has appointed a
higher education commission to study
funding and the block grant proposal. Its
report is due before the end of 1999.

Senior class president
wins 'Big Mouth' contest
Three contestants talked till they
were blue in the face at the "Big Mouth"
Filibuster Competition that took place
Sunday, April 25 in Grafton-Stovall
Theatre. Chris Neff, senior class president, was the first place winner of the
competition, sponsored by the Pre-Law
society to raise money for Blue Ridge
Legal Services. Neff spoke for three
hours and 47 minutes.
Tanya Wade, the president of PreLaw society, said the three competitors
raised over $100 for Blue Ridge, a nonprofit United Way agency that provides
free legal services for qualified citizens.
Most of the contestants' sponsors were
JMU faculty and students.
The topic for the contest was crime
and punishment, and the participants
could read books, speeches and notes
to help them talk for as long as possible.
The other two contestants were Rob
Morehead, who came in second place,
and Tom Finche, who came in third.
—from staff reports
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'One Day video to go on sale
500 copies of27-minute flick will be available at JMU Bookstore

i

LLYSON HOFER
pontributing writer

It can be One Day every day next
Wednesday as One Day, One University
videotapes go on sale at the JMU
Bookstore.
The video will cost $15 each, with all
proceeds going toward the One Day,
One University SMAD Scholarship
Fund.
John Woody, co-executive producer
of the video, said 500 copies are being
made for the first run and additional
copies will be made if all 500 are sold.
The 27-minute video shows a day-inthe-life of JMU, with additional profiles
of four students and JMU President
Linwood Rose.
Woody said the final cut of the video
is much like what students saw at the
premiere at Grafton-Stovall April 8, but
is more refined.
"We re-edited it so now there is a
story in it," he said. "We wanted [the
video] to be viewable to students, staff
and parents. We fully mixed the sound
and improved the quality of the animations.
"For $15 you get a great video with

great quality. It's fun to watch, too."
The bookstore has an 800 number students or parents can call to order the
video. The bookstore will send the video
for an additional $3 in shipping.
John Davis, director of the bookstore,
said posters will soon be up around the
bookstore announcing the video. Davis

The cover of the video will have a
square cut out, with the label on the
video showing through. The label was
designed by senior Ryan Cramer, part of
the SMAD 433 advanced video class that
filmed the video.
Student reactions to upcoming video
sales are mainly positive.
Freshman Brittanie DeChino, a CIS
major, said she is going to buy the video
and give it to her high school guidance
office.
"I thought [the video] was awesome,"
she said. "It did justice for this university. It showed so many aspects that you
don't even realize."
Sophomore Jessica Rotchford, an
anthropology and Russian major, said
John Woody she probably won't purchase the video.
co-executive producer "I want to see it, but I don't have the
money to buy it," she said. "I think
said if all the copies are sold then they Chips should put it out to rent."
will get additional copies.
Junior Craig Coffman, a history
Notices will be handed out at the major, said he didn't go to the premiere
Senior Pig Roast this Saturday to remind at Grafton-Stovall, but thought it-soundseniors about the video. There is a possi- ed interesting. "I might buy it if I have
bility that a table will be set up at gradu- the money," he said.
ation so students and parents have
Students can call 1-800-280-7543 to
another opportunity to purchase the order the video or they can purchase one
video. Woody said.
from the JMU Bookstore.

"For $15 you get a
great video with great
quality. It's fun to watch
too.

Special Olympics comes to JMU
I/EiLLYTOBER
contributing writer
Special people cause special events to
happen and Sunday's event at
Bridgeforth Stadium certainly qualifies.
Celebrating 30 years of fun and
games, under sunny skies and warm
temperatures. Special Olympics of
Virginia provided the opportunity for
residents all over the state to participate
in a track meet.
The activities varied from running
events to field events, including a pentathlon, which is a combination of five
different events.
The purpose of Special Olympics is
to live out the dream that people with
mental retardation could be perceived
and respected in the same way as
everyone else.
This is the 25th year this event has
been held in Bridgeforth Stadium at
JMU. This year, more than 100 athletes
from different areas participated and
over 200 volunteers were present.

A majority of the athletes were elementary and middle-school aged, but
people of all ages participated. The athletes were given plaques for their particiaption in the event.
Volunteers for the event included
members of JMU Greek and service
organizations and sports teams. The
kinesiology department and Pi Epsilon
Kappa (PEK) played a major role in the
success of the event.
Sophomore Dan Rettig, a member of
PEK, said, "It's been a really good time
dealing with the athletes and watching
them enjoy all of the activities."
Sherry Hill, an original coordinator
for the Special Olympics and a former
JMU student, was very enthusiastic
about the turnout for this year.
"Whenever people join together to put
on an event like this and experience it
together, they get a warm, fuzzy feeling
inside," Hill said. "Every single person
here will be changed because of what
happens here today."
Event Director and kinesiology pro-

fessor Steve Carney was pleased and
amazed with the small amount of stress
the event caused. "The volunteers and
athletes have been great," Carney said.
"They have made my job so much easier
and enjoyable. I just make sure they did
their parts."
In order to gather participants for an
event like this, schools all over Virginia
are contacted to ask for eager students.
The participants are not limited to students however; people of all ages can
sign up to be involved.
Deysi Dominguz, an 8th grader from
Mark Twain middle school in Fairfax,
was a participant in the events.
Although exhausted from running the
400 meter race, she said, "Today was
fun."
Like Dominguz, many of the athletes
had smiles on their faces all day and
were very excited about participating in
the track meet.
Carney said, "It's just a great event
for the athletes, for the families, and for
the students."

Relay For Life aims to raise $75,000
RELAY, from page 3
The team members take the track for the
third lap. For the next 24 hours, one of
the members will be on the track at all
times, said Donna Shafer-Riha, an office
service specialist for the Honors
Program. She is about to participate in
her third Relay For Life.
Shafer-Riha is especially concerned
with advancements in ovarian cancer prevention. After her mother-in-law, a cancer
survivor, was diagnosed with ovarian
cancer, she learned what a particularly
deadly cancer this type is because there's

no diagnosis test in the early stages.
"I would like to see the American
Cancer Society develop a test to detect
ovarian cancer before it becomes so
advanced," Shafer-Riha said.
Shafer-Riah, has sent e-mails to all
JMU honor students asking for their
support. "The response was very
good," she said. Many students have
purchased luminaries.
"We invite anyone who wants to come
to join us," she said.
Shafer-Riah is a member of her local
church's Relay For Life team. This year,

the team is 45 members strong. Due to the
growth, they have asked the National
Guard to accomodate the team with tents.
Barbara Holler, a member of the
Shenandoah American Cancer Society
Board, has served on the board for
eight years. Holler said last year the
Shenandoah Relay For Life was number one in the nation per capita for
money raised.
"We have a good time," Holler said.
Those interested in purchasing luminaries for the Shenandoah Relay for Life
can contact Jack Sperry at 477-3838.
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CONGRATULATIONS
To The Gloss of 1999

M
You have met thee challenge by raising $90,938 for the Reference Center of Carrier Library, the Academic ^^^^JSSS^^
Center, and the James Madison Center! These gifts will benefit all JMU students and will be a lasting legacy of the Class of 1999. Thanks
to all who supported the 1999 Senior Class Challenge!
Kevin Tyser
Megan Abbott
Shannon Ackermann
Amy Adamchak
Jennifer Adams
John Adamson
Virginia Addison
Gaurav Agarwal
Jyoti Aerawal
Jeffrey Ahdoot
Karen Allen
Toni Allen
Alissa Anderson
Shirlence Archer
Matthew Armstrong
Alicia Ash
Scott Ashcraft
Alaina Aston
Koshan Atabaki
l.widscy Atherton
Walter Ayers
Sylvia Baffour
Ansha Baker
Jennifer Baker
Sii/annah Baker
Lisa Banbury
Kelly Banna
Shana Bannister
Jason Barrow
Anthony Bartolotta
Autumn Barton
Larry Bayne
John Beakes III
Brent Beerley
Cristine liegeman
Ashley Bell
Thomas Bennett
Devin Bent
Sean Bergesen
Dana Berle
Clarke Bessent
Kyndra Best
Annette Bingham
Nathan Birckhead
Kelly Bishop
Asa Orin Bishop III
Whitnev Black
John Blaeuer
Sean Blake
Christina Bland
Kelley Blassingame
Jennifer Blumenschein
Brian Boder
Sam llogan
Gena Bonsiero
Kristin Bosserman
Danielle Bourgault
Hudson Boyer
Andrew Boyles
I i in Bozzi
Nicole Braddock
Amanda Bradley
Karen Brandenburg
Suzanne Breazeale
Justin Brittle
Blair Brown
Courtney Bryant
Megan Buchanan
Stephanie Budzina
Kelly Bulger
Stephanie Bunce
Wifliam Bur
irgess
Shannon Burk
lurke
Brett Burnam
Heather Burt
Seth Burton
George Buscnberg
Cassie Butcher
Ann Byrne
Jason Caldwell
Paula Caldwell
Lisa Cantu
Jonathan Carhart
Eileen Carney
Kim Carrano
Matthew Carrier
Courtney Carroll
Tara Carroll
Holly Carter
Melissa Carter
Dana Caruso
Sharyn Casapulla
Andrea Casey
Allison Cassavechia
Linda Cassese
Devon Cavanagh
Kate Cavataio
Erica Chase

Juan Chiriboga
Melissa ('hung
'Julie Church
Holly Ciocco
Lisa Cioffi
Allison Cirino
Jackie Cisternino
Christopher Clarke
MichaelClarke
Nicole Clarke
Lorctn Claustro
David Clevenger
Jeffrey Cline
Christopher Cobb
Gillian Coe
Jessica Cole
Steven Cole
Allison Coleman
Tara Coleman
Carolyn Conrad
Patty Constantinidis
Matthew Contento
Clarke Coole
Dana Cooper
Keith Cossu
Katie Costello
Tina Cothran
Erank Cotter
Kara Couch
Susan Couch
Jon Covel_
Anthony
Angela Cross
Gina Crovato
Lindsay Curran
Lisa I) Acierno
Stephanie Dacko
Louise Dacoata
Kelly Dalch
Darren D'Alcoiuo
Kristen Dallhoff
Marguerite Daniels
Shalini Daswani
Elizabeth David
Waverly Davidson
Colin Davis
Stephen Davis
IjMiren Dean
Angela DeBone
Amy DeCaspers
Michael DelBiondo
Stephanie DeMary
Sara Dinwoodic
Stepaoie Disanto
Erin Donahue
Heather Donato
Jonathan Doug
Nicole Dora
James Driscoll
Karin Durand
Misty Durham
Gina Durso
Amy Duvak
Kenneth Dyer
'"" g'|*1
——■
Kristin Eckels
J.BrannenEdjellT
Ian Edwards
Rachel Edwards
Tae Edwards
Claudelte Eikto
l« Elkins
John Elliot
Christine Kngelen
Andrew Erdmann
John Espirilu
Jennifer Eye
Kelly Kaircloth
Peter Falke
Lauren Faustman
Kellie Feeney
Stephanie Fennessey
Felicia Ferguson
Susan Filanowicz
Eric Finke _
Megan Firlie
Barry Floyd
Amanda rolcomer
Andrea Fontane
Jack Foster
Rosemary Fox
Kellev Frank
Matthew Fratus
Gregory Frese
Elizabeth Funkhouser
Erin Fuselier
Sharon Gale
Katherine Whitfield

Benjamin Galin
Jonathon Gallagher
Donna Garner
Preston Garcia
Joanne Garofala
triinifcr Gates
rian Gay
Wondwossen Getachew
Jennifer Gibson
Britt Gillette
Susan (iinel
Catherine Girouard
Jason Glass
Daniel Goldberg
Heather Gun/ales
Allison Good
Cynthia Good
Clair (.uiiilman
Thomas Goodman
Ann Graf
Carolyn Graham
Christie Graves
Julie Graves
Lindsay Gray
Nicole Gruenbaum
Laura Custafsi
Angie I lagan
Heather Hale
Christie Hall
Sarah Hall

Vmy Hamilton
enda Hancock
liaiiiie Hannan
MaryKav llaralampu
I'ameki fiarawav
Kathcrtpe Harbeck |
Jessica Harding
Elizabeth llarman
Ashley Harper
Jill Harris
Chad Harrison
Martha Harrison
Maggie Mass
Kara Hattem
John Haymes
Susanna Hazelwood
Brian Healy
"^
Kate Heffley
Heather Henderson
Lauren Hendrick
Karen Hendricks
Tracy Hendrickson
Christina Hennigan
Lara Henry
Jonathan llerr
ames Hess
Kendrick Highsmilh
Maggie Hill
Matthew Hinkk
Carrie Hinton
Cory Hoffer
Rosemary Hogan
Lauren llohman
Patricia Holbrook
Cheryl Holloway
Mary Holmesly
Stephanie Hooker
Steve Hoover
Kathleen Hopson
Ann Horigan
Julie Howard
Lauren Howard
Staci Howard
Kathryn Hoy
Jill Hrabosky
Shcrlee Huang
Amanda Hubbard
Becky Huber
Andrew Huff
Stephen Humphrey
Mary Humrickhouse
Derek Hyde
Jason Inman
Maureen Jackson
Jodi Jacoby
Yolanda Jefferson
Allison Jenkins
Jennifer Jenkins
Tory Jenkins
Laura Jensen
Susan Johnson
Allison Jones
Jamie Jones
Kim Jones
Marguerite Jones
Carrie McCabe

Taherra Jones
Kimberly Jordan
Katherine Joyner
Jonathan Judah
Paul Kane
Minilla Kanwar
Tharun Karthikeyan
Brad Kaus
Kimberly Kavanagh
I .eland Keeling
Shannon Keller

Dawn Kerns
Cynthia Kerr
Marie Kham
Kevin Kim
I csle\ Kipling
Alison Kogut
Xenia Koladay
Paul Kost
Marie Kraus
Douglas Krohn
Carrie KusserowHeather
K littler
Carolyn Lacy
_
Kara LaFleur^B^ss)
Deborah Lane 3
Jennifer Lanigan
Eleanor Liuaeigne
David I aun
Caitlin I avallrc
Eliza belli JLawler
Katherine Lawrence
Phillip I.awson
Paula Leatherbnry ~
Allison Lee
Collin Lee
David l.egg
" "khelle LeGrande
issa Lehe
tt Lentine
Jessica Lerdboon
Julie LeSuer
Christine Lewis
Christopher l.iakos
Seth Uebcrman
Alyson Lio
Carolyn Little
Tanja Locher
Leslie Liivell
Remy Luerssen
Sarah Lyon
Michael Macari
Nicole Maclnnis
Heather Mafadda
Michael Mafodda
Michael Mahlstedt
Patrick Majfcr
Kara Mala rakis
Crist in Ma y
Matthew
lone
Gabriel
k
Ashley M ning
Elizabeth
anning
Paul Mai
ant
Rich Marlell
Amanda Martin
Brian Maser
Kadi Mattox
Renee Maydak
Kelley Mayer
Eric McCann
Kate McClintock
Mathew McCollough
Lars McCulloch
Sarah McDcrmott
Virginia McElroy
Heather McGeorge
Leslie McGlaughlin
Patricia McGoldrick
Richard McGoldrick
Lauren McGowan
Kevin McGuiney
Ryann McKinley
Amy McMillan
Ashley McNaught
Colleen McShane
Sheena Mendenhall
Julia Merkin
Angelique Mermet
Tara Metheny
Megan Mariarkey

John Milisil/
Kimberly Miller
Matthew Miller
Julie Montague
Cluing Moon
Diane Mooney
Courtney Moore
Kevin Moriey
Tracy Morris
Tyler Morris
Jay Morrison
Kenneth Moulton
Susan Mm hi
Naini Mufti
Amy Mullen
Susanna Muller
Christine Mullins
Brad Murphey
Lynn Murphy
Megan Murphy
Danielle Musco
(.irla Myers
Michelle Myers
Todd Myers
Katheryn Nardone
Jessica Needham
Christopher Neff
Carrie Newell
Geoff Noto
Richard Obenschain
Jessica O'Brien
Jennifer O'Conner
Laura Orgon
Bradley Orme
Katbf rine Orr
LinnE Oxley
lay lor Pace
. Robyn Palmero
Brandy Palmore
tn Parezo
Id Paris
rt Parrot!
i Payne ^^^
Will I'earsoa
I ,
MicaaelPendergrast
Noel Penningtnn
Craig Perry
.gjjjj
Geoffrey Perry ^jfT
Noelle Peterson
Matthew Petrick
Noelle Pflum
Nelson X. Pham
Kristin Philbin
Ann Marie Phillips
Yann Phung -,
Sarah Pleacher
Lauren Pokornicky
Alice Poole
Heather Pope
Ben Porter
Carolyn Pratt
Sean Preston
Maggie Priddy
Abigal Prommel
Teri Pruitl
Catherine Ramsey
Jonathan Rankin
Jeremy Ray
Kelly Rector
John Reeder
Ryan Rees
Andrew Reich
Pamela Reinhardt
Edward Render
Adam Rex
Leigh Reynolds
Amber Rhodes
Christy Rice
Barry Richards
William Richardson
Bradley Riddle
Tara Riley
Anne Robbins
Lea Robertson
Melinda Robertson
Shelly Robinson
Geoff Robison
Gregory Roeder
Molly Gallagher

Shane Rogers
Mike Rohde
I li/aheih Rollins
RenEe Rookwood
Donald Roop
Manuel Rosa
Jessica Rose
Michelle Rose
Kim Rosner
Susie Ross
Nancy Rothschild
Melissa Rubin
Christopher Ryan
Heather Rybak
James Sager
Jennifer Sandoval
Angela Saner
Scott Sayman
Alyssa Schanely
Alice Scheele
Elisabeth Scheflen
Van Scherer
Julie Sehnciil
Michael I
Trevor!
Erin SjaSejJ

Kecrfepttyv
ijluniScypa
James Sean
DeniseSelpel
KatbySdns
Christy SeTtoer
RcaEeSeosabaagh
( hrislirShackajrord
Jennifer Shane
Clark Shay
Kim Sheades
Stephen Sheil
Stacy Sherrard
Jean Shim
Amanda Shipp
Kristie Shumate
Seth Siciliano
Jennifer Siltanen
Elvira Simmier
Shannon Sluvenskv

James Smallwood
Ainiee Smith
Dana Smith
Dawn Smith

Hunter Smith
Mary Catherine Smith
Meaghan Smith
jinia Smith
Laura Snelling
Erin Snider
John R Snow III
Lisa Solomon
Rupa Somaliath
Brian Sperberg
Jennifer Sproul
Hilary Slauffer
Caitlin Stephens
Jen Stephens
Briton Stewart
Melanie Stewart
Rachel Stewart
Kelly Stiles
Laurie Stillman
Sarah Stith
Amy Stone
Hugh Story
Brian Stout
Daniel Sullivan
Christopher Summers
Michael Sunderland
Darren Sweeney
Daniel Taggart
Eleanor Takseraas
Brian Tapman
Angela Termini
Cuaduana Tarry
Catherine Thompson
Tricia Timmons
Bethany Toalson
Matthew Tom
Keri Towler
Annelise Trubelhorn

Matthew Vandergrift
Kristie Venable
Christine Villapando
Jaime Vitolo
I indsey Voorheis
Phan Vuong
Demetrist Waddy
Shannon Wade
Harper Wagner
Kelly Walker
Tracy Walsh
Chintak Walter
Sarah Wampler
Chrissi Ward
Jeffrey Ward
Jennifer Watson
Janelle Way
Courtnev Weeks
Andrea Weinberg
Paul Weiss
Courtney Welburn
Danielle Westervelt
Kenneth White
Christopher Whitlock
Ryan Wick
Stacie Widitz
Christopher Wiech
Benjamin Wilhelm
Dayna Wilhelm
Marklev Wilkiason
Bryan Williams
Danny Williams
Forrest Williams
Joy Willineham
Vickie Willis
Lori Wilson
l.ynne Wilson
TifTany Wilson
Robert Winstead
Erin Winters
Brian Wit
Sean Wood
Chris Wright
Gregory Wright
Laurie Wright
Alyson Young
Brian Young
Matthew Zolotor
Angela Saner
Scott Sayman
Alyssa Schanely
Alice Scheele
Elisabeth Scheflen
Van Scherer
Julie Schneider
Michael Schutz
Trevor Scott
Erin Screen
KeriScuMy
Laura Scypkers
James Sears
Denise Seipel
KalhySehjas
Christy Seltzer
Renee Sensabaugh
Christie ShackehVd
Jennifer Shane
Clark Shay
Kim Sheades
Stephen Shell
Stacy Sherrard
Jean Shim
Amanda Shipp
Kristie Shumate
Seth Siciliano
Jennifer Siltanen
Elvira Simunec
Shannon Slovensky
James Smallwaod
Aimee Smith
Dana Smith
Dawn Smith
Hunter Smith
Mary Catherine Smith
Meaghan Smith
Skye Smith
Carrie Hood

Help us celebrate our success! All participants are invited to a private celebration at Main Street BarMrill on April
30 at 7 D m -9 p.m.
F
(Be sure to bring your invitation and 2 ID's)
TT
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Show your dass

Pride and add y°ur n<>™ to this list by calling

Many thanks to our sponsors:
US Airways, JMU Bookstore, ArtCarved, Professional Framing, JMU Annual Events, JMU Duke Club and JMU Alumni Association
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Graduation
will go on
as planned
GRADUATION, from pag« 1

graduation and announced that
the second highest scorer, senior
Brannen Edge, an SCOM major,
will be the student speaker at the
commencement ceremony, Lee
said.
Snow said he knew his speech
had run a little long, but figured
it hadn't mattered when Lee told
him he had been selected to
speak. When Snow practiced his
speech ahead of time, it had been
within the four-minute time limit.
He said he probably ran over due
to nerves and that he spoke more
slowly to make sure he clearly
articulated his words.
Snow said he is upset he won't
be able to present the speech he
worked on. "Things happen that
are out of our control," Snow
said, "and this is one of those,
times."
SGA President Tim Emry will
introduce Edge at the ceremony.
"I'm doing this with mixed

emotions," Edge said. "Yes, I
think it's a great honor, but I'm
not very pleased about how the
process was carried out from
beginning to end."
Vice President of Academic
Affairs Douglas Brown will preside over the ceremony and Rose
will offer greetings and congratulations to the Class of '99.
Seated on the platform with
the university deans, vice presidents and speakers will be the
class's three valedictorians:
Tracey Panes, Elizabeth Harman
and Scott Brewer. Each maintained a 4.0 grade-point average.
Senior music major Julie Jordan will lead the congregation in
singing the alma mater.
Tara Riley and Nelson Pham,
members of the Senior Class
Challenge steering committee,
are scheduled to present the class
giftCommencement ceremonies
begin in Bridgeforth Stadium on
May 8 at 10 a.m.
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POLICE LOG, from po*» 9

Fraud in Use of False ID to
Obtain Alcohol
• Chad E. Davis, 19. of
Washington, D.C., was arrested
and charged with fraud in use of
false ID to obtain alcohol on
April 23 at 11:32 p.m. in Blue
Ridge Hall.

of Norwalk, Conn., was
arrested and charged with
underage possession of alcohol
on April 25 at 1 a.m. at
Bridgeforth Stadium.
• Jennifer K. Carlisle, 20, of
Chesapeake, was arrested and
charged
with
underage
possession of alcohol on April 25
at 1 a.m. at Bridgeforth Stadium.

Possession of Operator's
License of Another
• Jennifer K. Carlisle. 20, of
Chesapeake, was arrested and
charged with possession of
another person's operator's
license on April 25 at 1 a.m. at
Bridgeforth Stadium.

Destruction of Personal
Property
• Unidentified
individuals
allegedly broke out two tail light
lenses from a student's car on
Greek Row on April 21 between
6 and 7:30 p.m.

Underage Possession of
Alcohol
• Chad E. Davis, 19, of
Washington, D.C., was arrested
and charged with underage
possession of alcohol on April 23
at 11:32 p.m. in Blue Ridge Hall.
• Christine Kaulfers, 20, of
Ramsey, N.J., was arrested and
charged
with
underage
possession of alcohol on April 23
at 11 p.m. on the north side of
Godwin Hall.
• Heather A. Bossi, 20, of
Charlottesville, was anested and
charged
with
underage
possession of alcohol on April 24
at 4 a.m. on the sidewalk outside
of Taylor Down Under.
• Lawrence J. Anastasia, 18,

Petty Larceny
• Unidentified
individuals
allegedly removed a black tri-fokJ
leather wallet from a room in
Frederickson Hall on April 23 at
5:15 p.m.
The wallet is valued at $30.
• Unidentified
individuals
allegedly stole two wallets from
UREC from an unsecured locker
in the women's restroom on the
main level on April 23 at 7:52
p.m.
One wallet was a maroon bifold containing $60 in cash and
was recovered without the cash.
$30 cash was missing from
the other wallet
• Unidentified
individuals
allegedly stole a rear license
plate, JTJV, from a vehicle

University Health
Center

7

parked near the rear of the
Kappa Sigma fraternity house on
April 24 at 7:12 p.m.
• Unidentified
individuals
allegedly stole a wallet and keys
from an unsecured and
unattended locker in UREC on
April 26 between 4:30 and 5:30
p.m.
The keys were later
recovered, but $25 cash and the
JAC card were not recovered.
Indecent
Exposure/Obscene
Conduct
• William R. Register, 23, of
Alexandria, was arrested and
charged with indecent exposure
and obscene conduct on April 24
at 2:53 a.m. on the Quad.
• Christian Whitaker, 22, of
Herndon, was arrested and
charged with indecent exposure
and obscene conduct on April 24
at 2:53 a.m. on the Quad.
Fire Alarm/Tampering With
Smoke Detector
• A JMU student was judicially
charged with tampering with a
smoke detector on April 25 at
1:49 a.m. in Ikenberry Hall.
Number of parking tickets Issued
between April 19 and April 26:
777
Number of drunk in public
charges since Aug. 27:109

otfc

May & Summer
8 AM - 5 PM
Session Hours: Monday - Friday
Check out our new Resource Link
on our Web Site
www.jmu.edu/healthctr
Choices Session: Wed. 11:30 AM
Free HIV Testing: Tues. 1 -2 PM
May & June, Call x6177 for an
appointment
Fast Track Self Care
Allergy Clinic
Immunization Clinic

8
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WOODFIRED OVEN IS OPEN NOW!
•
•
•

EVERYTHING MADE
FROM SCRATCH
FINE DINING
DON'T FORGET
MOTHER'S DAY
AND GRADUATION!

1550 E. MARKET ST.
BY SHERATON
ENTRANCE

SKATETOWN U.

•
•

GOURMET PIZZAS
STEAK, CHICKEN,
VEAL, SEAFOOD
• SALADS
• SANDWICHES, SUBS
• HOMEMADE PASTA
AND BREAD

REAL WOODFIRED OVEN!
THE ONLY ONE IN TOWN

Friday 7 -11
Saturday 7 -12
Skate Rental

$5.00
$5.50
$100

WITH COUPON 2 SKATE FOR 11
FOR EITHER SESSION

TAKEOUT OR DINE-IN

434-1834

100 Miller Circle

Olde Mill Village

Hptu

located at 11A South Ave.

(540) 432-9502 ^

Lease now and get $50 back!

reeze
TO THE
CONCERNED
WOMEN OF
JMU:
We wish to extend our
sincerest apology for the
offensive nature of our Greek
Week Crest drawing. This
should in no way suggest that
we are not concerned and
aware of the issues expressed
in your letter of April 26th.
To demonstrate our sincerity,
we have agreed to sponsor a
fundraiser for CASA (Citizens
Against Sexual Assault) in the
fall. We hope you will work
with us to make that event
successful.

THE BROTHERS OF
nK<D

or
Get a Double Bed!
Also valid for renewals
l\ (Uil on the level - no hills to
climb or interstate to cress
Only four blocks to campus
I , rg\ efficient heal pumps
Mini-blinds on oil windows
Stain resistant wall-to-wall
carpeting
Paved parking spores
Pre-wired for telephone
Tt < phone tV. i able cut lets in

I h ,/ilholt locks and door
viewers on all apts
\o sliding patio doors
Well-lit parking lots and
walkways
('onvenient hits \ervii e to
campus and the Valley Mall
Full-time management and
maintenant e
Basketball < ourt
Park at your apartmentnot hint k\ awav

check out our
d*

NEW

wnitnit ai
pO( I,.,
• /■ dividihd
■' n Ethi
• /.c( ol tind I
Distant < phi ■■
mail ai
i c/// waitih

(540)432-9502

website at: www.oldemillvillage.com

.
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South View gathers
damage report
SOUTH, from pa** 1
will involve an in-depth study on
the damage, Williams is not sure
when it will be completed.
Williams said the floor in the
apartment didn't collapse but actually deflected, only slightly sinking
into the apartment below.
"The floor of the apartment
responded to the large amount of
people in the best way," Williams
said. "A collapse would have been far
more devastating than a deflection"
Williams said the apartments
were designed and built to meet or
exceed the detailed building code.
The code doesn't allow for 75 people in the apartments, which was
the case at the time of the collapse.
The handbook, which is part of the
lease, states that no more than 30
people should be in the apartment
at one time.
"Any time there's abuse to an
apartment there's danger,"
Williams said. "If they stay within
the guidelines then I don't think 30
people can cause a problem."
Williams said it took three years
to build the 20 buildings in South
View and that many factors went
into the building process, including
weather conditions, terrain conditions and other work site conditions.
Williams said South View's current project, Stone Gate on Neff
Avenue, began in late December
time and will be finished in August.
He said the development has leases

signed for all its apartments.
Williams said South View is
looking into sending reminders out
to students that explain that there
should be no more than 30 people
in an apartment at once.
Graduate student Jason Heiserman, a resident of 1033-G, said he
didn't recall receiving information
at the beginning of the year concerning the number of people that
could fit safely in an apartment.
However, he said he feels fairly
comfortable moving back into the
apartment after four days.
"I guess we feel safe," Heiserman said. "The floor feels a lot
stronger than it did before, it almost
feels like they added something
else." Heiserman said as of now.
South View has made no contact
with them regarding the situation.
"We don't think we should have
to pay for it, but we're all just interested in graduating right now," he said.
"Williams said the repairs to 1033G included jacking up the ceiling
underneath, attaching half-inch
structural plywood on each side of
the truss, reattaching the gusset
plates, reattaching the sub floor,
laying the carpet back down and
replastering the ceiling downstairs.
Williams said South View is currently paying for all damages and
has not decided on eviction
"We are waiting until the property damage report gets back to
come to a final decision," he said.
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Madisonians axed?

MADISONIANS. from p**« 1

band. The troupe performs mostly at high schools and also goes
on a tour every spring break. The
troupe has gone as far north as
Long Island and as far south as
Texas.
Being a Madisonian is a twocredit class and interested students must first audition at either
the beginning or end of the year.
The auditions are competitive.
JMU has paid for all of the
group's expenses including a
tour bus, hotel, costumes and
equipment for the past 25 years.
Lauder said she is upset by the
decision to cut the Madisonians.
"It breaks my heart," Lauder
said. "This year's group is one of
the best groups of Madisonians
ever. They have so much talent
and devotion. It's a great educational experience and gives them
confidence."
Lauder said there have been
discussions in the past that the
Madisonians would lose their
funding.
"We've been waiting all year
for the decision," she said.
"Every year they say that this
might be the last year for the
Madisonians, but I never thought
that this would be it"
However, Whitman said this

is the first year the topic has
come up.
The
members
of
the
Madisonians are upset and
shocked.
Junior Laurie McKinney, a
three-year Madisonian member,
said the group was at Lauder's
house for its usual post-performance critique when Lauder
announced the news.
"We found out the day after
an incredible weekend of performance," she said. "After watching the video [of their 25th
anniversary
performance]
Debbie started to give a speech.
Everyone thought it was going to
be a good end-of-the-year
speech, but then she told us the
Madisonians weren't going to
receive funding anymore.
Everyone just started crying.
"It means so much to all of us.
There are so many former
Madisonians that have gone on
to Broadway and other areas of
performance."
Senior Gillian Coe, a senior
Madisonian, said, "It was such a
shock. We see ourselves as such
great representatives of our
school. Unfortunately other people don't see it this way."
Many Madisonian members
realize the amount of funding
required is significant, but each

thinks the program is well worth
the money.
"We do require a lot of money
for costumes, a director, set
design, touring, buses etc," Coe
said. "But with 25 years of service, how can that be bad? I'm
furious we're not considered an
asset"
Junior Paul Gebb said, "We're
a group that provides nothing
other than entertainment To be
able to do that, we need funding."
Madisonian members say
some people come to JMU just to
be in the group.
McKinney said she always
thought she would leave the
school if the Madisonians are cut.
"If it wasn't for Madisonians, I
would have transferred my freshman year," she said. "It's the only
reason I applied here and the
only reason I'm here now."
Junior Scott Sochs said, "No
other school offers this kind of
program."
To see freshmen Madisonian
members' dreams be crushed
Sunday night was hard, he said.
Gebb said, "You have to sit
back and wonder when [JMU's]
trying to get national recognition
and they're cutting programs
[that make] people know JMU as
they do."

THE CENTER FOR LEADERSHIP, SERVICE AND TRANSITIONS £
LEADERSHIP EDUCATION AND DEVELOPMENT

congratulates its Leadership Transcript recipients for the 1998-99 year.
WOMEN AND
LEADERSHIP
Erin Bass
Chrisia Block
Courtney Bryant
Dena DeBellis
Karin Durand
Heather Freas
Sarah Greenleaf
Jordan Inselman
Rosemary Koomsorn
Kelly Kurek
Celeste Legg
Mary Marshall
Kylie Mckeag
Becca Mayer
Robyn Palmero
Leigh Ann Payton
Maura Pflueger
Valerie Ponte
Brianne Russell
Katie Sloan
Elizabeth Taliaferro
Enyo Tsikata
Brandi Weathers
Stephanie Wilher

9

Thomas Augur
Laurel Barry
Allison Coffman
Tricia Coleman
Elizabeth Cox
Robert Davenport
Laura Dougherty
Angela Durnwald
Julie Franks
Vicki Gibson
Abby Greenwall
Kimberly Hayes
Katie Howlett
Sherlee Huang
Graeme Jones
Caryn Knapp
Shary Moose
Matt Owens
Emily Robertson
JeffRomley
Nicole Sturtevant
Devon Thompson
Cameron Wehmann
Alpha Sigma Alpha
Alpha Sigma Tau
Delta Delta Delta
Delta Gamma
Co-ed Field Hockey Club
Hall Council

Madison Honors Society
Stacey Thruston
March of Dimes
Catherine Turner
Sigma Kappa
Beth Wilkin
Sigma Nu
Sigma Sigma Sigma
£ EADERSHIP

EXPLORE
Molly Amburn
Shannon Bagby
Laurel Barry
Leigh Bondurant
Shannon Carter
Elizabeth Coker
Amy Dibenedetto
Jeremy Gatesman
Daniel Girdner
Stefany Guerin
Jon Gunderlach
Claire Hawkins
Cristina Hollmann
Kathleen M. Holt
Nigel Jackson
Anna Jartby
Steven Klimek
Kelly Kurek
Sue Kwon
Danika Makris
Leigh Ann Payton
Michele Reiter
Bronwyn L. Schrecker
Leslie Styron

Sarah Alonso
Kathy Bunch
Carrie Chin
Brendan Connors
Kristin Eckels
Ginny Filer
Jason Fleischman
Erica Frank
Erin Fuselier
Girard Galvin
Guy Griggs
Kate Heffley
Michael Koehne
Travis Lohr
JeffMarsh
Amy McCombs
Rose McNamara
Mark Meyerdirk
Lindsey Monroe
Suzy Mucha
Carlo Myers
Jessica Nayda
Carol Rolley
Dan Schoettinger

Nancy Sherman
Brian Southard
Beth Stone
Steven Wellington

The LEAD staff also wants to
recognize and thank their presenters for all of their support
this year.
Pamela Beverage
Dr. Lee Ward
Lynn Bowes-Sperry Dr. Mark Warner
Zebulun Davenport Hillary Wing
Father John Grace Marvin Worthy
Steve Grande
Rvd. Rick Hill
Dr. Cindy Klevickis
Dr. Robert Kolvoord
David Kuykendall
LEAD Teaching Assistants
Dr. Lynette Long
Madison Mediators
Laura Marusa
Dr Jon Milts
Outrigger Peer Educators
Dr. Rob Patterson
Sexual Assault Peer
Educators
Susan Shipley
Laurie Stillman
Dr. Jack Taylor
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"To the press alone, dtequered
as it is with abuses, the ivorld is
indebted for all the triumphs
xvhich have been gained by
reason and humanity over error
and oppression."
— James Madison
Editor
Managing editor
Ads manager
Technology manager
Art director
Production manager
News editor
News editor
Asst. news editor
Opinion editor
As$t. opinion editor
Style editor
Focus editor
Asst. style/focus editor
Sports editor
Asst. Sports editor
Copy editor
Asst. copy editor
Photo editor
Asst. photo editor
Graphics editor
Adinsers

Courtney Crowley
Kelly Whalen
Brandon Hedrick
Greg Pfeil
Dylan Boucherle
Rick Harman
Kelly Hannon
Gina Montefusco
Brian Westley
Melanie Jennings
Amy Bafumo
Jenny Stromann
Megan Ross
Alison Manser
Mike Gesario
Jason Mclntyre
Marcia Apperson
Steven Landry
Alex Vessels
Katie Wilson
Michele Johnston
Flip De Luca
Alan Neckowi tz
David Wendelken

EDITORIAL POLICY
The house editorial reflects the opinion of the
editorial boatd as a whole, and is not
necessarily the opinion of any individual staff
membet of the Bteexe.
Courtney Crowley ... editor
Kelly Whalen... managing editor
Melanie Jennings... opinion editor
Amy Bafumo... asst. opinion editor
Letters to the editor should he no more than
500 words, columns should he no more than
800 words, and.hoth will be published on a
space available basis. They must be delivered to
The Breeze by noon Tuesday or 5 p.m. Friday.
The Breeze reserves the tight to edit for clarity
and space.
The opinions in this section do not necessatily
reflect the opinion of the newspaper, this staff,
or James Madison University.

Senior class challenge needs re-evaluation
For
Sure there are going to be stuThere were even committee
'or the first time in a while, it
looks like the senior class is not dents who are perfectly happy to members badgering seniors waitgoine
going to meet its fund-raisine
fund-raising sign away some of their future ing in line to buy their caps and
goal for the Senior Class Challenge. earnings, but what about those gowns, since tney knew that
However, instead of blaming seniors who still don't know sooner or later, all seniors would
this lack of success on apathy where they're going to be in two make it to this spot. To us, this
from the senior class, maybe we months, let alone in a year? They seems more than just a little
should examine the faults that lie are probably going to face the obnoxious.
within the challenge itself.
biggest money problems of their
It's time to re-evaluate the
In'theory, the Challenge is a (in ; .
.
Challenge in general,
great tradition that enables
KelyiYlg UDOYl SdMOrS W Each year, students are
students to give back to the
JAMlx^ „
'
•!*•
asked to raise thousands
university after receiving a dOUCHe t7 SlgltlJlCan SUM of dollars more than the
quality education. While we
class preceding them.
completely support this speLast year the class of 1998
cific purpose, we can't conraised $86,737 and this
done the way the Challenge
year's class wants to raise
goes about accomplishing the
$95,099. Pretty soon, the
fund-raising goal.
adult life during the next few dollar amount is going to be out
Relying upon seniors to donate months. They don't need the of control. Maybe it's time to
a significant sum of money from added headache of JMU demand- examine some alternative choices
their own pockets is ridiculous, ing more money out of them after for those students who want to
Typically, money is the one thing graduation.
give something back to JMU but
college students don't have or
Another kink in the system is can't afford to part with their
can't give away freely.
the way that studentsare asked hard-earned money.
Granted, students are only for their donations. Instead of
Students have so much more to
asked to pledge a certain amount gratefully accepting what money offer than what is in their bank
of money to the Challenge at this people are willing to give, it accounts. Why not ask for voluntime, but this donation must be seems like the committee has teers to help out on campus or
paid off in several installments devoted most of its time to create something to beautify our
ending in November 2001.
harassing students.
school?

of money from their own
pockets is ridiculous."

Topic: What are you planning to do with yourself this summer?
"I'm going to be
a boy toy!

SPOTLIGHT

ERIN KELLY/staffphotographer

Michelle Montvai
sophomore, SMAD

"I'm going to
work some, but
I'm coming back
to JMU a lot for
clteerleading."

Matt Azukas
sophomore, ISAT

"I'm working in
a nursing home
in Pennsylvania."

Amanda Raudenbush
senior, health sciences

"Chillin,
relaxin' and just
hanging out.'

Justin Richardson
freshman, marketing
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The things I think and cannot say
One senior's final lament on what it's like when four years come down to nine days
You've got to love Natalie Merchant
Forget that dumb Wear Sunscreen
guy. 10,000 Maniacs has said it best
in "These are Days." "These are days
you'll remember. Never before and never
since, I promise, will the whole world be
warm as this." As my college career speeds
at warp nine to a close, I've listened to this
song more than any other in the past few
weeks. In fact, I'm listening to it now as I
write this. It speaks volumes to me, as four
years come down to nine days.
I hope all of the people who have
touched me and been close to my heart
over these past four years see this (you
know who you are) and know that it's
every last hug I want to give, every kiss
goodbye I want to share, every thank you I
want to say, every last toast | want to give
to good times and even better people to
share them with. I hope it serves as a way
of saying my heart is fuller and my world
is brighter because I've known you.
Please let this column, my last, speak
for me, because it represents everything I
think and cannot say because my emotions are running too high this week, and
because the people who know me best
know that it will all come out better if I
write it anyway. To the editor who read
this before anyone else, please don't cry. I

love you. And to my dear friend who
Eagle Hall — August 25,1995. I'll never
admits to only looking at the pictures forget it. Probably because in my brain it
in The Breeze, this is one you have to still seems like yesterday. Freshman year
read, pal.
was a whirlwind of handshakes, huge
College has been an amazing place adjustments and hard lessons.
where I've learned more about myself
I remember the first time I met my
than at any other. I've discovered there is first roommate. My first thought was I'd
no limit to what I can do or overcome. never seen someone with so many
I've learned what strong stuff I'm made clothes. My second was I hoped she wasof.
I've
n't a snob or
learned one
a slob. She
person realwas neither,ly can affect
and after the
change, and
initial growat the same
ing pains of
time learned
sharing a
the most sigroom for the
— Kelley Blassingame
nificant
first time
changes are
subsided, we
usually the slowest to come about. And became good friends.
I've learned that whether it's through joy
From her I learned an appreciation tor
or despair, the best place to be is beside a General Hospital, Clinique and regular
best friend. There is so, so much to say.
exercise. From our respective long distance
Four years in one column . . . I'll do relationships that year, we learned together that love rarely takes the path of least
my best.
"Hi, are you Kelley? Then I guess I'm your resistance. But we had frozen yogurt at Droommate." . . . "Sweetheart, your campus is hall, cartwheels on the Quad, Cosby Show
beautiful. 1 know you're going to love it here."... reruns and each other for comfort.
"Don't worry, you'll be fine. I'm only a phone
I discovered a family away from home
call away." . . . "You're bringing home how freshman year, often in the most unlikely
much laundry?"
of places. I also found out that with my

Faux Paus

Darts & Pats are
submitted anonymously
and printed on a spaceavailable basis.
Submissions are based
upon one person's
opinion of a given
situation, person or
event and do not
necessarily reflect the
truth.

DARTS
PAT
Dart...
A "thanks-for-the-warning" dart to the JMU
Computer Technicians who didn't warn students
about the CIH/Chernobyl Computer Virus that hit
campus the other day.
Sent in by some students who aren 't happy campers
now that their hard drives are completely erased.

Pat
A "you-will-be-missed" pat to the cute graduating
senior at the College Center Info desk who
brightened my Monday and Wednesday mornings
for the past two semesters.
Sent in by an appreciative undergrad who always
enjoyed your cheery smile, but was too shy to tell
you in person.

real family, absence really did make the
heart grow fonder. I learned that it doesn't matter who you were in high school,
only who you're becoming now, and that
I should have taken Math 103 instead of
calculus. I thank my tutor for her good
faith effort.
"Kelley, this is your Rho Chi.
Congratulations, you've received a bid." . . .
"You have to wear your pledge ribbons every
day." . . . "Are you going to Melrose?" . . .
"Take her home — she's wasted." ... "Didyou
get your formal pictures back yet?" . . .
"You've been my best friend for two years and I
want you to have my initiation letters." . . .
"I'm proud to wear the same letters as someone
like you."
Sopho.more year, I knew it all — or so I
thought. I was 18 going on 19, a true
woman of the college world. Whatever.
There was an entirely new part to JMU to
discover that year. Greek life has brought
me some of the greatest blessings of my
college years.
Each year, sororities on this campus
throw a pledge class of 50 or so girls
together after five days of rush and eight
weeks of pledging and then call them sisters. To many, it sounds like a farce, and
see SENIOR page 13

Pat
A "we-got-milk" pat to the cast and crew of
Emanon, The James Madison Show, for all their dedication and hard work this semester.
Sent in by one of the lonely few who isn't graduating and would like to wish all the seniors good luck in
the "real world"

Dart...

Dart...

An "I-can't-believe-you're-so-slow" dart to the
kinesiology department for taking three weeks to
post the results of the KIN 199C test.
Sent in by a senior who knows it doesn 't take that
long to run Scantron tests and needs to know if she
should return her cap and gown.

A "that's-not-what-they're-there-for" dart to
students who continually ask lab assistants to print
out their assignments because "it's an emergency."
Sent in by a student who thinks people should do
their work more than 10 minutes ahead of time so
lab assistants can help people with more
important tasks.

I ill...
A "we-had-a-great-time" pat to the guy who
bought two kegs and had a party in his residence hall
room the other night.
Sent in by a few of your fellow hallmates who
appreciated the fun but are sorry you got in so
much trouble.

Pat
A "thank-you-for-your-patience" pat to the Zane
Showker lab assistant who tried to help me save my
project an hour before it was due the other day.
Sent in by a student who really appreciated your
help but was so upset she forgot to thank you for
your efforts.

- -
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Senior gets sentimental about impact of years spent at JMU
SENIOR, from page 11

understandably so.
But it's brought me a great love, admiration and respect for people I know I'd
never have met otherwise. It's gotten me
people who are there for me in good times
and bad. It's gotten me bridesmaids for
my wedding and friends for life. Call it
buying friends who only get drunk
together if you want to, but you have no
idea what it's all about If s so much more
than you realize.
"It's a one credit practicum, and if you put
in 60 hours at The Breeze, you get an A."...
"Try opinion writing. I think you'd be good at
that." . . . "Does anyone have a dart?" ...
"Deadline's in two hours. Where is house
edit?"... "I can call everyone on that staff my
friend. How often can you say that?"

To you, it may just be something you
pick up on your way to class, and you
may only read it to get through a boring
lecture, spend some down time on the
Quad or to make the bus trip go by faster.
To me, 77K Breeze has been the impetus for
what I've chosen as my life's work. If I can
find a job at a paper after graduation that's
half as fun and rewarding as my Breeze
experience has been, I will have found the
job satisfaction that so many of our parents still seek.
I got sucked in early freshman year to
the basement of Anthony-Seeger Hall, and
have yet to truly escape. I went from timid
practicum student to columnist to assistant opinion editor to opinion editor. I've

met people who went from strangers to
co-workers to friends. At The Breeze, I
learned Quark, the true meaning of the
word deadline, that the stress of production is worth the pride of finding no mistakes in your section, that long hours and
bad pizza bond people quicker than one
might think and there's always someone
in The Breeze office who will study with
you at 2 a.m.
For those of you who have never set
foot in Anthony-Seeger Gl, you are missing out on an amazing group of driven,
committed and talented students who
work harder than you'll ever know.
At 77K Breeze I also learned from many
people outside the office — the students
and faculty. Every time someone
approaches me and says, "I read your column," whether it's followed by praise or
criticism, it's always a learning experience.
The opinion editor's job gave me faith that
JMU may not be as apathetic as people
want to believe.
Students and faculty have concerns
about this campus that need to be
addressed. I hope that in my work I made
them feel as though they had a true forum
to address them in. If one can truly miss a
building, I will miss the cracked tile and
poor ventilation of Seeger above any other.
"Be sure to use APA style." ... "Does this
case meet the SLAPS test?" . . . "Avete voi
domande?" ... "That was a bad test question.
Everyone add four points to your grade." ...
"Don't worry. We'll find a way to make sure
you graduate on time."

It wouldn't be right to leave JMU without thanking the people who gave me
good grades so I could graduate. My professors have taught me and served as a
great example for me to follow over these
four years. I feel strongly about the excellent education I've received and will be
proud to call myself a JMU alum. The students and faculty here are first rate. I don't
know what the Washington Post is talking
about. There is no other "flagship school"
as far as I'm concerned.
. "/ don't know what I'd do without you."...
"Promise me that we'll keep in touch next year,
no matter what." . . . "You are one of those
people who I know isn't going anywhere."...
"What time are we going to Calhoun's this
week?" . . . "I want you to read this e-mail
before I send it.".. . "I don't laugh with anyone like I do with you." ... "Do you want to
go to Chili's?" ... 7 think we should all go
around the table and share stories."

As much knowledge as I've gained
through work and my professors, it doesn't hold a candle to the wisdom I've gotten from my friends — whether it's necessarily useful or not.
There isn't enough I can say about
them or what they mean to me, so I won't
try. They know it anyway. I just want to
thank them for putting up with me all this
time and let them know that college
wouldn't have been the same without any
of them.
Each of them has made a lasting
impression on me that time and distance
can't erase.

GenEd... diversity... MIX day... budget shortages... "You must be the change you
wish to see in the world." — Gandhi.

While all the aforementioned topics are
an entire column to themselves, I just
want to end with a few thoughts about the
state of our university. I've always felt it's
important to leave everything you touch
in better shape than it was in when you
first encountered it. I don't even know
what GenEd is, so I won't touch it.
However, I'd be remiss if I said the recent
vote not to cancel classes to honor a great
man like Martin Luther King Jr., and having valued professors pay the price for the
university misspending its money was
something I could swallow. Because neither is.
What are we saying to prospective students with decisions such as these? There
are approximately 3,000 students annually
who make this place their new home for
four years just as I did not long ago. I
want to be able to say it's a place headed
in the right direction on important issues.
And in my writing and with my actions
over these four years, I've tried hard to be
the change I wish to see in the world.
I hope in some way, no matter how
small, I've had an impact on the university
that has had such a great impact on me.
Not many people can say that after four
years in a small city like Harrisonburg,
they are forever changed. I'm glad I can.
.
*
Kelley M. Blassingame is a senior SMAD
major.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Those who responded to
fire deserve thanks
To the editor
I am writing to express my gratitude
to all the people who responded so
promptly arid effectively to the fire in the
basement of Carrier Library on the
evening of April 21.
First, I would like to thank the
Harrisonburg Fire Department The firefighters arrived on the scene within minutes of the call and extinguished the fire
quickly and with minimal damage.
The JMU campus police also need
to be commended for their role in
averting what could easily have
become a major disaster.
The campus police arrived almost
immediately once the fire was reported
and took steps to prevent injuries and loss
of property by activating the alarm system, quickly evacuating the building,
communicating with the fire department
and securing entrances and exits.
I would also like to thank the
police cadets who spent that entire
night in the library ensuring the security of its contents.
The JMU facilities management
department also deserves credit for helping us to recover from this incident.
Electricians and alarm specialists arrived
at the scene that night and worked
around the clock to provide assurance
that the electrical and alarm systems in
the building were functioning properly.
The basement of Carrier Library hous-

es network devices that provide Internet
connectivity to several buildings on campus. Staff from the JMU information technology department also deserve thanks
for coming to campus that evening and
staying until late into the night to insure
that critical systems were restored to service.
Finally, I would like to express my
appreciation to the library staff who
arrived promptly to assess the damage
and
to
begin contingency
planning.
In summary, there
were many
people
who
responded
with dedication,
commitment and a high degree of professionalism to this unfortunate event
The fine facilities management department, the JMU information technology
department-and the library mobilized to
prevent disaster, ensure public safety and
enable the library to resume service to
JMU students, faculty and staff.
The JMU community owes them a
debt of gratitude.

Ralph Alberico
Dean of Libraries and

Student finds lack of Greek
coverage unacceptable
To the editor
As a member of the Greek community, I found it absurd that no mention of
Greek Week 1999 was mentioned in the
pages of The Breeze. On too many occasions, Greeks are portrayed in a negative
light. During these times The Breeze has
been quick
to
note
shortcomings in the
Greek system. Greek
Week 1999
was a fantastic experience, uniting many of
the members of the Greek community under a
common cause.
Community service events were held
in order to benefit various organizations
in the Harrisonburg community. A field
day was held at the Boys & Girls Club of
Harrisonburg and Rockingham County
in order to brighten the lives of many of
the children in the area.
A 5K run was held where the proceeds were given to Habitat for
Humanity. On top of that, a blood drive
was organized.
Such positive events were not mentioned in 77K Breeze. As a student, I con-

sider The Breeze to be a newspaper for the
students. As a president of a fraternity
here at JMU, I believe that the Greek system as a whole offers many benefits and
positive values that justly outnumber any
publicized shortcomings.
I believe it to be a sad and unfortunate day when such an important event
as Greek Week 1999, was not given its
due recognition.
Another event not covered was Greek
Sing. This event displayed many organizations and their hard work to put on the
most entertaining show in years.
Displays put on by such organizations as Alpha Phi, Tri-Sigma, Sigma
Kappa, Kappa Alpha and Kappa Dolta
Rho demonstrated the wondrous efiect
that groups united under a common
goal can achieve.
I believe these groups should be recognized for their successes.
As a respected member of the Greek
Community and of JMU at large, I would
just Uke to express my discontent with
The Breeze for not covering the positive
aspects of Greek life offered.
It appears that the media is quicker to
jump on the negative "Greek bashing"
bandwagon than it is to shine a light on
the Greek community for its welldeserved achievements.

Ariel Gonzalez
senior
psychology
President Kappa Petto Rho
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The Mac returns for final stand of the year
As the semester comes to a close Jason Mclntyre offers a more personal year-in-review
Let's start the final installment of this
year's Return of the Mac by getting
some things out of the way mat are
ticking me off right now.
With finals being next week, there's an
annoying piece of gum stuck on the bottom of my shoe that's been a thorn in my
side all year — the parking staff, especially the ones at the Anthony-Seeger parking
lot. People have repeatedly asked me if
they could take out an anonymous ad in
The Breeze that reads, "F U Parking
Police," and list all the names of the parking attendants we love to hate.
Note to the parking staff: It's the end
of the year, nobody has any money and
we are asking you to go easy on us.
However, all is not bad, so let's look
on the bright side. The stock market is up
and the Quad is packed with gorgeous
girls wearing very little. I think I'm going
to borrow my neighbor's dog and use it
to go and talk to girls who think it's a
cute dog.
No, but really, graduation is around
the corner. I'm sure what all my senior
friends will miss most about JMU is that
the Blue Foxx is re-opening soon under
new management, and with any luck it
will once again dominate the Wednesday
night party scene next semester. My graduation present to some of my friends is
just what they wanted — getting their
name in the paper.
First, I have to say goodbye to my

good pal, Seth Burton, no stranger to the head at that, other things I'll miss about
sports section. This guy gets full credit for my senior friends are the times we gave
teaching me how to not only dance the girls the "drunk dial" to come over and
dirty bird, but use it to impress women.
"watch a movie," the quote of the year,
Other friends I would like to say good- "lock," and Chef Boyardee cooking up
bye to include: Fitz, one of the funniest magic in our kitchen and leaving it in
guys at the school; Kristin from Newport complete disarray. Luckily, he'll be a barNews, the epitome of crazy, sexy, cool; tender next year, meaning better service at
Rebecca,
the Biltmore.
w h o ' s
This is also
engaged and
a good time
has the best
to thank all
JAC card
of
those
picture at the
wonderful
school; Cairo
people out
and Hudson,
there (ranhuge Austin
d o m s
— Jason Mclntyre
Powers fans;
included),
Jen
the
who took
swimming super senior and our fantastic the time to let me know how good or
fifth roommate; the Florida transfer Kelley terrible my writing was . . . your
who I haven't talked to in two months, thoughts were appreciated.
and I probably won't ever get to ride in
In addition, I would like to thank all of
her Mustang; Kara, who will make the my crazy, wicked, cool Ashby Crossing
best second grade teacher, wherever she girl friends who have no problem flashing
goes; Lisa the lacrosse star also known as me and my friends at parties when
Julie; and most of all, my roommate and they've had just a little too much to drink.
top flight wingman, Dave Lessa.
But before this sounds too much like
Before you ask what a wingman is, an acceptance speech, it's random thought
Dave will spell it out for you. "The wing- time. In my quest to get the underclassman has to fend off the other girls in the men involved, here's some food for
group by keeping them busy, while the thought if you're looking for a three credit
leadman kicks whatever game he has," elective: Basic Acting. There is no other
the ISAT major said.
class where you can totally be yourself
Now that you're through shaking your and act like a clown, while getting good

Return of the
Mac

grades for it. Sign up for it if you can, it
fills up quicker than Ballroom Dancing.
My next random thought goes out to
the history department. They get a personal dart from me for letting go their far
and away best teacher, Kevin Caldwell.
The department is changing things so
instead of small, 25-30 person classes
where the teacher knows your name and
wants you to do well, you can be part of a
big, 130-person lecture class where falling
asleep to the monotonous tone of a boring
teacher will become a regularity.
If you haven't had class with Mr.
Caldwell, he's one of those right-out-ofcollege teachers who gets students to get
involved. In his class, nobody falls asleep
because he makes history interesting, and
if you didn't do well on a quiz, paper or
test, he lets you know about it so it doesn't
happen again.
With any luck, I will be working in
New York City this summer, making
slightly a bit more money than I do at
The Breeze, and I'll be needing the digits
of all the Jersey girls (and there are lots
of you) so I can have people to hang with
when I want to go into the city or to the
Jersey shore.
See you in the fall.
Jason Mclntyre is a senior SMAD major and
the assistant sports editor.

Lunch and Dinner Buffet Everyday
Over 16 Items, including soup
We Always Use the Freshest Ingredients

Lunch: Mon.-Fri. $4.95, Dinner: Sun.-Thurs. $7.95, Fri.& Sat. $8.95
(540)564-1810
Tel: (540) 564-1922
1790, #120 E. Market St.
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
(Next to Kroger)

Open Sunday-Thursday: 11:30 a.m. - 10 p.m.
Friday & Saturday 11:30 a.m. - 11 p.m.

China Jade

m

Exit 247 A
\

RT33
E. Market St.

For Delivery, call 438-9993

1-81

University Blvd. -

Kroger
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SUMMER STORAGE
433-1234
•Located in City Limits
•Each unit has a 1 hour fire wall
•City police and fire protection

MINI
STOR-IT
Self-Storage
___

IAMBS
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•Fenced and
well lit
•Close to JMU
er K.itcs for Students

190E.MosbyRd.
Harrisonburg

(1 block across from Dukes Plaza)

rtman
motor sales, inc.

SALES
8:00-7:00 Mon.-Fri.
8:00-5:00 Sat.
SERVICE
7:30-5:30 Mon.-Fri.
8:00-12:00 Sat.

Neon Highline Sedan

PARTS
7:30-5:00 Mon.-Fri.
8:00-12:00 Sat.

Cftrjslcr Q Plymouth

Jeep Wrangler

17WS. Main, Hjimonhum
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Aug. 30,1999

STUDY ABROAD IN KOREA!!
(And pay JMU tuition!)
Very limited spaces are available for JMU's exchange program lo
Yunsei University in Seoul, Korea for Fall 1999 or Spring 2000.
Requirement: minimum 3.0 GPA
Pay tuition to JMU and room & board lo Yonsei University!

JMU students
and graduates
COME

woRk FOR

THE MOST FUN ANd
lOGOMOTIVF
blJSINESS IN
I iARRISONbURQ

J1500 guarantee
Apply in person
ask for Ed Sarb

2970 South Main St
Harrisonburg, VA

mm

To apply, or for more information, contact:
Cheryl Toblcr
Assistant Director
toblerca@jmu.edu
568-6273

OOadge

Dr. Chong Yoon
Professor of History
yoonck@jmu.edu
568-3607

JMU Office of International Education, Hillcrest House 2,,d Floor,
568-6419, inll_cd@jinu.edu, www.JQiu.edu/inll-euV
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Latinos to share food, music

Vineyard
for all
Celebration Latina open to all, benefits Hurricane victims fun
Landwirt hosts
AGDASALAZAR
contributing writer

M

To celebrate the first
Celebraci6n Latina at JMU,
members of JMU'S Latino
community will hold a semiformal banquet Friday in the
PC Ballroom at 6 p.m. to raise
money for victims of
Hurricane Mitch.
They are raising money for
the Fundaci6n Maria, a relief
fund established by the First
Lady of Honduras, after
Hurricane Mitch hit the
Honduran population.
The banquet is sponsored by
Club Latino, Lambda Theta Phi,
Fratemidad Latina, Inc. and the
Peer Mentor organizations.
Club Latino President
junior Melissa Cruz-Enriquez
said, "We. chose to dedicate
all the proceeds to this event
to those who suffered
through Hurricane Mitch
because that was just a devastating event and it affected
so many families."
For LTP member sophomore
Ruben Justiniano, the semi-formal

is also about creating a cultural who started Club Latino in fall
event that meets the needs of the 19%, said he is astounded at the
idea of speaking at an event for
Latino culture.
'There is such a lack of activi- an organization that he started.
"Wow! That's how I feel. I
ties for us do, things directly
related to our culture and mis is mean, for me to be able to come
in a way 'that' something for us back and speak at an event for
Club Latino,
to do and
an organizaat the same
tion I started
time we'll
CELEBRACION LATINA
a few years
have a lot
it's
of fun and WHAT: Semi-formal banquet to ben- ago,
introduce efit victims of Hurricane Mitch. incredible,"
others to Features a Mexican dinner and a live Diaz said.
Diaz said
who we perfomiance by Rico Rengue
he will talk
are," WHERE: PC Ballroom
Tomorrow at 6 p.m.
about the culJustiniano WHEN:
ADMISSIONS: $8 in advance at the
said.
Warren Hall Box Office and $10 at t u r e ' s
strengths in
Attendees the door
unity
and
will receive
pride, as well
a sit-down
as the imporMexican
dinner provided by Garibaldi's tance of becoming involved in
and a live performance by Rico activities at JMU.
McDonald's is donating door
Rengue, a 10-member Puerto
prizes and Pano's and Applebee's
Rican band from Hampton.
Rico Rengue will perform a have donated gift certificates.
- Organizations and
variety of music including
businesses on campus have
salsa, merengue and cumbia.
LTP president Andres also given a helping hand by
donating various decorations,
Jimenez will deejay afterward.
JMU '97 alum Chris Diaz will services and door prizes.
Club Latino has been at
be the keynote speaker. Diaz,

JMU for almost three years and
is open to anyone interested in
learning about the culture and
providing community service
time off campus.
Cruz-Enriquez said, "To
my knowledge, there has
never been a Latino banquet
so we decided to devote this
semester to planning this banquet and we have opened the
event to all of the JMU and
Harrisonburg community."
Peer Mentor provides support for incoming students of
color. It has joined in helping
to benefit the Hondurans.
Lambda
Theta
Phi,
Fraternidad Latina, Inc., is a
newly chartered group and is
open to any male student interested in the leadership, unity and
foundation of the Latino culture.
Justiniano said, "There is a
need to get the word out
about who we are by keeping
it open for everyone, others
can see who we are, taste a little of our food, listen to our
music and dance our dance."
Cruz-Enriquez said she
hopes that Celebraci6n Latina
will become an annual event.

'Carousel' takes tiresome ride
Radical staging weakens production despite talented cast
TAMARANTTAI
contributing writer
"Carousel" — it's a clam
bake in June and a carnival ride
in a country town and then
there's... spousal abuse?

E V IE W
"Carousel" tackles some
heavy issues, but the Theatre U
production is unfortunately lost
in awkward staging and a tired
script that audiences today have
difficulty relating to.
The message of universal
morality and the ultimate
power of love and hope doesn't
impact the audience as profoundly as it could.
The script simply isn't
conducive to unorthodox
staging and the intimacy of
the show and the humanity of
its characters gets lost in the
hokey church-revival atmosphere and tired old dramatic
devices like melodramatic
death scenes and the dead
returning to earth.
Performed as a staged reading
die cast is seated onstage throughout the entire show. Staging and
scenery are stripped to the bare
essentials. The Greek chorus-style
staging was distracting and took

away from the intensity of the and effort she invested in the
character of Julie Jordan was
play's actual events.
Director junior music obvious. She played Julie naively
major Sam Birchette's vision but not without intelligence and
of the show is radical, even depth. The progression her charby Theatre IPs experimental acter makes is both touching and
standards.
" . I heart breaking to watch.
She is the only character
tried to embrace the fact that it
was a staged reading. It would've with whom the audience can
been completely impossible to do relate to; quite simply, she is
Julie because
as an actual proshe believes it.
duction,"
'CAROUSEL
Her strongest
Birchette said,
moments come
who is making WHERE: Theatre II
Now
through during Billy
her directorial WHEN:
debut with the Saturday at 8 p.m., plus a 2 B i gelo w ' s
(junior Mike
Stratford Players. p.m. show on Saturday
Minarik)
"It puts more ADMISSIONS: $5
death.
responsibility on
This
is
Lamb's
seventh perforthe actors."
Responsibility that the cast mance at JMU. Her experience and
can't possibly live up to due to her refined yet powerful soprano
the complexity of the script. voice helps carry the show.
Minarik's character is
Though executing the concept
was a noble risk, the cast was too more complex, which was
apparent in the vagueness of
unfocused to pull through.
some
of his performance. No
As a whole, the cast worked
hard, but the script just isn't suit- stranger to the Theatre II
ed for a company to work stage, Minarik is comfortable
on the floor, and his strengths
together in this fashion.
Musically, the cast delivered, lie in his attention to nuance
leaving little to be desired. and his focus. His booming
Though at times not unified, the voice is unwavering.
But despite a valiant attempt
strength of vocal talent carried
the show and made up for holes on Minarik's behalf, Billy's schizophrenic nature and the ensuing
in the production.
The show's breath of fresh air struggle between his love for
was clearly junior music industry Julie and his inevitable tragic
major Mandy Lamb. The thought downfalls were difficult for him

to master. The confusion of the
character — a foil on behalf of
the script — added to the confusion of the show — a foil on
behalf of the director.
Senior music major Kate
Schwabe helps keep the show
alive through her portrayal of
Julie's best friend, Carrie. Schwabe
plays Carrie with just the right
amount of quirky cuteness without becoming a distraction.
Junior Laura Apelt executes a
challenging performance as
Aunt Nettie. Apelt brings to the
performance a seasoned maturity that the character requires,
giving the show added depth.
Her vocal strength during her
solos also adds to the show's
musical integrity.
Newcomer to the Theatre II
stage, Andrew Gorski, a freshman music major, turns in a fantastic performance as "Jigger,"
the town hooligan. Gorski is also
one of the show's most believable characters. He undoubtedly
looks forward to a fruitful theater career at JMU.
Other noteworthy performers
included senior theatre and dance
major Nehal Joshi, freshman theatre and dance major Katie
Lawson and junior theatre and
dance major Suzanne Wogisch.
Despite a talented cast, a weak
script and confusing staging
make "Carousel" a tiresome ride.

third music
and wine test

B

RIAN SHOWALTER
staff writer
Take a break from studying and bring your friends
to the Third Annual
Landwirt Music and Wine
Festival this Saturday.
The festival will take place
at the Landwirt Vineyard,
about a 10-minute drive from
JMU. This 100-acre vineyard
will host musicians, eateries,
specialty store booths and wine.
Gary Simmers, owner of the
Landwirt Vineyard, said, "We
had two successful festivals
and we are planning for another one."

LANDWIRT MUSIC &
WINE FESTIVAL
WHERE: Driving North on
Main Street, go past 1-81 exit
251, turn left on route 721.
Two mites later, turn right on
route 619, go two miles and
turn left into Landwirt
WHEN: Saturday, 4 p.m. to
midnight
ADMISSION: $5 for all ages
Musicians that will play are
diverse in genre and style. One
group appearing at the natural
ampi theatre is the Kevin Tyser
Septet They mix jazz and funk.
Madison Project, one of JMU's
a cappella groups, will perform.
AJso appearing is Virginia
Coalition. They have toured
with the likes of Eddie From
Ohio and. Fighting Gravity.
TJ Johnson- and Jason
Misterka will display their
bluegrass and roots rock influences. Johnson has opened for
the Jerry Garcia Band.
Music is one of many of the
festival's attractions. Local
businesses and restaurants will
provide food and commerce. A
Touch of the Earth will set up
shop at the vineyard.
So will Peace Pipe, a store
that specializes in tobacco,
humidors and gourmet coffee.
Landwirt Vineyards, Brooklyn's
Delicatessen and Luigi's Pizza will
serve food and drink.
An arts and crafts show is
also planned. This marks the
first time that artists and craftsmen play a part in the festival.
Tours will be given at
the winery.
"The festival is special;
there is nothing else like it,"
Jason Misterka said.
People of all ages are invited to the third LandwirtMusic
and Wine Festival
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Golf Equipment - Area's
Best Selection - Ateiv and
Used!
Buy Sell
Trade & Consign
-Used & New
Sports
Equipment
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Spring Specials

Open 7 Days a Week!
Mon. - Wed. 10am - 8pm
Thurs. - Sat. 9am - 8pm
Sun. 12pm - 5pm
In Town Center
Behind Valley Mall
Next to Sprint

Full Set
Fill-in
Manicure
Pedicure

M
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'Eyebrows Also!
'Pricing Depends on Style
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Warmly Welcomes

Next Issue
Monday,
Aug. 30,1999

Class of /.9,9,9 Mi-Time New Hires
Sylvia Baffour
Pat Cassada
Kate Cavataio
Patricia Constantinidis
Rcnee Darling
Hugh Gannon
Jaime Greene

Elizabeth Harvey
John Haymes
Meredith Kinte
Michael Lemker
Stuart Lerner
Michael Martin
Ben Mummert

Uuren Pokornicky
Luis Salcedo
Ryan Sawyer
Joshua Schmiesing
Shaina Solomon
Charity Truax
Harper Wagner

Class of 2000 Summer Intern?
Jason Baldy
Allison Beane
Christina Bland
Tiffany Choy
Brendan Connors
Heather Easlcy
Johnnie El-Gharib
Wesley Epton

Christine Freiherr
Melinda Genua
James Gould
SooHan
Timothy Hanson
Douglas Jones
Douglas Kelly
Sarah Kilby

Becky Mincer
Emily Mosley
Alexandra Shali t
Krista Sims
Kristin Small
Wendy Stemetzki
Matthew Tacschncr
Erin Zielenbach

We congratulate them on their outstanding achievements at James Madison University
and look forward to having them on the Arthur Andersen team.

VALLEY LANES
JttoS Mm Si ll.ii'wmlmiit.U-mi

Wcdntid.r Coi-|c If.If
Frtdmy
Coialc 10-1 CoMKiry
Salartfar
CoiaHe 12-2
Smm4mf
CoiaHe 0:30-11:30

$7.00
$9.00
$10.00
$7.00

Helping In Ways You Never Imagined

$8

Airbrush Styles

We Accept Checks and MC/Visa

A

$18

'With Whirlpool Spa

54O-568-1816

•

$22
$14
$10

'Free Hotwax

801-8070

1790-100 East Market St.
(Kroger Shopping Center)
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
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Abracadabra: Breeze Exclusive

Fox to air magic of college student
LLYWHALEN
senior writer
When Michael Grandinetti
graduates from Pittsburgh's
Duquesne University this May,
he probably won't be scrambling
for an entry-level job like most.
Instead, Grandinetti will likely cover himself in kerosene
while chained between two walls
of flaming spikes with 60 seconds to escape.
Magic is a talent that has
brought 21-year-old Grandinetti
remarkable success. He will
appear on Fox this Sunday at 7
p.m. in "The World's Most
Dangerous Magic II."
"I want to be in that handful"
of well-known magicians like
David Copperfield, Grandinetti
said. "But I'm not looking to be
the next David Gopperfield. I
want to be Michael Grandinetti."
A magic set he received
when he was 7 years old, quickly
became Grandinetti's passion.
He studied magic tricks from
books. He started performing
routines at neighbors' birthday
parties. "It was the first time
people responded to my magic,"
Grandinetti said.
Today, whenever he's not
sleeping or eating, Grandinetti

practices routines, designs new
"You always have got to be placed in a rectangular
tricks, performs illusions or con- different," Grandinetti said.
frame to add difficulty in
ducts business on the phone.
He designed the 1500- escape and then doused in
This past winter he
gasoline. While an hourperformed
several
glass measured time,
shows at Heinz Hall in
Grandinetti had one
Pittsburgh with The
minute to free himself
Pittsburgh Symphony
before the two panels of
Orchestra. He created
flaming spikes punctwo illusions specificaltured anything in their
ly for the holiday shows
path. He succeeded.
in front of 3,600 people.
"I try to push myself,"
In one he made a girl
Grandinetti said. "The trick
float in mid-air. Then he
should accent the magician's
ripped a newspaper
personality . . . You make a
into shreds and made it
connection with the audireappear intact.
I ence. Getting applause the
Last September, he
first time with a new trick is
performed almost 20
the best."
illusions in a show at
As a college student,
Pittsburgh's Byham
balancing an academic and
Theater. Highlights
performance schedule preincluded bringing a
sents challenges. "I've had
portrait of a girl to life
to reschedule tests around
and rotating himself
shows," Grandinetti said. "I
on a sword's point.
try to schedule my classes so
He amazed audiI'm home early." He usually
ences with tricks like a
PHOTO COURTESY OF KELLY WHALEN finishes classes by 2:30 p.m.
handkerchief
that
and can then rehearse roudanced around the Mtehael Grandinetti graduates from Pittsburgh's tines with his staff. "My
stage and into the Duquesne University this May and will appear on teachers work with me. We
audience and a trick "The World's Most Dangerous Magk II" this
have a good relationship."
titled
"Hourglass Sunday at 7 p.m. on Fox.
Grandinetti said he has
Flaming Spike Escape."
pound "Hourglass Flaming encountered people in the magic
The same people who work Spike Espace." He was tied industry who doubted his skills
for magician David Copperfield with metal chains to a penta- because of his age. "'No' just
build equipment for Grandinetti.
gon-shaped
structure, makes me work harder," he said.

Coupland twists The Stand'
'Girlfriend in a Coma'gives preachy message
ICHARDRUSH
contributing writer
Douglas Coupland's novels are known for their hip,
stylish prose, mildly off-beat
plot and characters that question the value of mainstream
society. The first half of
"Girlfriend in a Coma" is not
unusual to these characteristics, the second half, however, becomes too bizarre and
too preachy.

It begins innocently enough,
as Karen sleeps with her
boyfriend, Richard, for the first
time — only to slip into a coma
hours afterward. The coma is
briefly interrupted for the birth
of her daughter, Megan, nine
months after it began.
Afterward Karen returns to
her comatose state for the next
17 years. Richard turns to alcohol and neglects his daughter.
Karen's other friends run away
or turn to heroin. Megan grows
up with what she considers to be
a dead mother.
This sort of thing is fairly

standard for Coupland, but
when Karen wakes up, things
get weird. It seems that
Karen didn't enter her coma
because of the (unwise) mixing of valium and screwdrivers, but rather because
she had some sort of visions
concerning the future.
In exchange for this knowledge that was not meant for man
to know, she is punished by the
loss of 17 years of her life.
Shortly after Karen's awakening, people start dying. The
entire human race (with the
notable exception of the protagonists) fall asleep and die.
There is a cosmic lesson to
be learned here, and there can
be no mistaking what it is, as
Coupland takes every opportunity to repeatedly force it
upon the reader.
Karen's coma, the survival
of her friends and the death of
everyone else on Earth relate
to the need for man to question. Don't ask me how..Don't
ask me why.
Coupland spends the last
two chapters harping upon
how Richard and company
will spend the rest of their
lives screaming questions and
be better for it. Karen goes
* **y jp I

back into her coma. The end.
At first it seems as if
Coupland is presenting a message of hope. Karen regains
awareness and begins living a
productive life. Richard stops
drinking and begins to take care
of his daughter. Pam and
Hamilton, two survivors, defeat
their addiction to heroin.
Before successfully completing this message, Coupland gets
confused and starts thinking he's
Stephen King ("The Stand") and
people start to die. Even this is
salvageable until we learn that
Karen's going to return to her
coma an£r never awaken;
Coupland stands on his soapbox.
His real message might be
acceptable if it were less esoteric, but it is of such an
obscure nature, we're left wondering exactly what he was trying to say.
Coupland is an incredible
author, and his fiction is not to
be missed. Normally, his work
centers around an interesting
plot that (inevitably) has a subplot very subtly placed.
"Girlfriend in a Coma,"
however, is pessimistic and
unforgivably preachy, beating
the reader over the head with
an unintelligible message.

"I never tell my age" when
booking shows. Instead, he
sends video tapes of past performances as proof of his skills.
"My goal is to tour, do
TV . . . Broadway one day,"
Grandinetti said.
He received one of his greatest compliments when an audience member told him, "I've
never been a fan of magic, but I
enjoyed your show."
Grandinetti is quick to credit
his team of assistants when
describing any success. "Any
success I have is ours. We try to
be classy and present our magic
as a beautiful art form."
Grandinetti and his staff of
about 10 assistants, including four
dancers, have worked together
for three years. He sometimes
rehearses 12 hours a day.
Grandinetti is not the only
one whose academic major
could relate to a career in the
world of magic. Two of his
assistants are engineering
majors. Another one is a finance
ana accounting major.
"We're working for five
years down the road,"
Grandinetti said. "I think it's
going to pay off.
"I know I've missed out on
things like living in a college
dorm but there's nothing else I
want to be doing."

Don't 'Come by' Connick

i

TEVEJANZEN
staff writer

"They all say that I'm not
impressive, at best" croons Harry
Connick Jr. in the opening track
of his newest album. Come by Me.
Well, he said it, I didn't Actually,
Come by Me would be great—if it
was a single.

EVIEW
Fans of Connick's traditional
style shouldn't hold their breath
waiting for this album to come out
Those who warmed up to Harry's
funkier side in Star Turtle won't be
thrilled by his newest effort either.
With the exception of a few
solid tunes, Come by Me is a collection of sentimental crooner lyrics
backed by a lethargic orchestra.
The fourth track on the
disc,"Change Partners," is a
prime example of Connick's
unfortunate fall into sappiness.
Although a smooth Latin drum
beat starts the song with some
promise, the fun ends there.
Orchestral strings lay down a
background suitable for a dentist's office muzak. Connick's
lyrics are little better, as they drag
out in a low drone that could
depress Richard Simmons.
"Change Partners" plods along

for an unbearable six minutes, and
the next track gives no relief, featuring a near carbon copy of the
orchestral backing. Connick goes
on to cover "Danny Boy," among
other tunes. While his arrangement
is beautiful, it's hardly memorable
Come by Me does have its high
points, but they fail to carry the
album. The title track is one of
the few songs where Connick
and his fellow musicians seem to
be having a good time. He shows
off some of his piano skills,
which is unfortunately rare on
this album.
Connick's faster tunes show
some swing influence, but thankfully he sticks to his roots and
avoids a pop-swing feel.
The rule of thumb for Come by Me
seems to be that whenever Harry
sends the orchestra packing, he
whips out a decent song. Connick
can experiment writing arrangements with oboes all he wants, but
his real strengths will always be in
high energy big band tunes.
Unfortunately, thafs not the focus
of Come by Me. Throw together a single with the title track and possibly
three other tunes as B-sides, and you
wouldn't be missing much. Overall,
Connick's latest is much more a
"must borrow" than a "must buy."
Die-hard fans should survive on their
older albums and hope that Harry
sticks to his strengths in the future.
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Questions ... call Jason x7207

2L*+5
Exit 245

SPRING CONCERT

Featuring The Overtones and The Bluest ones
$2 at the door
Friday, April 30th
$4 por anyone who wants their
8:00 Wilson Hall
name on our fjrst CD
Recording starts May 10th
Album release Fall'99

Confucius says
Lease your unit today and be registered for

Wise businessman
advertises with
The Breeze
Call 568-6127 today!

in Bookstore Gift Certificates

&
SINCE 1986

Madison Manor

LOOKING FOR SOME
SUMMER FUN?
$
BIKES FOR COMMUTING
BIKES FOR RECREA TION
BIKES FOR MOUNTAIN BIKING

3 bedroom
fully furnished
some with fireplaces

College Station

University Court

WE HAVE THE PERFECT
BIKE FOR YOU!
SEE OUR SELECTION OF GIANT &
SPECIALIZED BIKES, WITH PRICES AND

$

SERVICE YOU WILL LOVE.

$

individuaMeases
5 bedroom, 3 bath
fully furnished
AND A STUDY!

huge 4 bdrm, 2 bath
fully furnished
air conditioning
garbage disposal
washer and dryer

Mol. Hill Bit...
Just Mln'a from
Cumpum

Maryland Ave
Mole HHI Bikes/ ♦>

Dayton, VA

a

m

PENDRY &
CONSTABLE

434 -1173

'Restrictions
may apply

The Breeze

Juvenile's bouncy beats
SiANNONJ. CARTER
contributing writer
After being on the music scene for
almost a decade, Juvenile is just now
starting to gain national recognition. After
making his first appearance with Jimi on a
regional hit titled "Bounce for the
Juvenile," released in '91, Juvenile has
since recorded two of his own albums,
including his latest, 400 Degreez, that has
turned him from a local star to a national
phenomenon.

Growing up in the New Orleans'
Magnolia projects, Juvenile raps about the
same problems of living in the 'hood as
other rappers in a similar predicament.
However, Juvenile, a.k.a Juve, has an
edge over the competition because he has
one thing that the others don't, originality.
From start to finish, this album pours out
15 blazing hits as Juve shows off his enormous versatility.
400 Degreez was overlooked for weeks
when it first entered the music charts but
it is now starting to live up to its enormous potential. Although the album
could stand well on its own, the hit single
"HA" has given 400 Degreez some much
needed recognition. "HA" starts off 400
Degreez with an inventive style where
Juve talks, rather than raps, his lyrics to

the listeners on life in the projects: "You
ain't gone let somebody come and punk
ya ha/stunt and front ya ha/straight up
run ya ha."
The album also includes two additional "HA" remixes, which, if nothing else,
make the album worth listening to. The
first remix features Hot Boys, which is
made up of Juvenile, Wayne, B.G. and
Turk. Members of the Hot Boys are featured in about half the songs on the CD.
The second remix
features Jay-Z.
"Welcome 2 Tha
Nolia" is another
mentionable song
on the album. The
rhythm is upbeat
and fluid. The song
takes on an interesting
approach COURTESY CASH MONEY
RECORDS
because it consists of
the people of Nolia yelling in the background throughout the entire song making for an unexpected, but welcome shift
from the usual, dry beats found on other
CDs.
On the downside, 400 Degreez contains
excessive amounts of explicit language,
making its parental advisory more than
necessary.
Although 400 Degreez tells the same
stories that have been told time and time
again, its mix of bouncy beats and catchy
bass-line, Juvenile's energy and shifting
sing-song style make this CD stand out
among all of the others.

Black's Mature Punk
in
MI) BAUER
contributing writer

He may lack charisma, he may be
unknown, but with Pistolero, Frank Black
establishes himself as a solid musician.

Categorizing Black is not an easy task.
A one-time member of the Pixies until he
decided to go solo, his new band, The
Catholics, unveiled themselves with what
some critics felt was a less than stellar,
self-titled debut CD.
Pistolero, however, fails to capture the
originality of that first CD and as a result,
falls one step short of being truly great
It opens with "Bad Harmony," a
tongue-and-cheek title for Black who is at
his best when combining raspy vocals
with contradictory guitar chords to make
harmonic music. The song begins with
interesting guitar work unique to Black,
but takes a rather sickening turn towards
mainstream pop at the chorus.
Many songs on Pistolero disappoint in
this fashion. 'Tiny Heart" and "You're
Such a Wire" sound rather similar to
Counting Crows due mainly to Black's
sharp, yet growling, vocals.
Just when all hope seems lost, Pistolero
comes back with the fast paced, punkinspired fire that Black at one time spouted so easily on his original solo CD. "So
Hard to Make Things Out" and "I Want
to Rock & Roll" are fast and to the point.
They have an intense spark that can be
seen in previous Black songs like "Los
Angeles" and "Old Black Dawning."
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"85 Weeks" is the surprising winner on
Pistolero. An acoustic adagio about an
insomniac sleep walker, "85 Weeks" is simply pleasant to hear. "Skeleton Man" and
"South Bay" close Pistolero with a bang as
two extremely cool tracks that show how
much fun it really is to listen to Black
The lone song on Pistolero that is
absolutely intolerable is "I Think I'm
Starting to Lose it" The title aptly describes
how the listener feels upon Black's initial
utterance of the campy, Harvey Dangeresque initial line: "Everybody's got something to say and they're coming on strong
like a smooth operator..."
Black's lyrics are very ingenious. Not
quite as intelligent as Dylan nor as deeply
filled with condescension as Grant Lee
Buffalo, Black knows what he wants to
say and the message is received through
his songs. Upon first glance, many words
appear to be jumbled globs of gigantic
words forming a sea of incoherence. The
truth is that Black's lyrics, although mostly unintelligible on paper, make an enormous amount of sense when sung. Black
throws out his words above the backlash
of his ingenious guitar chords and tells a
story in each of his songs.
Overall, Pistolero is a top-notch CD
filled with toe-tapping songs, raw, original guitar, and lyrics that fit together like
a puzzle. Although not as good as the
underrated debut CD, Pistolero does not
disappoint.
Black has been praised by critics as
"mature punk," but it is his ability to
mold contradictory sounds together into
an artistic whole, not his maturity into
mainstream pop, that makes him unique.
If Pistolero is considered mature, Frank,
please, remember your youth.

2t

Two hits released
Songs like "Hideaway," "A New
Day," "A Place We Have Been To" and
"The Sylvan Screen" are full of vitality
and spunk; they contrast beautifully
The bands of the Elephant 6 with the black foliage in the other tracks.
Though the album as a whole is dark,
Collective seem to be on to something.
From the time they lived in their rural there are moments when OTC shine rays
hometown of Ruston, La., to their current so lovely you can't help but smile.
Black Foliage should be listened to
abodes in Denver and Athens, the music
they play and the albums they've from beginning to end. Some tracks are
released have burrowed their melodies definitely playable by themselves, like "I
into the minds of a quickly growing have Been Floated, "California Demis 3"
and "Hilltop Precession," but listening to
number of people.
them exclusively won't give the rest of
the album its fair support; all songs complement each other.
OTC challenged themselves with this
release.
A more accessible introduction
The Apples in Stereo followed up
to
Elephant
6 would be the Apples in
their debut album with a release in
Stereo's
Fun
Trick
Maker or Neutral Milk
1997, and Neutral Milk Hotel folHotel's In the Aeroplane Over the Sea (in
lowed six months later.
both all tracks are songs with melodies).
Now,
And an easier introduction to OTC
the third
would be Dusk as Cubist Castle (more
founding
pop for your penny). But for anyone
member of
who is serious about the depths of
the
E6
music, Black Foliage is recommended.
Collective,
Though the primary source of talent
Olivia
and innovation in the Elephant 6
Tremor
Collective remains with the original
Control, is
members (Apples, NMH, OTC), the secalso releasond tier or E6ers — the Gerbils, Music
ing a folTapes, Minders, Beulah, Elf Power, of
1ow - up
COURTESY FLY DADDY RECORDS
Montreal and a few others — still have a
album, called
Black Foliage: Animation Music by the wealth of talent richer than most music
Olivia Tremor Control. And like the circles.
Of Montreal, who share members
releases of their E6 brethren, OTC's second full-length release continues the suc- with almost every band in the Collective,
have just released their second album,
cessful streak of quality pop music.
It can't be denied that OTC easily fall The Gay Parade, within one year of their
into the "carnival" music genre that late previous release (their third full-length
'60s /early 70s Beatles wannabe bands overall).
Notable in both lyrical content and
originally made popular (as well as the
melody,
The Gay Parade illustrates Kevin
Beatles themselves). With four guys
Barnes'
ability
to write absurdly cute
wearing marching band uniforms tooting
instruments in gazebos as the primary sing-along pop ditties that make you
image, it's actually rather easy to be smile, laugh, cry, wince and frown at the
same time.
annoyed with such cliche drug music
Barnes
But OTC, unlike the bands before
them, add a signature texture to their has a knack
songs that make Black Foliage — as well for transas their previous release Dusk at Cubist forming
Castle — more than just another Ferris slapstick
comedy
wheel album.
Instead, with experimentation that into musifinds levels so dark that even Syd Barrett cal form. If
would be impressed, and with melodies there is a
that Brian Wilson wished he had thought concept to
of, OTC have recorded an album consid- be found in
COURTESY BAR NONE RECORDS
erably refreshing for such a time of dry this album,
it
would
have
to
be in the jovial theme
music.
almost
each
of
the
17 tracks assumes.
The album's 27 tracks are divided into
Unlike
the
last
album, where its confour sections (or sides), each containing
five to seven pop songs that are weaved cept was the rise and demise of a romantogether with abstract forays of noise. Of tic relationship, this album doesn't necthe first nine tracks (the first section), four essarily concentrate on one story and
are songs with melodies and the remain- explain it throughout; instead, through
ing are amalgamations of bloops and non-repetitive lyrics (Barnes doesn't
bleeps layered together to create an eerie fully stick to the verse-chorus-verse-choatmosphere of sound. The remaining rus formula) and diverse instrumentathree sections follow the same pop-weav- tion Barnes tells multiple stories.
Liking of Montreal isn't hard, espeing sequences.
Members of OTC said they were try- cially when you consider Barnes is trying
ing to reach darker levels in their music, to make his listeners laugh. His stories
with the overall aura not as bright as Dusk are funny, his lyrics witty and his choir
at Cubist Castle. With just one 9pin it is of singers appealing. His last albums
apparent that their intentions were met. have always been quirky but never this
funny; however, with this album take
At times the album is down right scary.
Though the touch of this album is extra precaution: Larry, Curly and Moe
cold, its blood is circulating at rates must have been whispering in his ear as
unmeasured. The pop here is pep.
he wrote it
JACOB WASCALUS
senior writer
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Kickoff Your Week
Taylor 304

April 5Q, 1999
im - 3:30 PM Where Are fliey Now?: Grads Who Po Good

"Where are they now?" is a program designed to invite home JMU Alumni to engage you in conversations about how leadership,
the JMU experience, and life alter JMU are connected. Learn from these successful JMU Alums ways to best use your
undergraduate opportunities as a springboard for life!

7 PM 9 PM Senior Class Challenge Celebration
9 PM -1 AM Senior Week Kickoff

Main Street Par £ Grill

The JMU Alumni Association has teamed up with the Senior Class Challenge to offer a night to remember at Main
Street. The evening starts at 7PM with a private reception for those seniors who made a contribution to the Senior Class
Celebration. Then at 9PM join the rest of your classmates to relax and reminisce the past four years at Madison.

Mav 1.1999
11:50 AM - 4:50 PM

.

Senior Pig Bait
Godwin Field

4

Mav 3.1999
8:30 AM 6 PM

303 off all Alumni Merchandise
JMU bookstore

If you look good, you feel good. The only way to be a good-looking JMU alumnus is with official JMU merchandise from
the JMU Bookstore. All of the popular JMU Alumni products will be on sale marked down 30% as a reward for your time at
Madison.
£.
\
/■

Mav 4.1999

FacuHy /$fcff Appreciation pay
All Pining Facilities

—

11AM-2PM

Have you had a special relationship with a faculty or staff member? Why not reward their contribution to your education
by taking them to lunch. The JMU AJumni Association and Dining Services invite you to take your favorite faculty/staff member
to lunch at all dining facilities for free. How does it work? The Senior will pay full price for their meal and the faculty/staff
member will show their JAC card and receive their meal for free. (One Guest per Senior)

May ft \m
Noon - 6 PM

life After UREC
UREC

Visit UREC today to learn about "Life after UREC: How to maintain a healthy lifestyle in the real world." Enjoy a massage,
climb the wall and learn how to workout without weights on your last visit to UREC.

Mav 6.1999
6PM-7.30PM

f^it A Night of Tradition
Free Concert on the Quad

Exit 245 & the Bluestones will perform in honor of the Class of 1999.

7:45 PM - $:\5 PM

Candlelightlng Ceremony

£

Quad
Quad

Take part in the 13th annual alumni induction ceremony. This ceremony provides the alumni association an opportunity
to congratulate you on your accomplishments here and to extend a special invitation to continue your relationship with JMU as
an active, enthusiastic and supportive alumnus of the university. Join your fellow classmates in a Madison tradition.

8:50 PM - Midnight

Senior Celebration

Calhouns

Celebrate the night away at Harrisonburg's most popular microbrewery.

Mav 7.1999
5.-30PM-7PM

~
Family Picnic
Miind IS AT College Center

Don't stand in those long lines at Outback; Forget about Chili's. Make your reservations to enjoy your final meal on
campus with your parents. The JMU Alumni Association has partnered with Dining Services and the Office of Parent Relations
to offer a Family Picnic for graduating seniors and their families. ($10 per person)

Mav 8 1999
10 AM

.

Commencement
Wdgeforth Stadium

For more information visit MadisOn-line, the JMU Alumni Home Page,
at www.jmu.edu/alumni/srweek
Call the Alumni Association for more details at 568-6234

\"
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This weekend will be full of events, especially for seniors, who can really party like
it's 1999.
The Bilrmore Grill will offer a bash for graduating seniors on Friday from 11 a.m.
to 4 p.m. Admission to the Senior Celebration requires a ticket that will be available
at the door. The party will feature a deejay and dancing. You must be at least 21 to
enjoy the Senior Celebration. In addition to the private party, the Biltmore will also
host its usual entertainment throughout the week, which includes Jazz Night every
Monday and Acoustic Night every Tuesday and Wednesday.
Key West Beach Bar and Grill will offer plenty to do this weekend. Tonight as
well as every Tuesday night is College Night, in which you must be at least 18 to get
in. Although there is a cover charge for those under 21, if students over 21 bring their
JAC cards, there is no charge. Friday night. Key West will host an all-80s mix.
Saturday night, which is one of the nightspot's most crowded, Key West will feature
a dance party with lots of hip-hop music. Don't forget that Key West always hosts its
Q101-sponsored Ladies Night every Wednesday, in which ladies can enjoy exemption from the regular cover charge. Free hot wings will also be offered on Wednesday
from 9 to 10 p.m.
The Little Grill will showcase Dave Eakin and Steve Hoke on Friday around 9
p.m. They are known to play traditional folk and bluegrass. Donations are encouraged at the Little Grill.
Main Street Bar ana Grill also has plenty of events on'tap this weekend.
Thursday night is Q101 Ladies Night, and the line begins around 10 p.m. Friday.
Main Street will host JMU's own Senior Class Challenge. All patrons must present
their JAC cards for admission until midnight. Saturday night Main Street will host
Blue Miracle. Sunday Main Street will feature Quiet Riot Tickets are $15 in advance
and $18 the day of the show. As always, you must be at least 21 to enjoy the entertainment at Main Street
Spanky's Delicatessen features West Water Street every Tuesday night They are
known to play a variety of music ranging from folk to funk.

Compiled by staff writer Katie Plemmons
bt*«mcx*" each Thursday for a thorough update of local
Look for "W,
weekend events.

Nas--Jam...
2. Soundtrack - Matrix
3. Fatboy Slim - You've Come a Long Way.. J
4. EMINEM - Slim Shady LP
™
5. Lauryn Hill - The Miseducation of. ..
6. Everlast - Whitey Ford Sings The Blues
7. Blackstreet - Finally...
8. Offspring - Americana
9. TIC%Fan Mail
■■
10.2Pac - Greatest Hits
11. Soundtrack - Go
12. Blur- 13
13. Roots - Things Fall Apart
14. Britney Spears - ... Baby One N$re Time
15. Soundtrack - Life
16. £m~ Tonight
17. Cher- Believe
■
18. Jay-Z - Vol.2 Hard Knock Li\
19. Cool Breeze -- East Point Greatest Hits
20. DMX.- Flesh of My Flesh Blood of My...
'Based on CD sates at the JMU Bookstore
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PLANNING TO BE HOME
IN THE SHENANDOAH VALLEY
FOR THE SUMMER?

KSSSffi?

COMPLETE A YEAR OF ONE DISCIPLINE
DURING THE SUMMER
Get an edge or> your coursework for the fall by taking
classes at Blue Ridge Community College! Earn a year of
credit in some disciplines by completing two intensive
five-week courses this summer.

Registration for summer classes is May 19-20
8:30 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
Check out the likely transfer options for each five-week session.
For a more complete course listing, request a class schedule.
2nd Five-Week Session
1st Five-Week Session
June 30 - August 4
May 24 - June 28
ENG112
EN6 111
HIS 122
HIS 121
MTH157
MTH151
MTH164
MTH163
BIO 102
BIO 101
CHM 102
CHM 101
PHY 202
PHY 201
All counts must be taken m sequence except HIS 122 and MTH 157-

Blue
Ridge
Community College

For information on registration procedures
contact: BRCC Student Services

(540)234-9261,(888)750-2722 ext 289

4-

CAPITAL MANAGEMENT, INC.
A financial partner you can depend on - today and tomorrow
6001 Montrose Road, Suite 510, Rockville, MD 20852
(301) 231 -9888 Phone (301) 881 -1103 Fax

We would cordially like to welcome...
Renzo Cuadros,
Class of 2001
...To our 1999 junior associate program

Securities and Investment Advisory Services offered through Ascend Financial Services, Inc.
Member NASD/SIPC. A Registered Investment Advisor.

2J/T
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An Alternative Summer Option
Whether you re staying in town or going away this summer, volunteer agencit s in
town and across the country need your help in just about every way possible
yourself, both what you e comfortWhile JMU students were
able
with and what you •e not, and
packing up for the drive
develop
a more global perspective ...
back to Harrisonburg last
You're
going
to live in a „ ore diverse
fall, editors at Mother Jones, the Sanworld
than
the
JMU cami us can preFrancisco-based "magazine of
sent."
'
investigation and ideas for indepenMeg Schulcz, a junior ir terdisciplident thinkers ... that inspires action
nary social sciences ma or, voluntoward positive social change,"
teered with her church juth group
ranked JMU seventh out of the.10
in the past helping to ret iild home's
most activist colleges nationwide.
in Florida destroyed by Hurricane
In February, Break Away, a national
Andrew. "It made me av are of how
organization that promotes commulucky and blessed I've >een," she
nity service by college students, presaid. "There are a lot of people out
sented its 1998 Program of the Year
there who are a lot wors off than I
award to JMU's Alternative Spring
am." She will spend rwc months of
Break program. The program,
her summer break workii g with diswhich sent 160 students on 17 volunteer missions throughout the
advantaged children, 'outh and
adults in the inner city of Denver
United States and Mexico, is only
one example of our student body's
through Campus Crusade for Christ
commitment to community service.
Along with leai ling about
yourself and the commui ity around
These volunteers served as
tutors, health workers, teachers,
you, Harris believes sti dents gain
cooks, carpenters and laborers in
from the personal connection with
impoverished areas with homelessothers and from the feeling of making
ness, hunger, disease and lack of
a difference in someone's life. For a
education. Unfortunately, these
lot of students "that becomes the highkinds of social problems occur
fight of their week and a lot of times of
throughout the year - especially in
their JMU experience," he said.
the hot months of summer when
This personal connection was impormany students would rather sit at
tant for Goldstein. "It's really rewardhome, watching reruns of "Oprah"
ing to know that you are helping
and lulling away their time at the
someone develop skills that they will
pool.
have for the rest of their lives," she
ALEX VESSELS/photo editor said. "When you see the progress they
"During the summer, a lot of
non-profit agencies and social ser- In the office of Community Service-Learning, special projects coordinator and JMU Junior Jack Neill offers advice to make, it's a wonderful feeling to know
vice agencies need assistance," senior Alicia Payne. There are over 100 agencies that need volunteers this summer in the Rockingham Country
alone, all of which are listed in the CS-L office. If you're interested, contact CS-L at x6366, or visit their office that you have helped. There are a lot
junior Jack Neill, special projects area
of kids out there who need this kind
In Wilson Hall, Room 205A.
coordinator for the office of
of attention and help, so why not help
Community Service-Learning, saichsAccording
"Someone might not think that their basic
make a difference in their lives?"
semester it's about 40 minutes per week ... It
to its web page, CS-L "strives to create wincomputer skills could really help out," Neill
Often students who volunteer solely for
might seem like a lot of time at first, but it is so
win situations" between students and the comsaid, "but it's things like that that can really
class
credit discover that they enjoy the experiworth it in the long run."
munity agencies they serve. Whether students
make an impact."
ence
and return on their own time, Neill said.
Students leaving Harrisonburg this summer
remain in Harrisonburg or return to their
Although many college students begin their
Shapiro
continued volunteering after she fulcan also benefit their communities. "Students
hometowns, the need for volunteers is great.
summer breaks in early May, many might forfilled her class requirement and Goldstein has
need to find something that has a listing of
For those students staying in Harrisonburg
get that most elementary, junior and high
enjoyed her volunteering to such an extent that
what the community needs are, because I think
this summer, CS-L coordinator Rich Harris
schools continue until late June. As sophomore
she plans to continue it next year
it's pretty hard to do that on your own," Harris
wants students to know that they are "definitepsychology major Stephanie Goldstein discovIf you're planning to volunteer, don't waste
said. He recommends contacting your local
ly an important part of a lot of agencies."
ered while fulfilling a volunteer requirement for
any time setting up that commitment or you
United Way or a local college or university to
a
work rlass
ehiHontc noaA
«•_ j ...#.. i
*
"It's a real challenge to fill those gaps when
a .snnal
social work
class, manv
many students
need hi»«r.
tutormay find yourself running out of time, Harris
find out if it has a community service learning
students aren't here, but students who are here
ing year-round. She used her skills to work indisaid.
"The summer is just not that long a pericenter that can help you find opportunities.
over the summer can pick up some of that
vidually with a student whose family had
od
of
time... Sometimes it'll take two or three
"Get in the phone book," Harris said. "Look for
work load," he said. Students who want to get
recently immigrated from Mexico. "My job was
weeks
to make the connection and go through
an area you're interested in. If you're interested
involved over the summer can visit CS-L in
to help her develop reading skills," Goldstein
the orientation." Harris encourages students
in children, try your local YMCA or Boys &
Warren Hall, where they can pick up a CS-L
said? "I created activities that helped her read
to start the process while still at JMU so they
Girls Club, or just pick some non-profit organiresource directory listing agencies with volunand communicate with her school teacher, and
can start their service experience right away
zation and call to see how you can help."
teer needs. "Basically it's a matching process,"
helped her with her school assignments.
after returning home. "The bottom line is, if
Volunteering not only benefits the agenHarris said. "We try to match (student) interEven though this type of volunteering may
pe
receiving
the
help,
but
also
you have a desire to get involved, there's
cies and
0ple
K
ests with the needs of the community. There's
seem time consuming,
are finH.na
finding
um.ne. students ar*
always a need. You don't have to have any
those individuals giving ft «You g et t(J leam
always a lot more community need than [there
that as little as 40 to 60 minutes a week can
specific skills."
a lot about yourself and your community,
are] students."
make a big difference in someone else's life.
As many student volunteers have found,
and you get to interact with people you
JMU students can tutor at local elemenEmily Shapiro, a junior English major and
volunteering has the possibility to be a mind
probably
don't
interact
with
on
a
daily
tary schools, help children at a local Boys &
early childhood education minor, has spent the
and life-altering experience. "Definitely do it,"
basis," Neill said. "We're kind of caught in
Girls Club, use their computer knowledge
majority of this year tutoring an ESL (English
Goldstein. "It's one of the most rewarding
this JMU bubble here surrounded by college
(even basic skills like using Microsoft Word
as a Second Language) student at Plains
things you can do."
students ... I think volunteering really conor searching the Internet) to help non-profit
Elementary School. "Last semester I tutored
Visit the CS-L office in Wilson Hall, Room
nects you to the community."
agencies, or provide transportation.
about two hours a week," Shapiro said. "This
205A,
or call them at x6366jbr volunteer opportuHarris agreed. "I think you learn about
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Summer Volunteer Opportunities
in the Area and Nationwide
*»«»?•*••'*•••«*««-

In the Rockingham County Area

These are only a few of the agencies (there are over 100) currently looking for summer student volunteers in the Rockingham County area. If you're interested or wish to look at a complete list of opportunities, visit the office of Community Service-Learning on the second floor of Wilson Hall, Room 205A.

Agency

Duties
„..',..., .,.:-.- .;,..., ....... ..

■..-...- .:

. ,.

,,,.,..

Contacts

Harrisonburg High School

Conduct tutoring lab for high school students in basic curriculum courses.

Rockingham Public Library,
After-School Program

Will help with various activities including snack, games, reading books and other activi- Cheryl Metz, 434-4475
ties. Will be in charge of activities and children - creativity and independence a plus.

Avante at Harrisonburg

Aging services. Pet therapy, one-on-one visiting with residents, assistance with bingo,
games, crafts and sing-a-longs.

Sunnyside Presbyterian
Retirement Community

Feeding assistance especially, Adopt-a-Grandparent, lead afternoon exercise class, mani- Janet Slough, x824l
cures, Alzheimer's Unit Activites and other various planned activites.

Virginia Quilt Museam

Greet people, count number of people entering, take admission fees, assist in gift shop.

Joan Knight, 433-3818

Association for Retarded
Citizens

Work alongside a client/employee or small group to assist them in completing a task,
teaching them a new task, or simply keeping them on task. You may assist with woodworking, ceramics, crafts, leisure or social skills.

Deb Keys, 434-2469

SPCA {Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals)

Assisting with pet therapy visits to area nursing homes, clerical work, animal socializing and special projects. Must have own transportation.

Peggy Allen, 432-9509

Valley Mission (Hunger and

Help serve meals, put food boxes together, one-on-one listening to clients and clerical

steve Wilson, 886-4673

Housing Services)

work.

Boys & Girls Club

Interacting with'multi-cultural youths in recreation, academic, music, arts and crafts
while being a positive role model.

(Youth and Adult Services)

Irene Reynolds, 433-2651

Laurie Sinkbiner, 4332791

Rick Castaneda, 574-3060

Source: JMU Community Service-Learning Resource Directory

Listed below are some web sites of national volunteer organizations that need your assistance. You can do anything that fits your interests: rebuild trails in
national parks, offer pet therapy to the elderly, run canned food drives for the homeless, do office work, donate blood - the opportunities are endless.
■ I * ■ .- H
Volunteer America

Mission/Opportunities
"Dedicated to connecting individuals, families and groups with volunteer opportunities
on public lands all across America." Opportunities with state parks, U.S. Forest Service,
National Park Service, U.S. Geological Survey, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, etc.

www.volunteeramerica.
com

Opportunities in service to "those with the greatest need" in almost every U.S. major
city. Links provided for each state, including phone numbers. Youth development, family
assistance, blood donations, etc.

www.unitedioay.org

American Red Cross

Donate money, time, blood, tissue. Links to Red Cross branches by state, including
phone numbers.

www.crossnet.org*

Habitat for Humanity

Helps provide housing to those who need it in the U.S. as well as internationally. Phone
numbers and affiliate locations by state listed. Habitat at JMU: x6258.

www.habitat.org

United Way
\

*»r
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POLITICAL SCIENCE
ART
Siaci Michclc Howard
"Heavenly Imagery: The Introduction of Angels into a Personal Aesthetic''

The Honors Program

Smal foEl Factors Affecting Supreme Court Judicial Behavior "

Michael William Mafodda
"Identity By Design: The Creation of a Corporate Identity"
BIOLOGY
Victoria Del Gaizo
"Molecular Characterization of Regulation of the Urcase Operon in the
Marine Bacterium Listoncll adamscla"

would like to recognize those
students

graduating

John Isaac Hammond
"The Effects of Predator Presence on Kin Discrimination in Larval
Four-Toed Salamanders. Hemidactylium Sculatum"

Distinction

Janine DeBcllis
. .
"Gender Differences and Similarities in Parent-Child Play
"The Relationship Between Parenting Style and Social Competency in
Preschool Children"

Megan G. Vorthman
"Isolation of Genetic Markers for Use in Population Studies of the
Eastern (Ked-Spottcd) Newt, Notophlhalmus Viridcsccns"

William MacGregor Pearson
"John C. Calhoun and the Road to Fort Hill"

"Self-Blame and Self-Esteem in College-Aged Children from Divorced
Families"

Jennifer Rosen
"Assistant Secretary of State Brcckinridge Long: An Assessment of One Man's
Crucial Role on America's Response to the Holocaust*

Stephen Humphrey

Jeremy Turner
"This is Your School Too: The Madison College Student Protest Movement
of 1970"

Kristen L Macuga
"Visual Control of Postural and Locomotor Balance from Central and
Peripheral Optic Flow-

INTEGRATED SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
Brent Beerley
"A Feasibility Study of Implementing a Hybrid Wind Farm and Photovoltaic
System on the Island Nation of Malta"

Melissa M McDonald
.
"To Achieve Success or To Avoid Failure: The Achievement Motives
of Imposters and Non-Imposlers"

Christy R. Vestal
"Reactions of Various First Row Transition Metal 2.
•1 IViii.iik-dion.no Complexes in Chemical Vapor Deposition
Processes"

Denise Cusson
"Development of a Quality System-

COMMUNICATION SCIENCES AND DISORDERS
Jessica Blank
"The Fluency Rules Program and a Special Needs Child: A Case
Study"

Christopher David Dana
"The Development of a Strategic Plan for aContract Packager to Implement
the ISO 9000 Standards"

COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Catherine Girouard
"ScaNet E-mail Filtering System"

F Jason Duncan
"3D Biology"

Shaina Solomon
"Abuses of the Internet and Their Ethical and Legal Issues"
COMPUTER SCIENCE
Michael R.Cerniglia
"Exploring Intelligent Agents with Java"
DIETETICS
Katherine A Costello
"The Relationship Between Vitamin C and Severity of Asthma"
ENGLISH
Meredith B. Grindlinger
"Elizabeth. Jane. Mattie. and Pccola: The Changing Heroine in
Anglo-American Fiction by Women"
Rose McNamara
"To the Dark Tower-

Kevin Laden
"Virginia Greenhouse Gas Inventory"
Aaron Lawlor
"Biotechnology in a Political World"
Remy M Luersscn
"Development of a New Reusable Container for JMU Dining Services"
Daniel W Tainow
"Modeling the Nitrogen Cycle in an Aquatic Ecosystem"
Jill Stacy Walworth
"Energy Efficiency and Conservation in the American Home"
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
Samuel E Fishel
"The Stale of Northern Ireland: An Analysis of the Use of Terrorism"
Noah Klemm
"Understanding International Economic Sanctions: A Case Study Approach-

Emily Sik-.nl

"Magic Bubbles: The Flexible Art of the Essay"
FINANCE
Anne Robbins
"Foreign Direct Investment in Argentina: An Historical Analysis
and Perspective for the Future"
GEOLOGY
George Bagnall
"The Seasonal Variation of Water Chemistry in the North River at
College Farm Rockingham County. Virginia and the Reliability of
the Isco 3700 Standard Portable Water Sampler"
Jennifer A. Head

"Chemical Variation of Zinnwaldite (a lithium iron mica) from the
Morefield Pegmatite. Amelia, Virginia"
Joshua Matthew Sneidman
"Phylogenetic Relationships of Armandisaurus Explorator
Norell and de Queiroz 1991

Erin Snider
"Considering the Kurdish Question: An Examination of Turkey's Dilemma"
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
Xenia E Koladay
"European Monetary Union and its Effects on the Spanish Economy"
K1NESIOLOGY
Janclle Ann Way
"Effects of Land Versus Aquatic Exercise on Health-Related Quality of Life"
MEDIA ARTS AND DESIGN
Kirstin B Alvanitakis
"Civic Journalism: Savior or Death Knell for American Newspapers"
MUSIC
Shannon Pletcher
"Absolute Pitch: its Incidence, Nature, and Possible Implications for Music
Study at James Madison University"

HISTORY
Matthew C Armstrong
"John Wesley Powell vs. Washington. D.C. - An Examination of the
Obstacles to Land Law
Reform Between 1878 - 1890"
Waverly B Davidson
"The Other Side of the American Civil War: Southern Women,
1830-1870"
Daniel Werner Goldberg
US - China Summits in the 1990's: Clinton's China Policy"
Tom Hamilton
"Thrown to the Lions; The Media, the Mafia and (he Kefauver
Hearings-

I

r°henRe1aSiP of Stress. Social Support and Self-Efficacy with Life
Satisfaction Among Freshman College Students

Whitney K. Lunsford
"The Origins and Evolutions of the First Phase of the Ku Klux Klan.
1865-1871"

James Sumncr
"Vanadium Oxide Degradation of Chlorocarbons"

I

of the Discriminative Stimulus Properties of GammaHydroxybutyric Acid in Rats"
SIEUISOT

Keith R. McGccald
"Using Artificial Neural Networks to Predict the Source of Fecal
Contamination in Water Samples on Antibiotic Resistance"

CHEMISTRY
Scott H Brewer
"A Difference Infrared Spcctroscopic Study of Nuclcotidc Binding
to RecA"

/ r

PSYCHOLOGY

!

with

Jennifer Suzzannc Jenkins
"Analysis of Patterns of Expression of Alpha-Glucosidases in
Arabidopsis"

I

SSain Knance Reform and The Firs, Amendment"

'Fraternities. Athletic Teams and Rape: Importance of ldentilication
with a Risk Group"

Stefanie McGivem
"The Impact of Attractiveness Messages in the Media on Self-Perceptions
of Female College Students with Differential Levels of Self-Esteem"
Jay Morrison
"Postmodernism in Psychology: The Dance of Language"
Kimberly Ranieri
"Sports Participation and Gender Differences: Impact of Adolescents'
Perceived Parental
Beliefs Regarding Support and Competency on Self-Efficacy Perceptions
Gillian Studebaker
"Sensitivity to Viewpoint in Young Children's and Adult's Drawings'
Elise Tool no
"Parental Conflict and Young Adults' Attitudes Toward Intimacy"
Erin Winters
"An Evaluation of Methods Used to Inform the Jury of the Limitations ol)
Eyewitness Identification"
RELIGION
Victoria Purvis
Conceiving Eve: Jewish and Christian Management of the Female Threat
Jeffery Allan Vogel
"Art and History in Paul Tillich's Theology of Culture"
SOCIAL WORK
Elizabeth Graf
"The Effects of Social Support and Hole Ambiguity on Burnout: Exploring!
the Hospice Interdisciplinary Team"
SOCIOLOGY
Leslie Ann Waller
"Thieves in the Temple: The Construction of Sexuality Among Female
Sexual Assault
Survivors"
SPEECH COMMUNICATION
Emily Kathleen Boyer
"Alienation: Intercultural Relations Between the United States and Mexico'
Dena DeBellis
"'Conflict Talk"
Lauren Hendricks
"A Comparative Analysis of the Political Communication in Recent
Presidential Campaigns
in the United Stales and Ecuador"
Allison Kidd
"Keeping Whose Promise? A Rhetorical Analysis of the Promise Keepers]
MovementLauren Lenline
"Intercultural Communication Competence Training: An Analysis of
Caterpillar Inc.'s Efforts to Bulldoze the Barriers-

Congratulations!

Laura J Staub
"Business Ethics and Communication: A Case Study in the Defense
Industry"
Daniel Glenn Taggart
"A Study of the Impact of Technology on Disputants in Mediation"
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5% Special Student Discount
Student ID Required

Earn Extra $$$$!!

Precision

Earn $10 - $15 an hour working for AccountPros'
clients in the Northern Virginia and metro D.C. area!
End work Friday and get paid Wednesday!

27

4=Lube
Express

No hassles
No appointment
necessary
Drive through
10 minute oil change
Conveniently located
behind the Valley Mall
East Market St. (Rt 33)

• A/P or A/R clerks
• Data entry clerks
• Bookkeepers
• Spreadsheet analysts
Just to name a few...

* $

When Final Exams are over and you're ready to
gain experience and earn wages, call AccountPros
START WORKING NOWI!
Call Maureen or Roya at (703) 288-0700
or
Fax your resume to (703) 288-0600

No hassle, drive through oil change!

Free Car Wash Coupon

***

u

CAR
WASH
Present this coupon at
Precision Lube Express and
receive a free automatic
touch free car wash with the
purchase of a Full Service
Oil Change.

1924 Deyerle Ave.
564-2625

Oiler axpkw 5/31/99. otor
rMtriclions may apply.

1 Choice of Top Mechanics

^hink You're (Pregnant?
Free and Confidential
Pregnancy Test
Harrisonburg Pregnancy Center
close to campus

Call 434-7528

tif
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j4ttcntio>K Sc^tca^
Did you know that there are over 40 JMU Alumni Chapters
and Clubs all over the United States? Contact the chapter leader
in your area to stay connected to JMU.
Typical Chapter Activities
• Crabfest
• Golf tournaments
• Holiday parties
• Trips to see Broadway plays
• National Service Projects

Alumni

I

ALABAMA
Timothy Schools '92
(205) 871-1831 (H)
lschools@sprynet.com

ARIZONA

Cooking school
Tailgating at various athletic events
Happy hours
Baltimore Orioles games
Career networking activities
Much, much more!!!

Chapter

FLORIDA
Orlando
Lara E. Cegala '93
(407)249-5970
lcegala@pcgasus.ucr.edu

Beth I Sin 11 ii'.\ u in- '91
(602) 706-6312 (II)
hctliaiiiib@ix.iielcom.com

Southern
Kalhy Adkins '89
(56l)*52-9750 (II)
kathy.adkins@guiness.coin

HIS ALUMNI
Dillina Slickley '92
dinslicklcy@hooverpcnrod.coni

GEORGIA

BAND ALUMNI
CONSTITUENCY
Mike Zerbe '88
540-568-3763
zcrbcinj@jniu.edu

BLACK ALUMNI CHAPTER
Todd Myrick '96
(w) 1.800.746.0099 ext. 214
todd@ild-nts.coin

CALIFORNIA
San Francisco
Lou I'arrague '79
(510) 253-1187(H)
Los Angeles
Erika Freihage '93
(310) 379.7445(H)
erreihage@calstate.edu

COLORADO (Denver)
Kalpana Shenoy '96
(303) 480-3692 (H)
kalpy@aol.com
CONNECTICUT (eastern)
Kerry Treubert Johnson '85
(860)526-1006(11)
kcny_IJolinson@groton.pfizer.com
/

Atlanta
Jim Murphv '89
(404) 370 0357 (II)
jinurp@niiiidsrpiiig.com
Savannah
Elizabeth Cabell '91
(912)231-9828(11)
ecabell@aol.com

Contacts

NEW JERSEY/NEW YORK
METRO
Michelle LoVuolo '97
(718)279-2696 (H)
michellc.lovuoloa@ing-barings.com

NORTH CAROLINA
Charlotte
Beth A. Carline '90
(704) 372-3388 (H)
carlineb@ wentwoi1hco.com
Triangle (Raleigh, Durham,
Chapel Hill)
Cindy L. Huggell'91
(h) 919.881.0370
ncjmualum@aol.com

VIRGINIA:
Blue Ridge (Winchester and
Front Royal)
Brett Haynes '88
(540)869-5826(11)
bretl_h*yiies@compuserve.com
Charlottesville
Joe Fix "85
jmucville@aol.com
(804) 974-1643 (H)
Fredericksburg, Virginia
Tim Jackson '85
(540)891-1957(11)
tjackson@poii(ifica(e.ne(

Richmond
OHIO
Cincinnatti
Kim Shrewsbury Musgrove '91

KinHeadley '91
(804) 915-7473 (HOTLINE)
(804) 2179766(H)

(513)351-4090 (H)

kinscomp@aol.com

Cleveland

Roanoke
Beckie Fitzgerald '92
(540)774-3598(11)

KENTUCKY(Louisville)
Jeff Harper'87
(502)228-7166(11)
e-mail: har|K>jah@aol.com
MARYLAND
Baltimore/Annapolis
Linda Bructt '96
(10 410.243.7618
lbruett@welch.jhu.edu

Laura M. Hilbert '93
lhilbert@gate.cia.edu
(10 216.351.8845
PENNSYLVANIA
Philadelphia/Tri-Slate
Sean McCrae "96
(610)927-5453
seanmccrae@hotmail.com

Stephanie Tragakis '96

(11)410.243.7618
METRO WASHINGTON

Pittsburgh
Ann Dickson '94
(412) 571-1442 (H)
anndickson@yahoo.com

Bill Dunn '77
(301) JMU-DUKE (HOTLINE)
(703) 878-3317 (H)
chapter e-mail:
inetrodukes@erols.com

TEXAS (Dallas/Fort Worth)
Kristy Orringer Morgan '93
(h) 972.874.9654
kristy_morgan@sabre.com

tragakis@aol.com

beckie_ntz@yahoo.com
Susan Larkin '88
susan.larkin@ wachovia.com
(h) 540.776.8006

Shtnandoah Valley (Harrisonburg,
Staunton, Waynesboro &
Lexington)
Sheri Wescott 85
(540)434-8229 (H)
sheri_wescolt@merck.com
Tidewater
Kenda C. Council '95
(757) 539-5476 (H)

WASHINGTON
MISSOURI (SI. Louis)
Holland Sallsman '92
(314) 977-1508 (H)
e-mail: sallsman@sluvca.slu.edu

TENNESSEE, (Nashville)
Liz Cerami Taylor '92
(h) 615.832.5571
philiz@prodigy.net

NEW ENGLAND
OPEN

jxnn
www.jmu.edu/alumni
1-888 -JMU-ALUM

Seattle
Erika Porter "94
(206) 347-9021 (H)
erika@tootsys.com
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JMlPs 'Life of Rile/ A Knight like no other
For the third straight year, a JMU
lacrosse player earns the title of Breeze
Female Athlete of the Year. And, why not?
Megan Riley practically owns the JMU
lacrosse record book.
The Harwood, Md., native is ranked
number one at JMU in career goals (149),
assists (106) and points (254). Riley is a
two-time All-American and three-time AllCAA pick.

Riley's 87 points this season is second
most in the nation, only five points behind
the current leader. The senior attack has
also been on the U.S. Developmental team
made of only 30 collegiate players. Riley is
the Dukes' team captain and the 1999 CAA
Player of the Year.
Riley leads the Dukes into their third
consecutive NCAA appearance May 5.
— Mike Gesario

Kevin Knight was a winner and a
leader on the men's soccer field at Reservoir Street. During his four-year career at
JMU, the Dukes compiled a 56-20-7 record.
Twice JMU reached the NCAA tourney
and each year the Dukes were ranked in
the top 25 nationally.
The midfielder/defender netted thirteen goals and assisted on 23 others to
accumulate 48 points at JMU. Knight, a

two-year team captain, is JMU's only fourtime All-CAA honoree.
Knight also excelled off the field. He is a
history major with a 3.45 grade-point average and is scheduled to graduate in May.
However Knight, a Fairfax native, is
currently playing for the New York/New
Jersey MetroStars of the Major League Soccer league.
— Mike Gesario

Dillard lands junior college star
First-team All-American from North Dakota-Williston signs with Dukes

i

ASON McINTYRE
assistant sports editor

For sharpshooter Mickey
Dennis, it was one and done.
On his first-ever trip to the
East Coast, the 6-foot-3 shooting
guard signed to play basketball
for head coach Sherman Dillard
and the Dukes Monday.
"When I came on the visit, I
just got a great feel for the
school," Dennis said from his
dormitory at North DakotaWilliston Community College.
"It was my first time on the East
Coast, and I loved it. I just hope
I can be one of the keys to the
puzzle for coach Dillard."
Dennis will have two years of
eligibility starring in the fall.
Dennis, a first-team Junior
College All-American at Williston last season where he averaged a team-high 20 points per

game, is known for his three- likely starting seniors Jabari and playing Dennis and Outtz in
point accuracy, an area the Outtz and Jamar Perry will be the backcourt.
'The three-guard look would
Dukes struggled in somewhat Dennis, sophomore Dwayne
give
us three capable ball hanBraxton,
freshman
David
Fanlast season, shooting just 34.5
dlers,
and it has absolutely
ning
and
redshirt
freshman
percent.
"He will give us immediate Charlie Hatter, who should get crossed my mind," Dillard said.
Dennis' coach, Terry
help in the shooting
— Olson, described the Hot
department," Dillard said. —
(t
Springs, S.D., native as a
"We lost some of our
pure shooter. "You guys got
guard and wing players in
a
good one," he said. "In our
Chatney [Howard], Ned
offense
last year, he had the
[Felton] and Eugene
gr<--en
light
no matter what.
[Atkinson] and I thought
He has a big-time three-point
we needed one other
shot, and can play either the
shooter! like Mickey's
u
fo:
»
two or the three. Also, he's'a
court sense, and he had a tOULU Ubt mm.
gregarious
person and very
lot of fluidity to him. He's
Sherman Dillard
got a real nice stroke. The
JMU basketball coach coachable. He's got that boyish love for the game you
first time I saw him, I
just
can't coach."
knew we could use him."
For
the
Tetons last year, Denhis
first
game
action
since
breakThe addition of the shooting
nis
hit
41.6
percent of his treys,
ing
his
hand
as
a
senior
in
high
guard floods the Dukes' backbetter
than
the Dukes' leader,
school.
court, but at the same time gives
Perry,
who
hit
37 percent from
Dillard
could
entertain
movthem several offensive options.
Battling for playing time behind ing Perry to the wing position downtown.

He's got a real nice
stroke. The first time I
saw him, I knew we

Dennis was also a track
standout at Williston, where he
was a star sprinter and won the
school triple jump.
As the focal point of thr
Tetons' high-octane offense
which averaged 92 points per
game last year, Dennis was
named the Montana-Dakota
conference most vahmble player
when he shot 49 5 percent from
the field.
Other schools courting Dennis included Western Michigan
and Northern Illinois.
Dennis said he hopes to
arrive at JMU this summer and
work out with the team. He will
be pursuing a degree in kinesiology in hopes of becoming a
physical education teacher or
basketball coach.
JMU has one scholarship
remaining, and Dillard said he is
not sure they will use it this year.
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SPECIAL TWO DAY WHEEL SALE
Friday April 30th
Saturday May 1st

.% Allergy Season

Buy 4 BFGowHelt nr
American Radials and get a
FREE Front End Alignment
Expires May 15th

Mounting and
Balancing
Including
All Tires

Hot Dogs and
Pepsi
Friday and
Saturday

Formula
for support during tbe allergy seasons A
body's
defenses
offers herbal and niilrijjrfhal support fi
throughout the allergy seasons. Ii is a gentle, ephedra-free
formula, developed for year-round use. The formula features
Nettle, Turmeric, Bromelain and Quercetin together other strengthening herbs including MiJk Thistle a
* Grapeseed extract. Supportive ingredients including
jsandra, Vitamin B5, Oatstraw and Ginger help to restore
balance and nourish the whole body.

V

Williamson
1021

Heishman's

BLUE RIDGE TIRE, INC.
\.. Market .it Furnace Kil. Harrisonbura

Watch what
happens when
13,000 pairs of eves
see YOUR ad.

I
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22801
434-2372
across from JMU
M-F 8:30am - 6pm
; pa. 9am- 12pm

434-5935

Heading Home
for the Summer?

T

For advertising rates call

568-6127
Spring Into Valley
Vets To Adopt
A Kitten!

Local • One Way • Do-lt-Yourself Moves
WE'LL TAKE YOU WHERE YOU WANT TO GO.
Truck Rent*/
•Low Rates
•Full Line of Moving Accessories
•Free Unlimited Mileage on One-Way Truck Rentals
•Full Range of Clean, Fuel-Efficient Trucks
•24-hour Emergency Road Service
►Automatic Transmission and Air Conditioning Available

I

10% Student Discount with coupon below.
Dr. Vicky Strickland
Dr. John Daly
Small Animal* Medical
Surgery • Boarding •
Grooming '

Receive a 10% discount WITH THIS COUPON
on your next Local or One-Way Truck Rental.
3055 S. Main St. • Harrisonburg
(540) 432-2367
m^

10%
Discount

433-VETS
(8387)
498 University Blvd.
Across from COSTCO

\

(

Truck Runtal

10%
Discount

Affordable, new, clean trucks at convenient rental locations. This
coupon is not valid with any offer. One car truck rental are subject
to availablity. All Local and One-Way rentals subject to Penske
Standard Rental Qualifications. A "One-Way Rental" means your
Penske Truck is rented in one location and returned in another.
I One Expires 6/30/99
*

PENSKE TRUCK RENTAL
3055 South Main Street
Harrisonburg, VA

For Reservations Call
(540) 432-2367
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Spring football culminates Sat.
Fleshman, Carson among standouts; quarterback duties undecided

1

IKEGESARIO
sports editor

JMU football fans will get
their first chance to see the newlooking Dukes in action Saturday when the team plays its
annual spring scrimmage at 1:30
p.m. in Bridgeforth Stadium.
"We're all ready and I think
we'll perform well as an
offense," junior quarterback
John DeFilippo said. "I think it
is going to be very basic, that's
what (the new coaching staff]
have told us so far."
The Dukes made some key
changes, both in their personnel
department and in their playing
style, since the arrival of new
head coach Mickey Matthews on
March 22.
Last week, JMU added transfer quarterback Charles Berry,
from North Carolina State. He
will battle DeFilippo and freshman Chris Paquette for the starting job.
"Right now, I'm the starting
quarterback," DeFilippo said.
"The way I feel is that anyone
who comes in here is going to
have to beat me. I'm just going
to keep working hard. The thing
is that if you work hard and

you're patient and you trust
yourself, usually good things
will happen."
On defense, Matthews
moved junior linebacker Jason
Parmer (54 tackles in 1998) to
defensive end and sophomore
wide receiver Lindsay Fleshman (28 receptions for 508
yards in 1998) to safety. Fleshman said he plans to play both
safety and wide receiver in
1999.
"It was tough at first, but
now its pretty good because
I'm getting the hang of it,"
Fleshman said of moving back
to the safety position.
Matthews raves about the
athletic ability of the 6-foot-l, 195
pound Fleshman.
"If he's not the best athlete on
the team, he's definitely in the
top two or three," Matthews
said. "I feel as if you need your
best athletes on the defensive
side of the ball, and he's just a
special player."
On the field, the Dukes are
adjusting to the new system. At
his introductory press conference, Matthews said he wanted
to attract more fans by using a
more exciting offense and also
said the Dukes' defense would

"start blitzing when we get off
the bus."
DeFilippo said so far it's been
a smooth transition . "The coaching staff here is very patient, and
it explains things very well," he
said. "I think the guys are catching on fast because of that"
The JMU running backs are
adjusting to the system and
playing particularly well this
spring. Junior tailback Curtis
Keaton rushed for two touchdowns in a scrimmage on Saturday. Freshmen tailbacks Cody
Hall and Robert Carson also
hadTDs.
"Robert Carson is having a
great spring," Matthews said.
"He has showed the most
improvement since we got things
started, right there with [offensive lineman] Murray Douglas.
Both of these guys have been
huge surprises for me."
With Carson improving in
the backfield, Matthews has the
luxury of using versatile 5-foot7 senior tailback Delvin Joyce
at wide receiver, while Fleshman adapts to his new role in
the secondary.
DeFilippo was impressed
with the play of Keaton.
"He had a great year last year

Lacrosse awaits NCAA bid
A

ASON McINTYRE
assistant sports editor

The women's lacrosse team
will play in the NCAA tournament, ifs just a matter of where
and when.
The Dukes will have to wait
until Sunday night at 8 p.m.
when the seedings are
announced to find out whether
they will host an opening round
game May 5 or play on the road.
Following the Dukes' regular
season-ending loss at Georgetown last weekend, the Dukes
almost certainly lost their chance
of a earning a top seed, which
would have allowed them to
bypass a first-round game and
host a second-round game. But
coach Jen Ulehla isn't worried
about her team's confidence following the breakdown against
the Hoyas.
"That game really was just a
poor performance," she said.
"Unfortunately,
everyone
played poorly. The bottom line
is we just didn't show up. We
just made things harder on ourselves, but this is the best team
I've ever coached in my five seasons here, and they can make it
to
the
Final
Four."
Senior Jamie Pleyo said, "We
came out with no heart in the
Georgetown came, and we just
can't do that in the tournament."

In order for the Dukes to pull
that off, they would have to win
their opening two games, which
is not out of the question. Last
season, they went to the second
round, only to fall to eventual
champion University of Maryland in a hard fought match.
"Our girls are very motivated and know what it's all about.
They tasted it last year and are
focused and ready to go,"
Ulehla said.
Junior Rebecca Twell said, "In

the CAAs we came out fired up
and we were feeling it, and we
knew we could do it If we come
out with that intensity, we've got
a great shot at the title."
If the Dukes host a firstround game, it will be on May 5,
likely at 4 p.m. A win would put
the Dukes on the road for a second-round game on Graduation
Day, May 8.
The pairings will be
announced on campus cable
channel 35 Sunday.

ROBERT NKTTIstaff photographer

Sophomore Charlotte Graham puts a spin move on an American
defender in a 22-2 drubbing of the Eagles earlier this season.

and I think he's running the ball
a lot better this year than he did
last year. That's just attributed to

Curtis and how hard he works
in the off season in the weight
room," DeFilippo said.

ROBERT NATTIsioffphotographer

John DeFilippo (left) and Chris Paquette battle for the starting
quarterback position during practice Monday.

Women race
for nationals
II

AVID BUCK
staff writer

The women's track and field
team, after a sluggish start,
came off a good showing last
weekend at the Penn Relays.
The Dukes were the third in the
4x800 event, and fourth best in
the distance medley relay.
"We got off to a slow start,
but we picked it up at the Penn
Relays," distance coach Pat
Henner said.
Coach Gwen Harris has
hopes of sending several JMU
runners to nationals.
"We've had people going to
nationals since 1992, and we
hope to keep that going," she
said. "We give our best at nationals and at the ECAC meet."
The runners with the best
chances to get to nationals this
year for the Dukes right now
are Seun Augustus and Keisha
Banks. Augustus beat her own
heptathalon record this year
and also her long jump record
with a jump of 20'21/4".
"She's close," Harris said. "I
think with a jump of about 205"
she should get into the nationals."
Henner said, "Keisha should

be shooting for nationals. She
went to indoor nationals and has
a good shot at outdoors too."
The Dukes have had a tough
time with injuries this year,
and two of their best runners,
junior Heather Hanscom and
senior Bethany Eigel, will redshirt this year.
Along with Banks and
Augustus, a few of the other
Dukes are having very good
seasons. Sophomore Sarah
Burkett did what Harris called
a tremendous job at the Penn
Relays. Harris also applauded
junior Shaunah Saint Cyr's
effort, who ran injured at the
Penn Relays.
The Dukes travel to Tennessee for a meet this weekend
and they have a home meet
coming up May 14-15.
"That should be an awesome
meet," Harris said. "We always
run and jump well here, so
we're hoping for a tremendous
performance. We'd like to be a
little better than we are now,
and we can be."
Banks said, "We're working
hard in practice, we're running
well as a team, and going in the
right direction."
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PIG ROAST
A Transformed JMU Tradition
)

This Saturday, May 1st!
Godwin Field
featuring

i

I

200TROOF

II

opening for

jfok

New Wave Nation

Tickets will not be sold at the door!
Last chance to purchase tickets is tomorrow, April 30th.
Warren Box Office. Tickets $8. Questions call x6376.
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New equestrian club off and running
AGDA SALAZAR
1IA<
contributing writer

ice

Sophomore JMU equestrian
club president Laura Corswandt
has been riding horses since she
was four years old.
Sophomore Jennifer Milligan
started riding horses when she
was eight and only quit three
years ago to attend JMU, which
didn't have an equestrian club.
These two and 40 other students, are members of the newly
chartered JMU equestrian club
which has started training for
competition in the fall.
"I think this club has an excellent chance of being successful,"
club adviser Zona Chalifoux said.
"The horse industry is huge in
Virginia and a number of our
members have grown up in the
horse industry."
Corswandt started the program early this year after taking
time off from training to study
and participate in other clubs.
"Last summer, I trained
horses, came back to JMU and
decided we needed a team,"
Corswandt said. "And there
were a lot of other girls that
agreed with me."
Corswandt said the group
originally started with herself
and two other members
through work at Oak Manor in

Weyers Cave. Through word of
mouth, the program increased
in number.
Governed by the Intercollegiate Horse Show Association,
competition ranges through eight
different levels of experience. The
beginning level is the walk-trot
competition and ranges up to
those jumping 3-foot-6 heights.
Corswandt said the level of
experience within the JMU group
ranges from those who have
never been on a horse to some
who have competed in the A circuit, which she said is just short
of the professional level.
The equestrian club currently
works out of Oak Manor, owr ed
by veterinarians Anne and David
Gardner. The club is being funded out of the students' pockets,
Expenses include four-to-12week lesson plans, trainers time
and horses.
The group has alternate
plans in mind for the fall season. Between now and September, the group is working on
fund-raisers to help alleviate
some of the team costs.
In hopes of gaining more
access to horses for team use,
Corswandt said the group is
applying for tax-deductible status
in order to encourage more availability to horses.
Tax-deductible status would

PHOTO COURTESY OF EQUESTRIAN CLUB
Members of the Equestrian club, from left to right: Johanna Haskel, Shannon Cox, Maria Sinopoli,
Alicia Weinstein, Angle Saunders, Crissy Kaulfers and Burnadette Higgins.

allows horse owners to write-off
the value of a horse on their
taxes. The horses could then be
donated to the JMU program
and therefore, become property
of JMU.
An equestrian team in not

new to JMU. During the 1972-73
school year, the intercollegiate
equestrian program was introduced and successful throughout
a nine-season run. In 1979, JMU
was a fourth place finisher in the
Intercollegiate Horse Show Asso-

ciation national team competition. It was during the 1981 season that the team competed for
the last time due to a lack of
available facilities.
In 1999, it has once again
emerged on the JMU campus.

STUDY ABROAD IN SPAIN
(And pay JMU tuition!)

dal Sale

Very limited spaces are available for JMU's exchange program lo
llie University of Salamanca, Spain for Fall 1999 or Spring 2000.
Requirement: Advanced level of Spanish

10% off
on nonsale items
with I AC

r

"Boinv
"
Reg. $39.99 °
To apply, or for more information, contact:
Cheryl Tobler
Dr. Chong Yoon
Assistant Director
Professor of History
toblerca@jmu.edu
yoonck@jmu.edu
568-6273
568-3607
JMU Office of International liducation, Hillcrest Hast,
568-6419, inll_ed@jmu.edu, www.jmu.edu/intl-ed/

Best Brands • lest Values
Rt. 11 South, Next to Pharmhouse

Mon.-Sat. 9-9, Sun. 11-5
2475 S. Main St. • 574-4206

card

$29.99

"Sage" $34.99
Reg. $39.99
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NEW!

STUFF ON
SALE!
BEN FOLDS FIVE
CRANBERRIES
TOM WAITS
NAS
UNDERWORLD
BAZLUHRMAN
KORN

VIRGINIA

ZP-REC
•

don't hit the road yet!!
is open during the
summer!

TONS OF ^TUFF ON ^A«-t?

I

ICASH FOR YOUR MUSIC!.
! TRY BEFORE YOU BUY1 '

6:30am-7pm

■

•

1790-96 East Market Street (Kroger Shopping Center)
Mon.-Sat. 10 AM -9 PM • Sun. 12 PM - 6 PM • 434-9999

ma

^riSdaI30am-7pm

Digital PCS

Internet
Long Distance
Cellular
Paging

Wireless Cable
Telephone Services

Valley Mall

WthWy
llam-9pm

30

and

1

600 University Blvd.

432-6353
www.intelos.com

fridav
11 am-7pm
Saturday
noon-5pm

sunda
Get Intek* digital PCS service with toll free long distance to anywhere in the
continental US Come in to CFWIntelos to learn about our unmatched digital
clarity and privacy, Voice Mail. Caller ID and more. Toll free long distance with
Intdos. One more way to bring more people together.

«...

.

}pWJ| l|RjQS
|Wi ■■
. .Y^

More ways to
bring more
people together.

9pm
4-9DI

*pool closes 1/2 hour prior to listed closing times1
fir Hire Mi, call xl708
•r
lttp://wwwjHi.iMi/ricmtlii
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WOMI VS SOCCER

The women's soccer team awards for the 1998 season were
announced Sunday.
Senior Therese Wolden was named the team's most valuable player. She led the team in scoring with 11 goals and 10
assists and finished her career with 101 pts, only the second
player in JMU history to surpass the 100-point plateau.
Junior Alison Schuch won the Dukes' most valuable defensive player of the year award. The team defense yielded a
1.49 goals-against average. Freshman Beth McNamara was
selected rookie of the year. She was the team's only freshman starter and had three goals and two assists.
Senior Liz Lawler won the coaches award in her first season as a full-time starter.

TRACK AND FIELD PENN RELAYS
At the Penn Relays in Philadelphia this past weekend, the
top JMU finishers included: the 4x100 relay team of freshman
Roscoe Coles, senior Paul Lewis, junior Darian Parker and
freshman Anthony Wallace finishing second in the IC4A
finals with the fifth-best time in school history, 40.56; junior
Seun Augustus, 10th place, tallying 4,349 points in the Heptathlon, setting a personal best by over 400 points, and the
fifth-best total in school history; the 4x800 relay team of
sophomore Keisha Banks, freshman Maria Thomas, freshman Alisha Lewis and sophomore Sarah Burkett placing
12th in 8:52:14, the third best time in school history; and the
Distance medley relay team of senior Sara Carpenter, junior
Shaunah Saint Cyr, Burkett and Banks coming in 12th in
11:27:66, the fourth fastest time in school history.

ARCHERY
Junior Jackie Schlueter won the gold in the Women's Compound Divison at the Battle of Bull Run Saturday. Junior
Rhonda Shaner won gold in both events in the Women's
Olympic Bow Division. Junior Dave Tevendale was second in
the Men's Compound.
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Thanks for the memories
All the signs of a victorious
football team swirled around
free safety Tony Booth as he sat
on the end of the JMU bench
late on the afternoon of Nov. 7,
1998. There were hand shakes
and high-fives, smiles and bear
hugs. But Booth just sat there,
alternating between cradling his
head in his hands and staring
out at the field as the final
seconds of his career at JMU
ticked off the clock.
"It was very emotional,"
Booth said.
And now, as I sit here in
front of my computer in
Anthony-Seeger for the last
time, attempting to write my
last article for this esteemed
paper, I must agree with Booth.
It is emotional.
Sure, I don't have a crowd
screaming their support right
now. People looked at me funny
as I jogged down the Seeger hallway slapping the blue wall tiles
five. Maybe I'm overdoing it
here, but it is emotional.
It's emotional because in the
last four years, the flagship programs in the athletic department have gone downhill.
Thankfully, as both basketball
teams, the baseball program
and the football program sank,
they did not drag down sports
such as volleyball and lacrosse,
all which have vaulted to

national prominence.
The past four years have been
a time of unheard of turbulence
in the athletic department.
Coaches have arrived and
departed at an alarming rate,
often stirring up controversy
before they leave.
However, "it's not all gloom
and doom for us," if I may steal a

Gimme a
Minute
— Seth Burton
line from former football coach
Alex Wood after an early season
loss. (He didn't know it, but it
pretty much was.)
I've compiled a few of my
favorite JMU sports memories —
the ones that really stand out.
For the hands-down best
moment, let me take you back to
a frigid November day at Reservoir Street Field in 1995. The
men's soccer team was facing a
battle in the second round of the
NCAA Tournament against
Maryland. The game remained
tied throughout three hardfought overtime periods before
Umesh Vemuri put the finishing
touches on the JMU victory in

the penalty kick round, thus triggering to my recollection the first
field storming at Reservoir Street.
It was pandemonium.
The Dukes' 24-22 football victory over the University of Maine
in the third game of the 1997
football season comes a close second. The Dukes were down 2217 with under a minute left as
quarterback Greg Maddox
came under center. He proceeded to lead JMU on a threeplay, 67-yard touchdown
drive capped off by a 59-yard
pass to receiver Lindsay Fleshman, a pass that almost did
not transpire as Maddox was
nearly sacked.
I don't remember the exact
date this last memory occurred.
It happened in an early season
game sometime during the 1996'97 basketball season. The Dukes
were inbounding the ball directly
under their opponent's basket.
The ball was lobbed straight up.
Out of nowhere Chatney
Howard took off from the foul
line. He levitated, grabbed the
ball in mid-flight and slammed
the ball home while the other
team could only gaze and wonder what happened.
Thanks for the memories.
Seth Burton is a senior SMAD
major who has graced magazine covers worldwide.

Virginia Qeachl /Jotfolk/ Chesapeake
■■.■"/ /
Students!
Immediate openings - part time
No sales - £"7-2-5/hr t0 start
^ Work 20 or more hours per
~ week (and come back on school
breaks if you want to)!
Conduct consumer interviews over
the phone from our professional
office environment

Eastern Research Services ~ Call us now! (800)334-9788
Spend your days on the beach and your evenings with us!
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tfcouse
May l, May 2, May 8 and May 9
10am-sym

Now Leasing & Selling Phase I For Fall 1999!
• Exclusive telecommunications network offered by
NTC Communicationsfeaturing JMU Ethernet
connections, phone and cable access in each bedroom

• Two story living with all bedrooms upstairs and all
living areas downstairs

• Adjacent to Puree U Park and walking trails, basketball
courts, tennis courts, recreational fields and picnic
areas

• Four bedrooms and 2.5 baths

• Close to grocery stores, convenience stores and
restaurants
• Only one mile to JMU
• More than four parking spots per townhome
• Single or double spaces available
/

• Approximately 1500 square feet
• Huge eat-in kitchen with all appliances including a
microwave and garbage disposal
• Full-size washers and dryers
• Living room and den or great room combination
• Patio or deck with private storage facility
• Limited number of full, brand new townhomes available
forfall 1999

Call 801-0660 or 877-266-7786 today!
www.pheasantrun.net
From JMU take South Main St. and turn left on Rocco Ave. just past the 1,2,3 Movie Theater.
On Rocco, turn right after the Pheasant Run sign and proceed straight ahead on the gravel road to the sales office.
On site sales office open W-Sat., 10-5PM, Sun. 10-2PM, and by appointment.

•
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HJMMFJl CAMP FOR A
YOIJJNGFK BROTHER,
ATIVF, OK F11IE1
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Bicycles
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fm

Tune-ups and Repairs v-o.
Flat Repairs
Overhauls
Wheel Alignment
°
Parts and Accessories

BOYS BASKETBALL
CAMP

llimstmhurj. VA OKI

(540) 4;

«-o28o

Clothing and Shoes
Helmets, Lights
Car Racks
Pumps

5TH ANNUAL

[Slwnnatll
DUIaFdi

cannondale

TREK

HAND V ADC

IN

USA

Congratulations,

Madtejfti Connection!

ON THE CAMPUS OF

ThimZroup of Student^aised

$835,670 FOR Y&V'

JAMES
MADISON
UNIVERSITY

hey enhanced the quality of life for
students, through their perseverance;
dedication, and commitment.

tudent Managers: JP*TCQ^N Computer Supp<
[lliot Burres
^ Jamie Sampey
fevon Cavanagh
lith McDougle
[m Murphy
tta Primlani
landa Raudenbush
9a'son *t

CONDUCTED BY
THE JMU MEN'S
BASKETBALL STAFF

i®.

1999 CAMP DATES
*OVERNIGHT CAMP
JULY 25-29
— GRADES 2-12

*DAY CAMP
AUGUST
— GRADES

JMU Madison Connection Tes
SarttAscienzo
Meg^aber
Melisslteates
Mahogamteaylor
Cory Billet
Erin Bliss
Lauren Brady
Allison Blight
Stephac
StacejABush"'
AlljOTi Coffman
EcflTColtrain
'id Craft
Ickie DeVoe
■innie Diego
ten Falkenstein
Er^tfredrick
Reberat Gorbea
Teresa^uerrero
EI iza betrnBaze I w ood

2-6
2-9

CALL (540) 568-6462
OR RETURN FORM BELOW

Name: _
Address:
Telephone:
Age:
Return Form To:
Sherman Dillard Basketball Camp
Convocation Center Room 117
Harrisonburg, VA 22807

Jason Henry
Erika Hermanson
Nicholas Hurston
Jiten Jaisinghani
Alison Kline
Kristen Krug
Jackie Lee
Kristy Lee
Joe Macri
Jennifer Magill
Adam Matheson
Jeremy McClellan
Bernie Meny-Plunkett
Julie Moon
Danielle Moore
Leslie Nkansah
Alicia Payne
Slava Petrov
Kathryn Pollenz
Stefanie Quinkert

Erin Radel
Kim Ratcliffe
Justin Richardsol
Holly Santerre
Chris Shepherd
Barbara Shuler
Sarah Sloan
Britney Smith
Brian Snyder
Danielle Suggs
Eleanor Takseraas
Angela Termini
Alan Tousha
Danielle Turley
Jeff Ward
Chris Weinhold
Jenn Weiss
Kenay Wise
Shavalyea Wj

I

The JMU Madison CBftcction supports academic priorities onjaugQUS and raises funds
for library books, compi
modern technology. sjtajfflmpT faculty enrichment,
student travel. Visiting Scholi
ograms. classroom arHlaboralory equipment ..We also
support athletic programs and ise funds for all 600 sflwent athletes and 27 teams for
team travel, unifon
uipment and gear.
For more information, or if you wish to join the Madison Connection Team, please
contact Marife Ramos at .\3440. Office of Annual Giving, or e-mail RAMOS 1MJ

.
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Nothing Says "Congratulations" Like An
Arrangement From Artistic Florist!

\\\ 1)1 1 IVI R
i

\t*tistic

ru i

IST

V .^

1

*>-"&
ft

.iluiiiin C.iil.i \.nilVll

All m.i|or credit cuds accepted
600 UNIVERSITY BLVD
HARRISONBURG
(ocross from Costco)

433-3352
toll free 1-888-395-3082

E

533 University Blvd. '574-3072
1825 S. Main St. •574-3178

Show someone you care, send them
one of our classic designs with an artistic flair!!
They're great for that special student, and you
couldn't send a better gift!

Check out
the first
Breeze for
possible
employment
opportunities

i

Breakfast Combo
Shmuffins,
Hash Brownz, Any
Size Coffee, $1 -99

xercise

PLEASANT • VIEW • INC

Saturday, May 1,
1999
at

Nautilus Fitness
Center
9:00 AM- 12:00 PM

Making it easier everyday!

1

HBa** *
Spaces are still available for the
JMU Semester in Paris
program for
Fall 1999 and Spring 2000!
Don't miss this chance to study and live in one of
the most captivating cities in the world!!

IIIIII://WWW.IIIIII.CI1U/IIIII

eil/sin.liiiiil

Events will include:
5KRUN
/

(Pre-registration at
7:30 a.m. on the
day of the event)
WALK-ROLL-STROLL
LIFT

*

Spaces Still Available
For more information, contact
JMU Office of International Education
Hillcrest East
568-6419, intl ed@jmu.edu
hUp://www.jmu.ed~u/intl-ed/sip.html

hi I— II
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LIFESTYLE
HOROSCOPES
Today's Birthday (April 29) Lei your
creative talents come out this year. Pressure
you're under in May causes a change in June.
Go for the job of your dreams; you just might
get it! Make plans to build in August and heed
an older friend's advice in October. Take
action to settle a dispute in November and find
the answer to a secret question in December.
By February your career should be stable,
although different than what you expected.
Maybe better, financially at least. Insider
information brings abundance next April.
To get the advantage, check the day's rating:
10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19) — Today is a
5 — Group efforts might be
thwarted today, but you can find a
way around the problem. You need
to hold another meeting and get
everybody talking with one another. The
breakdown has something to do with money.
But that's not a barrier. It's an opportunity to
start getting creative.
Taurus (April 20-May 20) — Today is a
N.--V7 5 — This would be an excellent day
N LSS to join forces with a person who's
(7s powerful, charismatic, compassionate and action-oriented. You
have a tendency to get stuck sometimes. You
think about things too much. Today you need

to find someone to push you to take action.

39

___________8______|

problem you're up against is outside your area
of expertise. The same sensation is felt by just
about anyone who moves into unfamiliar
territory. The way you handle the situation is
what's important, and you'll probably just get
to studying, which shows how smart you
really are.

Gemini (May 21-June 21) - Today is a
5 — You could be sailing along
today, thinking you're invincible,
when whap! You run right into a
problem you don't know how to
solve. Actually, it's just time to get back to
work. You're going to have to stop theorizing Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23) — Today is a 6
and start getting things done. If you don't
— Looks like you want to spend
know what to do, ask a friend.
some serious money. You're
scooting up to the idea, kind of
Cancer (June 22-July 22) - Today is a
checking things out. Shopping
6 — Reschedule your date for perhaps, looking for style and price and
tomorrow night. Your place will be quality, all that sort of thing. Don't make your
more the way you want it to be move quite yet, however. You need to do a
then. That could be very nice little more research before you plunk your
indeed, if you decide to spend a romantic money down. The perfect thing may not show
evening at home instead of going out and up until tomorrow or the next day.
spending lots of money. You may not have
lots of money by then anyway. Looks like Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21) — Today is a
you'll probably spend it fixing up your place.
6 — You're becoming a lot more
powerful than you were before.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) - Today is a 5 You'll stop fiddling around with
Looks like there could be a
minute details and get into making
disruption at your house. Someone something important happen. And you
is trying to teach you how to see probably know just what, too. But, move
life from another point of view. slowly. You're going to run into a couple
Your mind is already made up and getting more details that need to be handled before
more so every minute. It's not a good evening you can go full speed ahead.
to embrace a new idea anyway. Schedule your
mind-altering conversations for another time. Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) — Today
is a 6 — Looks like something
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) - Today is a 5
you've been trying to learn is
— Some days you feel pretty
finally going to click into place.
smart, but today you may feel like a
That doesn't necessarily mean
dummy for a while, because the things get easier. They could get more

difficult for a while, as you start practicing
this new skill. People know you're smart now,
and they're giving you more to do. Might as
well get used to it
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) — Today
Sg-—^. is a 7 — You and your friends
(J*l could decide to do something
(S \ outrageous. It could be in a work
v
setting, such as taking on a project
bigger than anything you've ever tackled
before or it could be personal. The first
consideration is finances. There's not enough
money. Now that you know it, you know
what you have to do first. Find the money!
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) — Today is
a 4 — Things continue to go your
| way as you breeze through life,
with one minor exception. Something that's going on at home,
pertaining to your home or possibly real
estate, is all messed up. You, who are so
glorious, so wise, can't figure out how to
solve this one silly problem. You may have to
call in an expert. Go ahead and do it
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) — Today is a
6 — This would be a good day to
put up provisions for the weekend.
Have you got a trip planned? If
not, why not? Looks like there will
be pretty good conditions for travel, although
there are a few minor complications. If you do
a little planning ahead, you can minimize
those. Doing so is highly recommended.
-Tribune Media Services

STUDY ABROAD IN JAPAN
(And pay JMU tuition!)
Very limited spaces are available for JMU's exchange program to
Nanzan University, Japan for Fall 1999 or Spring 2000.
Requirement: minimum 3.0 GPA

Up Late
Studying?
Large Pizza

$5.99
Pay tuition to JMU and room & board to Nanzan University!

Fast Free Delivery!

To apply, or for more information, contact:
Cheryl Tobler
Dr. Chong Yoon
Assistant Director
Professor of History
toblerca@jmu.edu
yoonck@jmu.edu
568-6273
568-3607
JMU Office of International Education, Hillcrest East,
568-6419, intl_ed@jmu.edu, www.jmu.edu/intl-ed/

433-0606

Hours:
Sun-Thurs. 11 am-lam
Fri. &Sat. llam-2am

.
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CSm Gollege of Education and ^sycfwhxgy woidd like to
recognize its outstanding faciMMj) ami siudems
Faculty Awards
1999 Mosier Fellows

Leslie Bolt
Elizabeth Ihle

1999-2000 Madison Scholar

Michael Rettig

1999-2000 Distinguished Teacher

Judith Flohr

1999-2000 Distinguished Service

Joann Grayson

SflukU Award?

Dean's Scholar — Psychology Education Military Kinesiology BISPerry and Mabel Spitzer Award -Anna McCarthy Teaching Scholarship Alumi Class of'35 Scholarship Peggy Hanna Brooks Burruss Scholarship -

i

Marie B. and Sannie B. Baird Scholarship Christopher Carl Hoffman Award Outstanding Senior in Secondary Education Outstanding Teacher Licensure Candidate
in Secondary Education ~
Shrum Award —
Blankenburg Scholarship ~
Outstanding Senior in Middle Education Hefner Endowed Scholarship Bushong Memorial Scholarship Neatrour School Teachers Scholarship ~
Dunlop Scholarship -

Darrin-Hill Scholarship Godwin Scholarship ~

•

Fenlon Memorial Scholarship --

•

Shirley B. Merlin Reading Scholarship -

•

Dr. James J. Hart Outstanding Junior in Psychology

•
•

Leann Whitlock Memorial Scholarship ~
Outstanding Research by a Psychology Senior ~

•

Outstanding Psychology Senior Service Award ~

•

Outstanding Achievement by a Psychology Senior ~

Stefanie D. Smith
Julie L. Dorneman
David Allen
Frank Damiano
Candace B. Shifflett
Frank Damiano
Erica M. Lanza
Catherine Porter
Anna Love-Heilig
Daniel E. Miller
Caroline Davenport
David A. Gould
Teresa M. George

•
•

Dickerson Endowed Scholarship
Dunlop Scholarship -

•

Godwin Scholarship -

Kevin C. Nies
Jennifer K. Carlisle
Beth S. O'Connell
Julie E. Hart
Elizabeth B. Rasmussen
Jacqueline M. Beliveau
Diana Lee Vaughan
Pamela S. Hamric
Mary F. Casey
Erica M. Lanza
Trina M. Richardson
Julie E. Hart
Julianne Zelizo
Karen E. Busclie
Diana L. Deloatch
Mallory L. Smith
Amanda L. Shank
Lisa C. Wolstenholme
Erin Humphrey
Joanna Baker
Betty M. Davis
Tracy A. Lambert
Stefanie D. Smith
Janelle C. Cherry
Kimberly K. Ranieri
Gillian L. Studebaker
Ryann C. McKinley
Kimberly B. Worthinglon
Danielle E. Bourgault
Jennifer M. Delta
Elise T. Toomey
Kelly M. Banna

Elsie H. Wigley Scholarship
Ora Y. Sharp Scholarship -

Charles G. Caldwell Award Senior Leadership Award Outstanding Senior in Special Education -

Eddy Dalton Scholarship -

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Julie Simon Scholarship Delta Kappa Gamma Scholarship Elizabeth Finlayson Award
National Association for Sport and Physical
Education Award
Sinclair Scholarship Lewis Perlstein Award Captain Hiram A. Holmes Award Jerry O. Haynes Outstanding Senior in Psychology

Lindsay M. Parker
McKenzie L. Walthall
Kristen M. Sommer
Brandizc M. Lindsay
Jane A. Koontz
Dana L. Halterman
Heather L. Hess
Jennifer M. Bateson
Kimberly J. Tomlin
Catherine A. Telfer
Carly Sanders
Heather M. Eshelman
Lauren DePetris
Esther Choi
Shari M. Johnson
Joy W. Sheets
Andrea F. Harley
Lizabeth A. Toby
Heidi E. Perrin
Stephanie C. Low
Tara R. Kachelriess
Danielle J. Banker
Shelley A. Brooks
Joy W. Sheets
Andrea F. Harley
Shari M. Johnson
Suzanne M. Dupuis
Kelly D. Jenkins
Lindsay M. Parker
Kimberly G. Tate
Jennifer L. Meres
Rosemary E. Hogan
Tara M. Nappi
Santina M. Montagna
Lisa M. Tice
Nora E. Land
Gretchen M. Eckard
Joy S. Stover
Ruby H. Raines
Michele O'Connor
Michele O'Connor
James J. Stokes
J. Michael Reeder
Erin S. Barth
Heather D. Sheets
Erin M. Winters
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ACROSS
1 CoaWon
5 Metric weight
units, tor short
10 Chatter
14 Actor Julia
15 lll-cnosen
16 Minnelliof
"Cabaret"
17 Absorbedby
18 Violently agitated
20 Resounding
defeats
22 Painter Matisse
23 Former anesthetic
24 Needless
commotions
25 Take (or granted
28 and soul
29 Dispatch
30 "GomerPyle,
USMCstar
33 Yachting trophy
36 Beatnik abodes
37 Move to and fro
38 Expectation
39 H. Rider Haggard
novel
40 Create hippie
fashions
41 Famous cookie
maker
42 Coastal collection
43 Despot
45 Antiaircraft fire
48 Like some
stadiums
50 Raccoon's kin
51 Like a couch
potato
55 Pet peeve

Good luCf
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9
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11
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19
21
24
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28
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32
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34

Out of the wind
Rusk or Martin
Large: pref.
Anthracite, e.g.
Mach+jets
High point
Coarse seaweed
DOWN
Hat part
Turner of "Peyton
Place"
Inning parts
Intimate
photographs
Everythinq but
the_
Accustom
More inadequate
Numbered
musical piece
Letters on
Cardinals' caps
Like Bessie
Smith's music
Silverdome team
Blue shade
Foundation
Dull sounds
$ dispenser
Perennial herb
Smal vipers
Persian ruler
Viewpoint
Skinny
Dumbfounded
Auction action
Unconscious
state
Resting atop
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35
38
40
42
44
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Nuisance
Sea biscuit
Unstated
Shiny fabrics
Yearning
Corrosive
substances
Apple centers
Gold measure
Clear the
windshield
Aromas
Matinee idol
vera
Genuine
Shrill bark
All-films stn.
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• 3 & 4 Bedroom Units

Microwave

• Easy Access to JMU (bus

Washer & Dryer

service)

Dishwasher

• Reasonable Rates

Individual Leases

• Furnished or Unfurnished
Units
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Since this is the last issue
of The Breeze this semester,
we've included the answers
to today's crossword puzzle
on page 45. Don't cheat! :)

Public tramit at

entrance to help you

get to campus.

The Place lo Be!

E

T

•Ample Parking

11NIVERSITV

1

P S
T E N E T

E S C A p 1 S
G u N

Check Us Out!!
Free Water

P T

1

THE BEST IN STUDENT HOUSING F0RTHE MONEY!
• Convenient to Campus
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This is what your life will be like without our services next year. Sign up before you leave. 564-2502
>.-
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Jobs

We have lots of
tasty Vegetation
>H
Dishes, as well

Fantastic career opportunities in Washington, DC and the Virginia
suburbs, with Fortune 500 firms, Government Contractors, National
Associations and others. Our permanent placement group has
immediate openings for Administrative Assistants, Clerks,
Customer Service Experts, Data Entry Pros, Human Resource
Assistants, Receptionists, and Word Processors. Many Temp and
Temp to Hire jobs, too. Let us help you get a foot in the door at
your favorite firm. Earn from $21,000 to $32,000 when you get
hired, or $8.00 to $12.00 hourly as a temp! Please call for an
immediate job interview NOW:

Ti*aditioHt

Vietname*
Cuisine

So, if you arc tired
of greasy, deep fried
food and have been
craving some tasty veggies. . .

iillgOIl

703-914-9100

GASKINS I

as Seafood, Beef,
and Chicken entrees*
Cooked the way
you likcl

Come try out cookingl

search
group

We are open Graduation
and Mother's Day, May S <fr 9, 1999

The Permanent Placement Experts

(make your reservations for graduation

Weplacepeoplefirst
Northern Virginia's premier permanent and temporary placement agencies

HOW'J

Weekday Lunch Bullet 11-2 pm
Mon. - Thurs.
_M ._.
Antique Mall,
11:30-8:30 pm
wSm H
„.„
D ...
Fri.Sat
,., „M Rolling Hills
11:30-9:30 pm H3Hm5750 Harrisonburg

7700 Little River Turnpike, Suite 300, Annandale, VA 22003

■■:■■■■:■■:,.• ■:•£■:•:•:■..-
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Summer Term
at Mason
building

new millennium

Enjoy your summer while continuing your academic studies. Located in Fairfax, Virginia, and
just minutes away from Washington, D.C., George Mason offers courses in computer science
and engineering, business, nursing, public and international affairs, liberal arts, and more. You
can accelerate a degree program, redo a course to improve a grade, sample another field of
study, or concentrate on a single course. After class, take in the local sites by visiting area
museums, attending a concert, savoring different foods from area restaurants, visiting
amusement parks, and much, much more.
For more information on registering for summer courses, applying to a degree program, or
applying as an extended studies (nondegree) student, call (703) 993-2343, send a fax to (703)
993-4373. or visit our website at http://summer.gmu.edu.
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SUMMER TERM 1999

•
•
•
•

Day and evening classes
Flexible scheduling patterns
Register by telephone at (703) 993-4468
On-campus housing, call (703) 993-2720

SUMMER TERM DATES
Session I:
May 24-June 29
Session II:
June 2-July 27
Session III:
July 6-August 10
Dates and times determined
Session IV:
by professor

George Mason University
□ New Enrollee

D Return Enrollee

□ Please send me a summer schedule of classes
Name:
Address:
State:

City:

.Zip:

Office Phone:

Home Phone:

Please fax or mail this coupon to:

George Mason University
Summer Term, MS 5D1
4400 University Drive
Fairfax, Virginia 22030-4444
Phone: (703) 993-2343

Fax: (703) 993-4373

Website: http://summer.gmu.edu
JMU
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HELP WANTEP

^erican Heritage Sr0/^H

Exit 243 off 1-81121 Pleasant Valley Rd.

We offer student discounts •••
3 miles north of campus
2763 North Valley Pike
Rt 11
1st car lot on left
Hamsonburg Auto Rama
Before Barbeque Ranch

434-0499

|AMlfl

Th< Breeze

LIFESTYLES

Positions Available:
•Cooks
•Servers
•Dishwashers
•Hostess
•Night Maintenance

Otd Country Store

574-1099

Everyday Unlimited

MADItON

B R E E Z E

UNIVIKtlTT

Classified
Deadline
Friday, August
27 @ Noon

I

ll|^ tC> i<i

I t~l<^lllcliKI£»,

Caffeine Free Piet Coke, Sprite,

Diet Coke or

3/?

Coca Cola Classic u-muz.*»

Limit 3 with $10 additional purchase additional quantities 2 for $5

Hungry
for a

Nabisco 5—8-oz. Snackwell's or

Fresh Express

Regular 18-oz

Chips Ahoy!
Cookies

Variety
Salad Mixes

Wheaties or
Cheerios

14.5-18-oz.

10~14-oz.

15-oz.

*499

1

It
7 I»■■

Pizza Mini's, Hot or

flavor of the
week:
REESES*PEANUT
BUTTERCUPS

Dairy
Queen

Chef America
Lean Pockets
100-oz. Liquid or 83-oz.

IrVisk Laundry
Detergent
WED THUR

M» » a •tr"» »«*»•• «M< ■* f*im * «"n '•« "

w

FRI

28 I 29 I 30

SAT

1

Items & Prices Good Through May 1,1999 in Harrisonburg.
Copyright 1999 Kroger Mid-Atlantic. We reserve the right to limit
quantities. None sold to dealers.

LIFESTYLES

Whe Breeze
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COMICS
Rantt/Austin Cramer

T
Finished the puzzle already? You'd
better not be cheating! Here are the
answers to today's crossword ...
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Our records show that you've only given $64,512
over four years. Would you care to make a pledge?

IN) OF CRAMvlB?
B**r'

(Idling a year's worth of stuff lulu a car Is like trying lo
(ram 10 pounds Into a S pound sack. You've c rammed
enough for a while, (ilvr yourself a brrak.
Call Ryder and truck It - at the right price.

RYDfg

www.yellowtruck.com

Advanced reservation required Present this coupon at the time of your rental.

10
Discount
One-Way
Moves

Ctnpon only applicable to basic rate of true* rental, which dors not Include
lasts, fuel and optional lie ins. One loupon per rrnlal. Coupon sub|nt to track
availability and Ryder Moving Services standard rental requirements Coupon
eiplirs December 31.2000.
Coupon not valid with any other offer, discount or promotion.

1-800-GO-RYDER

$

10
Off
Local
Moves

Ryder* U a registered trademark of Ryder System. Inc. and Is ased ander license
NC030
Note to Dealer: I. Enter discount on rales screen. 2. Enter Coupon ID. on payment « reen
3. Attach lo rental agreement and send In with weekly report. RA Number
— «» «™ J

THIS YEAR A LOT OF COLLEGE
SENIORS WILL BE GRADUATING
INTO DEBT.
Under the Army's
Loan Repayment
program, you could get
out from under with a
three-year enlistment.
Each year you serve
on active duty reduces
your indebtedness by onethird or $1,500, whichever amount is greater,
up to a $65,000 limit.
1Tie offer applies to Perkins Loans, Stafford Loans,
and certain other federally insured loans, which are not
in default.
And debt relief is just one of the many benefits
you'll earn from the Army. Ask your Army Recruiter.
(540) 434-6691

ARMY. BEwww.goarmy.com
ALL YOU CAN BE.
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Wondering what to food your
parents Graduation weekend?

FLAVOR OF THE WEEK:

lO% off party platter when
you bring this ad int

%afe

OJDAIVO

Butter Pecan

Delicatessen

Next to Rack & Sack 433-4090 ABC ON

,

i N

Right on Wolfe St.
Just past Post Office

It's Not Too Late to Buy Your
SPtCIAL
THANKS

I

UDAP Contract!!

1999-2000
ADV€RTISIN6
STAFF

l<

FOR A
6R£AT
/MONTH
APRIL IN
SAL£S
AND
D£SI6N!
w

$25 Cash or Flex
at the Warren Hall Box Office

TheBreeze_
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FOR BENT

OFFCAMPUSHOUSINC.COM
Mt. View Heights

4 or S BR Unit* AvallaUec' m'shed or unfurnished. Rent

3

IrSaslow^^APP.Real Estate. Inc. 5404338576.

.

Hunter's Ridge Townhouses
Hunter's Ridge Condos
Madison Ten-ace
Madison Manor
Duke Gardens

QS^KyPiaes) - 3 bedroom*. 2
haihs furnished, washer, dryer,
"crowave. Lease 6/1/99 or
B/l/99 for one year. Bedroom
°i,h private bath. $260: share
bath, $240. Water free^ r» pet*.
Deposit required. 433«m.

Now Accepting
Groups of 2 or 41

Hunter's Ridge
Condominiums
& Townhomes

University Place
Gingerbread House
Madison Gardens
Madison Square
Country Club Court

Funkhouser 4c Associates
Property Management, Inc.
434-5150
EHO
2 Guys ISO 2 Roommate* - for
next year in Hunter's Ridge
apartment. Fun floor of guys. Call
Mike/Mark. 568-4298.
Sublet My Room! Spring 2000.
Call Amy at 4349613.

Still some units available.

Call 434-5150
Funkhouser & Associates
Property Management, Inc.
EHO
3 Bedroom Furnished Apartment for 99 • 2000 school year.
w/D included. 1st. 2nd. 3rd
doors available. $240 per
person. Funkhouser & Associates.
4345150.
4 Bedroom Furnished Apartment ■
(or '99 • 2000 school year.
W/D included. 1st. 2nd. 3rd
floors available. $215 per
person. Funkhouser & Associates.
4345150.

Madison Terrace
2 bedrooms close to
James Madison campus.
Call Laurie at Funkhouser
k Associates, 434-5150.
Madison Manor ■ Two bedrooms,
two baths. Completely furnished,
woodburning fireplace, ceiling
fans, skylights. Water/sewer
included. No pets. One year
individual lease $310. $320.
$335/month. Roommate placement.
433*822.
1173 Harrison - 3 BR or
4 BR. University Court, 3 BR.
4332126.
HOUM,

1 Room In 3 Bedroom Apartment ■
at Madison Manor. Fully furnished,
for June and July. $175. o.b.o.
4383146.
Large 1 Bedroom Apartments $380 - $400, available Aug. 17.
W/D, no pets. 433-1569.
Summer Sublet Foxhlll ■ one room,
rent negotiable. 574-0739. leave
message.
3 Bedroom House • good condition.
W/D, available Aug. 17. lease.
4331569.

1999 - 2000 Rentals
Hunter's Ridge Townhouse 4 BR. 2 Balh. Furnished, 2 Levels,
singles welcome.

227 - 229 Chicago Ave. •
4 bedroom duplex. Rent one or
both sides. W/D. new carpet. 2
baths on each side. 4 or 8 people.
$200/person. 10 month lease.

Large 1 Bedroom Apartments near Papa Johns. Walk-in closets.
washer/dryer, microwave. OW.
lacum In bedroom, very nice. June

or August lease. $450/mo.
Mature students only.

3 Bedroom Cape Cod 2 bath. w/D, DW. hardwood floors.

Apartment tor Sublet - through
7/31/99. Bedroom, bath. LR,
kitchen. S. Mason Street. 1/2 mile
to campus. $175/mo. Call Dave.
703-281-9304.
2 BR Apartment • 1 block from
campus. Aug. 17, 1999. $490.
2 BR House - 1 block from
campus. June 1 or Aug. 1. 1999.
$450. Contact Carl at Funkhouser
& Associates. 434-5150. EHO

LARGEST BEDROOMS
Of TOWN!
Fully Furnished! New Carpet!

$£24r/bedroom
$185
433-8862
Walking Distance to JMU.'
Beside JMUI 4 or 5 bedroom
townhouse, furnished, W/D,
dishwasher, microwave, air.
$230/bedroom/mo. Call 896-5112,
after 6 p.m.
Quiet Dayton Room - $200 plus
phone. Non-smoking female,
879-2857.
4 Bedroom Apartment - Hunter's
Ridge. $1.450/person/semester.
W/D, new carpet, new paint, very
well kept. Contact Tara. 4320996.
teafong&)mu. edu

FOR SALE
1987 Plymouth Colt - 3 door,
hatch. 96.000 mi. AM/FM. A/C,
runs well. $1,200. 568-2880.
Movrng? Donate Your Slap** to Utl
Gift & Thrift. 227 N. Main.
W* Buy Appliances Cheep!
Washers, dryers, refridgerators,
A/C. Units must work. 289*049
or 2980912.

HELP WANTED
$1,800 Weekly Potential - mailing
our circulars. Free information
Call 202452-7679.
Will Pay Cash - for used or
damaged electronics, VCRs, TVs,
home and car stereos. PlayStations.
etc. Call Mike's Electronics.
434-8800.

Fall Bookrush
Help Needed
APPLY BEFORE YOU
LEAVE!

JMU Bookstore
Umdtcapar/PsMsr lor the Summer -

Your hours. 5683068.
0n4n* Mail Coming In Sept '99 Make money while you shop. If you
are interested, contact Pete at
baroodpm0imu.edu.
Lifeguard*!
Now hiring all
positions, Northern Va. area.
Training available, full and
part-time. Top pay! Call Kelly,
1-800 966 2500.
Maintenance Help Wanted ■ for
spring and summer. Property/
apartment maintenance. Experience
in light carpentry, landscaping,
plumbing helpful. Flexible schedule.
$7/hour. 833*104.

Female Student, Non-Smoker - to
share quiet 2 bedroom, 2 bath
apartment. Call 4330890.

Now Hiring: Temporary
Help, Part-time Help, and
Junior Student Manager

Duke Gardens

Call Laurie at Funkhouser
& Associates, 434-5150.
Apartment for Rent Near JMU - 1
bedroom, 1 bath, no pets, no
smoking. Call 434-3420.
3 Room* In 4 Bedroom Apartment at Olde Mill. 2 available for June.
July. 1 for July. Rent negotiable.
438-3146.
lmaglne...Tennl», V-ball, Pool - 4
rooms available. June - July. AshbyCollege Park, 574-2241.
Sublet Fall '99 Southvlew - Rent
negotiable. 1 bedroom available.
Call 438-2086.
Two Room* Available ■ in New
Ashby. June - August. Rent
negotiable, fully furnished, pool.
Call Megan, 574-0752.
Summer Sublease* - Must/will go
to best offer. Ladies call Jess,
5742303. Guys call Kns. 4336354.
House For Rent - Old South High
St. for a group of 4 females. Call
434O670.
Private Room - from May 1st to
Aug. 20. $190/mo. Near campus.
434-2812.
Cheap Subtsase ■ Ashby Crossings,
poolside. 2 rooms. May - August.
574-3609.

Tired of hearing your business
school friend* talk about their postcollege jobs? And making fun of
liberal arts majors? Have the last
laugh! We are a highly selective
educational products firm that has an
immediate part-time "knowledge
worker" position, with potential for
going full-time. You can be paid to
continue your love affair with the
greatest ideas of the human mind!

liberal arts background definitely

preferred), customer relations
experience and computer skills. We
want a person with strong initiative,
team orientation and entrepreneurial
spinl • and a love of learning. This is
not your ordinary job: you will
work hard, learn constantly, rub
shoulders with some of America's
top scholars, and enjoy solid
financial results. Did I mention that
most of our employees are young,
intellectually active people like you,
a few years out of colleges like
Princeton. Indiana. UMass. Boston
University and George Mason?
Okay, some of the 'slightly' older
associates attended schools like
Georgetown, Villanova, Maryland,
lames Madison and Ohio
University. We seek and select only

the best. So if you meet our
description, and don't really want to
go to grad school right away, then
please send you resume
immediately to: NMRSTTC, 7405
Alban Station Court, Suite A-107,
Springfield. VA 22150-2318.

or fax 703-912-7756.
We look forward to hearing

UNIVERSITY OUTPOST
"The Off-Campus Bookstore"

3 bedrooms, (1 still available).
Walking distance to James
Madison campus.

Liberal Arts Majors

Requirements: BA/BS (strong
Seta, $100; Lovssast, 878; Chair.
$25; Dining table. $150; Desk.
$50. 4345576. o.b.o.

Room tor Rent - for summer.
Massanutten. $3O0/mo. including
utilities. 289-6914.

Available June 1,1999.
CALL ANY TIME! 4384800
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Call 432-0287
Dining Service Assistant* ■ parttime, working 4 p.m. - 8 p.m. Every
other weekend required. Will
accommodate other schedules.
Interested applicants may apply
at:
Sunnyside
Retirement
Community, 100 Sunnyside Dr.,
Suite A, Harrisonburg, VA 22801,
daily from 8 a.m. ■ 8 p.m.
Staying In the 'Burg? Delivery
person needed for local furniture
store. 433O909.
Earn Up to $800 Per Week assembling products at home. No
experience. Info: 1-504-646-1700.
Dept: VA4806.
Key West Beach Bar and Grill - is
looking for Barbacks and Bartenders.
Apply within. 20 W. Mosby Rd.
Summer Maintenance (98-055) Public Works Department. City of
Harrisonburg. Summer maintenance
positions available in traffic
engineering: sign maintenance:
painting: traffic control; trash pickup: landscaping and grounds
maintenance; and recycling.
Numerous positions available.
City of Harrisonburg applications
may be picked up at the
Municipal Building at 345 S.
Main Street, the local VEC
office, or the application may be
downloaded from the City's web
site: www.ci.harrisonburg.va.us
Hours may be flexible.
Handyperson For Summer Flexible hours, good pay. 568-3068.

from you soon.
Swim Instructors Needed • for
children's lesson program in JMU
Godwin pool (May, June, July).
Experience and references required.
WSI preferred. Submit name,
qualifications, experience and three
references to: Swim School, PO Box
346, Bndgewater. VA 22812.
Dance Instructor Positions Avasaole
for fall '99. Please call 234-8317
or 433-7127.
Chsrtottssvllls For the Summer?
Looking for a summer job. full-time
or part-time? Looking for a position
with one of the fastest growing
financial institutions in the area?
Well look no further because: The
University of Virginia Community
Credit Union a four branch
operation, 2 within walking
distance from the UVA Campus-is
seeking
friendly,
motivated
individuals to join their team as
Summer Tellers. Qualifications
include excellent oral and written
communication skills and some
cash handling or customer service
experience. Please send cover
letter, resume and salary history to:
The University of Virginia Community
Credit Union. ATTN:
Human
Resources Coordinator, 3300
Berkmar Drive, Charlottesville. VA
22901. Fax: 804-964-2081. EOE
HI

Child Care Beginning June 1 • Very
flexible hours/days. Transportation
required. 568-3068.
Mr. Oattl's Now Hiring - for fulltime shift leaders. If interested,
come by Cloverteaf Shopping Center.
Earn Money Working Outdoors this summer. Tuition Painters is
hiring college students to start
after exams and work through the
summer. If you are interested,
please call Steve Wagner. 438-2252.
Waitress Needed for Summer Apply in person at Jess' Quick
Lunch. All hours available.
Summer Day Camp Staff - now
hiring. Jr. and Sr. Counselors for
preschool and elementary camps.
Sr. Counselors for teen travel
camp, and Music Specialist. Four
two-week sessions: June 28 - August
20. 9 a.m. -1 pjn. or 3 p.m. daily.
Call Beth Greenburg. 7033230880.
x27, or e-mail BelhG9jccnv.org.
Jewish Community Center of
Northern Virginia, 8900 Little River
Turnpike, Fairfax, VA 22031.

UREC Now Hiring
Lifeguard for Summer

Fulfill Your Language
Requirement this Summer

Session*!

FRENCH lit - Intensive Elementary
French (6 credits) June 7 • July 1
(M-F.9-12) Dr Hamlet Metz (Index 1531)

Start at 86.15/hr.
Call 568-8714 to apply or
complete an application at
UREC Welcome Desk.

WANTED
Looking for a 1-2 Bedroom
Apartment - to sublease for the
summer. If interested, please call
8288244 and ask for Amber.
Saxaphone In Good Condition - for
beginning band student. Call
540-886-7176.
e-mail:
rcarter0clw.com. Ask for Dawn.

LOST & FOUND
Sony HandyCam Video Recorder
and TAPE • Tape has sentimental
value. Lost in Forest Hills this past
Friday. No questions asked!
Reward! Betsy. 433-3888.

FRENCH 212 - Intensive Intermediate
French (6 credits) July 6 )uly 30
(M-F. 9-12) Dr. Corbin (Index 1532)

Congratulations to the
Graduating Brothers of
Alpha Kappa Psi
Greg Albert
Malt Bryant
Melissa Chong
David Creamer
Lisa D'Aciemo
Shalini Daswani
Astrkl EJinger
Kevin Fong
Jack Foster
Carrie Mills
Kalhrvn Moreno
Terri Oliva
Heather Porter

Jon Rankin
Adam Rex

We will miss you!!
Reward! Green Backpack Lost probably in Harrison. Call Kris,
43*6354.
Found Black CD Holder - found in
Anthony Seeger parking lot. in
February. Please call and identify.
5688127.

ICES
National DJ Connection ■ Great
party music since 1985! Call
433-0360.

Congratulations to
Alpha Kappa Psi's
New Brothers
Evelyn Abbott
David Bruderle
Tara Colwcll
Scott Eucker
Sean Doherty
Michelle Hammonds
Courtney Hawkins
Jeff Hubert

Reshma Ketkar
Canoe and Kayak Rentals I Fun on
the Shenandoah River! Student
discounts. Check our website
www.shenandoahriver.com Tube
rentals in summer! 540743-4159.

Having A Party?
DJ Services Available
Fraternity/Sorority/Graduation
Low Rates!
Call Paul, 540-433-9141
NOTICE
For more information and
assistance regarding the
investigation of financing
business opportunities & workat-nome opportunities, contact
the Better Business Bureau Inc.,

at 1-80O-533-5501.

Jessica Nakles

Juli Peterson
Sarah Reagan
Andrea Riley
Scott Root

Brianna Rovegno
Daniel Tudor
Payam Yaidani

Yoga at UREC!
Sign up today for one of the
following summer sessions:
Session I- May 11 - Junel,
Tuesdays, 5:15-6:15 p.m.
Session II -June 8 -29.
Tuesdays, 5:15 - 6:15 p.m.
Session III -July 6 -27.
Thursdays, 5:15 - 6:15 p.m.
Cosh $20 per session
Sign up at UREC program
registration. Call 568-8700

PERSONALS
Mfv. JMU Answered All My Dream* as it brought me to you. Time has
been too short, and the memories
countless. I wish I could've played
a bigger part in your fairytale, but'
our friendship now is priceless.
Thanks for being my everything. No
matter where I go, I'll love you
always and "I'll Be Missing You."

Don't Miss the
D.C Area's Biggest
Summer Party!
DOUG CLARK &
THE HOT NUTS

for more information.
AdoptionHappily
married,
childless couple hoping to adopt
infant. Will provide loving, secure,
nurturing home. All allowable
expenses paid. Please call
Michael and Helen collect at
703837-0912.
Private Adoption - Loving, devoted
couple needs your help. Do you
know
someone
considering
adoption for their baby? If so.
please give them our number.
Call anytime. Marlene and Clayton,
1888-9602500.
Adoption - ABLE to help you and
your baby. Devoted, loving. Christian
couple wishes to adopt infant. Will
give your baby happy, secure life
with mother at home. Will pay legal
and medical expenses. Call Kathryn
and John. 1-800-484-7834, security
code. 4732.

LIVE at Nick's
642 S. Pickett Street,
Alexandria, VA

Subscriptions to The Breeze
Are Available!
For only $30 for third class mail,
or $75 for first class mail, you
can receive a full year of

June 3rd, 8 p.m.
Call Ticketmaster.

The Breeze1.

Please send your name,

address & money to:

The Breeze

CD Release Party!

MSC 6805,Anthony-Sesgsr Hal
Harrisonburg, VA 22807
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Port Rd / CISAT
22 Tern Drive

433-3111
JMU Campus
S. Main St / EMU
31 Miller Circle

433-2300
LARGE l-TOPPING!

MEDIUM 1-TOPPING!

Not valid with any other offer. No coupon necessary*
£
5>

"Ij
<

jM PIZZA PANIC
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i

2 for $10 after 1Q (p.m.)

MEDIUM 2-TOPPING
PIZZA & 2 Free Cokes

OR

Get 2 Medium Cheese Pizzas
A
for just 10 bucks! "W A

Cheesybread! "M
Medium Order
(16 Sticks)

BreadSTIX

7.

99

After 10pm
ONLY

C99
•mJ

Free Dipping
Sauce!

L.
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